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The Microwave Technology and Systems

Division (MTSD ) of COMSAT Laboratories is

responsible for developing state-of-the-art

hardware for communications satellites and
earth stations, defining future satellite

architectures , and providing technical support

for ongoing satellite programs . MTSD has

a clean-room assembly and test facility (left)

to produce space-qualified components and

subsystems . Recently delivered hardware

includes the in-orbit test transponder for

ITAtsAT (below right), a 30/20-GHz diplexer

for the Advanced Communications Technology

Satellite (ACTS) Program (bottom right), and
gain-standard horns for the National Institute

of Standards and Technology (bottom left).



lirected toward the realiz,
:hnologies for implementing low-cost,

rer-efficient, reliable communications
:Ilite systems. Technologies under

elopment include a 24-element high-power

d array (right) capable of generating four
independently steerable beams using a beam

ring matrix (below right), a C-band

:ibeam phased array, a dual circularly

ized flat plate antenna, (below left), and

a dual C- and Ku-band feed (bottom) for earth

station antennas . Recently demonstrated

technologies using MMICs include a C-band

microwave switch matrix and a Ku-band,

64-element , low-power transmit array which

can produce a steerable and/or a shaped beam.



DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS

A micro-world of monolithic microwave

integrated circuits (MMICS ) is being developed

by the Microelectronics Division (MED) at

COMSAT Laboratories. MED designs , fabricates,

assembles, and tests microwave components for
internal applications in future communications

satellites and ground stations, radar, missile

seekers, communications systems, and
electronic countermeasures for external

customers . MMIC insertion is expected to

improve system affordability, performance, and



reliability while retaining the form and function
its a number of

of hybrid circuits MED supP° clding
subsystems through MMIC

insertion, inu

the 64-element Ku-band phased-array
antenna,

switch matrixes, and active monolithic filters

communications
. In addition, MEN

for satellite ive modules for
has developed t^smit/rece d power

advanced tactical radar, and Ka-
ban

amplifier modules for millimeter-wave seeker

applications.
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DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS

The Satellite Technologies

Division (STD) of COMSAT Laboratories

conducts research , development, and

support activities in a number of
technical areas important to the

Corporation, including the

technological development of

advanced communications satellite

concepts that employ multibeam and
on-board processing. STD also

provides a broad range of engineering

skills in disciplines related to satellite

attitude control and dynamics,

structures, telemetry and command,

mechanisms, thermal control, power

systems , energy conversion and

storage, and environmental and

qualification testing.





COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY D IVISION
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COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGN, E

AUDIO
• Voice
• DCME
• TMUX
• Fax Compression
• Fax/Data Interfacing
• Echo Control
• Digital Broadcast Audio

VIDEO
• Time-Compressed TV
• Digital TV
• Mod. NTSC
• HDTV
• N-MAC



v, ENGINEERING , SIMULATION AND TESTING

PROGRAMMABLE ON-BOARD
DEMUX/DEMOD

CODECS
• Block
• Viterbi
• Reed-Solomon

MODEMS
• µP and DSP Based
• Programmable , Digitally

Implemented
• High-Speed Burst
• Trellis Coded
• COPSK

ADAPTIVE
EQUALIZATION

ENCRYPTION
i/

The Communications Technology Division (crn) efforts encompass all communications aspects ofthe end-
to-end circuit connection. crn conducts research and development and provides technical

support for transmission , video, and voice frequency band process' tosystems anal s and ^ sys ms simulation; andysi synthesis. Advanced
communications system architectures and technologies are

used extensively to achieve the lower equipment costs and improved transmission
efficiency necessaryto maintain the competitiveness of satellite communications

. The widespread application of digital
signal processing techniques is required to support these advanced architectures and technologies.

TRANSMISSION PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY ON-BOARD PROCESSING

TECHNOLOGY
TERMINAL TECHNOLOGY



N ETWORK TECHNOLOGY D IVISION
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The Network Technology Division (NTD)
of COMSAT Laboratories performs research and
development related to the analysis , design,

implementation and testing of advanced
satellite- and terrestrial-based communications

systems . Application areas include fixed and
mobile satellite networks, on-board baseband
switching and processing , integrated services

digital networks, data communications and
protocols , time-division multiple access,
intelligent systems, and optical communications
and processing.





SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT D IVISION

DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS

The System Development Division (SDD)
performs software research and development.
Activities of the division encompass the
development of computer-based systems,
including the design and implementation of

software and the selection , acquisition,

integration , and installation of hardware. The
division is responsible for designing and

implementing real-time systems, developing
modeling and simulation tools, and establishing

standards, methodologies , and tools that will

improve the overall software development

process within COMSAT and yield highly

reliable , easily maintained software products.
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Communications system monitoring and
control systems and measurement systems are
examples of typical real-time development
applications . Modeling and simulation tools
are used to evaluate and optimize satellite

communications systems and subsystems and
include programs that predict transmission
impairments and plan the deployment of
satellite resources . Research tasks explore and
define new software technologies and

techniques such as computer-aided software
engineering tools , user interface systems,
languages , operating systems, computing
platforms , and development methodologies.



ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE

DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS

In 1984, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA), a dominant force

in satellite communications technology,

undertook a new research and development

program : the Advanced Communications

Technology Satellite (ACTS) Program. Program

goals were the development of basic

technologies to ensure the availability of

adequate and affordable satellite

communications beyond the year 1990, and

the continued availability of U.S. satellite

communications resources by effectively

utilizing the limited resources of the

geostationary orbital arc.
Under direct contract to 14ASA's Lewis

Research Center (LeRC), COMSAT is responsible



for developing the Ground Segment
equipment, including the NASA Ground Station
(NGS) and the Master Control Station (MCs).
This past year saw the completion of nearly all

of the Ground Segment hardware and software,
and major progress made in the integration

and test of the NGS/MCS subsystems. Thus, the
overall goal of developing basic technologies
to ensure the continuing preeminence of U.S.

technology in the satellite communications
industry is being realized. By combining its
outstanding technical resources with a highly
effective program management team , COMSAT
Laboratories is demonstrating that it is capable
of organizing and managing a large systems
development and integration program.



_ a a)MSA" I' Laboratories

conducts a program of
basic research and devel-
opment to advance satellite
communications technol-
ogy. Elements of the
program are funded by
COMSAT World Systems

and COMSAT Mobile

Communications (fo r-
merly Intelsat Satellite
Services and Mobile Com-
munications , respectively),
and are paid for from rev-
enues derived from
international communica-
tions services carried via the
IN T-ELSAT and I nmarsat or-

ganizations. Other work is
funded by non regulated
components of the Corpo-
ration . Documentation
concerning jurisdictional
work (that is, work wholly
or partially funded by the
rate payer) is made avail-
able to the public through
a catalog that announces
the availability of published)
papers and reports.

During 1990. the
Laboratories had an oper-

ating budget of $41 million, of which about 50 percent came from Corporate sources and the
balance from outside. Approximately 30 percent of the Corporate funding (15 percent of the
total) supported an applied research program with the goal of creating new technology which
has the potential of improving communications systems over the Ion,, term. A further 50
percent of the Corporate funding paid for development projects, which were undertaken by
the Laboratories for elements of the Corporation on a contract-like basis, and have nearer-
term applications. The balance of the Corporate funding was for technical support on various
projects, studies, and technical issues. The largest effort undertaken for an external customer
was for the NASA Advanced Communications Technolop,gy Satellite (ACT'S) program, al -
though the Laboratories continues to perform a significant amount of development and
technical support for INfI'.ISA"I.

Commencing with the calendar year 1983, we have published an Annual Report sum-

marizing the results of our research and development program. This report, the eighth in the

series, summarizes all of the R&D work undertaken with Corporate support during 1990.

I^L
J. V. Evans
June 1991
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COMSAT Corporation was created in 1963 following the passage of the Communications

Satellite Act, which President Kennedy signed into law in late 1962. Subsequently, in 1904,

INIT.I.SA l' oats established to facilitate international communications between fixed points by

satellite, and ('ONISA I was named U.S. Signatory. Initially, INTFI.SAT had 1 1 participants.

This has since grown to 119 member countries, and the organization presently provides

scrviCe to 170 nations.

Until 1979, (U\1S.1I also acted as technical manager of iN Fhl 1,A I. ( 0\11A I laboratories

was formed in 1967 to help meet the technical challenges associated with this role. Initially

located in Washington , D.C., the Laboratories moved to its present quarters in Clarksburg.

Maryland, in 1969. (;t)MSX"1 Laboratories presently has a wall of approximately 300 and

occupies buildings which afford about 50,000 square feet of space. These facilities are

located on a 230-acre tract along Route 1-270 north of(.aithersburg, Maryland.

Over the years, the Corporation has undergone a number of reorganizations. In 1987,

three separate operating divisions were established, namely the World Systems Division

(W SD), which serves as U.S. Signat ory to IN'I 1.1 SA•I and Inmarsat ; COMSAT Video Enterprises

a business that delivers TV to hotels in the U.S. via satellite; and COMA F Systems

Division which offers private satellite communications systems and services. ('O\1SAl

Laboratories supports all three divisions as well as performing work for outside customers.

I'he figure on the preceding page shows the Corporation's organization during 1990.

In 1990, the largest part other work atCOMSAT Laboratories was that performed for the

regulated activity of international satellite communications, either directly for CO\ItiA I or

indirectly for INTELSAT. Additional work was performed for CSD and (-\T, mostly with

support from the Corporate Shareholders. Efforts funded entirely by sources outside of

CO\ISA F/1N FFI SA I' included activities for the Federal Government and the largest part of this

was the work performed on the NA`A Advanced Communications Technology Satellite

(AC.I S) program.

During 1990, there was some regrouping of some departments of the Laboratories, but

the number of technical divisions remained six: Satellite Technologies, Communications

l'echnolo , Microelectronics, Microwave Technology and Systems, Network •l echnolotnv,

and System Development. Of these, the first five divisions participate in a research program

handed by the Corporation. This progra m constituted about one-fifth of the laboratories'

activities and included jurisdictional business, as well as the nonjurisdictional activities of

CONISA I . The firmer must , perforce, be made public, while the latter is held proprietary.

The balance of the Laboratories support came from projec ts for .and directed Iw various
Corporate elements, IN IT.ISA I , Inntarsat, and other outside organizations. Each project is
separately negotiated and has specified del ivera bles and delivery dat e s. The System Develop-

ment Division, which is chiefly occupied in writing computer software, works almost exclu-
sively on such specific tasks.

,I-his report summarizes the Laboratories' research and dev elopment activities in 1990. It

is organized by technology, as defined by the six technical areas represented by each division.

The work is further subdivided into the following categories:

• jurisdictional research and development

• nonjuri sdictiona l research and development
• support work performed for various COMSA1" divisions in response to

specific requests
• work performed for IN *1 hI SAT

• other work.
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During 1990, the Microwave 7 echnology and Systems Division (,tiiTsD) continued work
on the 24-elenment, high power, Ku-band rrudtibeam phased array, which is capable of
generating four independently steerable beams. The primary effort focused on construction of
the beam forming nvatr iv; Including its 96 phase ski ens. Major portions of this phased array,
including the mechanical structure, horns, orthomode transducers, and cooling loop, have been
completed. Initiated in 1990 was the design of a C-band phased array based on a modular
element design in which a patch radiator, a poly rizer, filters, amplifiers, and switches are
contained in a single housing. A 25-element breadboard subarray was constructed to facilitate
designs of •the radiating element, and a statistical analysis was subsequently performed to ensure
satisfactory array performance despite element excitation errors and failures. Also during
1990, ;then designed fitbrzcated, tested, and delivered an in-orbit test transponder for the
ITAL.SAT satellite. This 12- to 20-(;Hz transponder, which includes 12-(;Hz monolithic
microwave integrated circuit (tiLb11C) amplifiers, 12-GHz channel filters, a powersupply, and
telemetry and command interfzce circuitry, provides a means of bypassing the on-board
demodulators, baseband switches, and remodulators on the satellite. Other developments in
1990 included a diutl-band feed for earth station antennas and a synthesized dual circularly
polarized jlat plate antenna for satellite TV reception. Work continued on earth station
antennas, reflector feeds, low-noise amplifiers, and phase shifters.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Ku-Band High-Power Phased -Array Antenna

In 1990, MTSD completed and extensively tested a low-power, single-beam array,

thus providing the foundation for a subsequent program to demonstrate a high-power

multibeam array. This high-power array (shown in the "Division Highlights," which

appears at the front of this Annual Report) consists of 24 radiating elements with 2-W

amplifiers integrated behind each element and is capable of generating four .simulta-

neous, independently steerable beams while allowing for flexible power sharing among

the busts. The power sharing is accomplished by a beam-forming matrix (BFM) which

contains 96 MNlI( phase shiners integrated within the matrix assembly. The system

(Figure 1) also contains a controller and power supplies to provide bias and control

functions to the phase shifters and amplifiers.

Fabrication of the array components was substantially completed during 1990.
All of the feed elements and orthomode transducers (oMIs) were completed and
tested. The pyramid horns and o`MTs arc designed for dual linear polarization over
the 10.9- to 12.7-GHz band, while the feed elements demonstrate better than 18-dB
input return loss and 50-dB port-to-port isolation over the band. Additionally, the array
mounting structure and the thermal control system were designed, fabricated, and
tested. The thermal control system consists of a liquid cooling loop that simulates the
implementation of heat pipes in space.

The BFM components were fabricated and tested, and a major portion of the BFM

was assembled. The BFM comprises three shelves, each containing four 1-to-8 power

dividers (PDs) and eight 4-to-1 power combiners (PCs). Four 1-to-3 dividers distribute

the respective inputs to each of the three shelves, thus providing 1- to-24-way power

division for each beam. Within each shelf (shown in the "Division Highlights"), MIMIC

phase shifters (see Figure 2) are located at the junctions connecting die input power

distribution networks to the power-combining networks.

The divider and combiner networks are broadband designs employing \X%ilkinson

dividers on an alumina substrate. A 50-Q miniature feedthrough provides the RF inter-

connect from t he input to the output network. The phase-shifter driver and control

circuits are integrated on multilaver alumina boards. Figure 3 shows the measured

performance of five phase states for all 32 phase shifters in one shelf.
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Figure 1. Ku-hand, high-power, phaserl-array
atrtt'nna (unrept to provide independent

stc'erahility tor mulliple !cams

The Rl:\t, power amplifier, and controller will he

completed and the array will he integrated during 1991.

'l ,sting to evaluate the RF and .scanning performance

under nutltiheam conditions will then continence. Exten-

sive communications systems tests will also be initiated to

evaluate the impact of' the array on hit error rate (BFR)

and signal-to-noise ratio.

C-Band Lightweight High-Efficiency Antenna

A light we ight (-band mu ltibesun active array cur-

rently under development incorporates the best features

of the Ku-hand array development and will implement

additional functions necessary for spacecraft application.

The array will combine several key technologies to dem-

onstrate an advanced satellite antenna concept, including

broadband high-polarti .uion purity printed elenments; high-

efliciency , high-linearity distributed solid-state power am-
plifiers (s' I'.\s); and Rl\l technology filr generating mul-

tiple independent beams . The design will also include the

associated thermal , mechanical , and control subsystems.

A system concept and component development were

initiated in 1990. The baseline antenna is a flat-panel

array comprising printed radiating elements, behind which

high-efficiency and high-linearity ssl' \s will be integrated.

A RF\I capable of generating eight simultaneous beams

will interface with 111C active array. Phase shiners and

11.0 11A 11.8

FREQUENCY

Fii,'u c 3. AIAt1( ' phase shifters provide un:hnni and
re ,rodm ihle phase pertormanev of the lil At .hell

attenuators will be integrated with the BFNI to indepen-
dently steer and shape each of the eight beams. A control-
ler is used to set the respective states of the circuiun'
within the RF\1 and the amplifier modules.

Figure 4 depicts a breadboard section of the array

under test. The baseline array , using a conflc.ul parabolic

system, syill generate a number of spot beams over the

earth . Tradeoff' studies have resulted in an array of 1- 1

patch radiators , each capable of generating dual circular

polarivatiun, with integrated ?- \X' amplifiers located at

each input port. An output filter is included in the radiat-

ing element to suppress spurious harmonics.

I•he array concept is shown in Figure 5. Each radiat-

ing element will he an integral part of an active circuit

module. and individual modules can be replaced as r,.--

Each circuit module ( we Figure 0) contains re-

dundant amplifiers and input /output redundancy switches,

plus an output detector fur monitoring.



Figure 4. A hreadhoard 25-element array model used
to simulate pedormance of the lull array

CAPILLARY
PUMP LOOP
EVAPORATOR

, MODULE

Figure -3. C-band, 177-element active array
emphasizing modularity and light weight

A four-element demonstration array currently under

development will include all of the components shown in

Figure 7. Subsequent work will include building and

testing a h4-clement subarray. a RI M, and a controller to

verily antenna performance.

Compact 4 -GHz Diplexer

A compact 4-GHz dual circularly polarized diplexer

is being developed for small prime-focus IN FIT SA l' earth

station antennas. Under consideration is a design ap-

proach that achieves very good transmit (6-GHz) perfor-

mance but with some compromise in receive (4-(-,Hz)

axial ratio and loss in exchange for compactness and low

cost. A breadboard diplexer based on this design ap-

proach has been built and tested. It demonstrates good

transmit band performance and provides receive-hand

orthogonal linear polarization outputs. A bar-line or

stripline polarizing network will he developed in 1991 to

form circular polarization for the receive band.

Figure h. .$,,u Ie mod lie with hatch antenna and AIM/( c
!ones a basic building block of the C-band an^ay

Automated Antenna Measurement System

A major upgrade of the large antenna test chamber

completed in 1990 included the installation of a hydraulic

lift platform. the addition of computer-controlled po-

sitioncr equipment, and software written specifically for

antenna measurements. These improvements allow the

setup to be optimiv.ed for a wide range oftcst conditions.

The stability of the new hydraulic lift permits more

accurate measurement of both the electromagnetic field

phase and amplitude. Placing the positioner near the an-

tenna under test at the center of the quiet zone also

minimizes parallax errors. The posirioner, which was im-

proved by adding tachometer feedback and a new lour-

axis position controller, can be operated by a computer

over an 11.1.1 -488 bus.

The upgrade involved designing, writing, and testing

software for automated antenna naeasttrements. AV'ith the

added feature of phase-stable measurements in the large

anechoic chamber, the previously developed Holographic

Antenna Measurement System was installed in the

chamber. '['his system measures the amplitude and phase 3



response of the antenna and calculates the field in the

antenna aperture using an inverse Fourier transformation.

A correcting algorithm was written to nwdifi chamfer

pointing angles to account for the azimuth-over-elevation

geometry of the chamber positioner. In addition, the

automated measurement software was enhanced to provide

user-defined antenna cut or contour patterns.

Dual-Band 4/6- and 11 /14-GHz Antenna
Feed System

A dual-hand feed has been developed to permit si-

multaneous access to a satellite at both (:- and Ku-hands

from a single earth station antenna . 'I'hc design uses a

multi-aperture directional slotted-waveguide array to

achieve unity coupling at Ku-hand from rectangular

waveguide• input into the C-hand circular (2.1 25-in.-

diantcter) waveguide•. Fabrication techniques were devel-

oped for the feed components to achieve a more favorable

DC&

CONTROL

DC &

(CONTROL

INPUT POWER OUTPUT

SPDT AMP SPDT

SWITCH SWITCH

LHC & RHC

RADIATING

ELEMENT

Ol1T

LPF I ow-Pass Filter
LHC Left Hand Circular
RHC Right Hand Circular

SPDT Sinole-Pole Double-Throw

providing a substantial mar-

gin for meeting the IN I F.I.-

,A l 0.5-dB requirement.

All the dual-band feed

components have been

fabricated and tested, and

tests of the integrated teed

are in progress. The objec-

lives for this project are to

provide support for the in-

stallation and testing of the

dual-band teed in a new

or existing U.S. earth sta-

tion antenna , and to de-

velop a dual-polariz,tii in

coupler to provide access

to both polarizations on

the planned IN I I.IS:\F \ II
series satellites.Figure 7. Active circuit nxxlulc shelf ing A4At/( ' (omtxrnents,

redundancy, anti ntonitrrrirt t; capahilily

INPUT TO FEED HORN

ROTARY JOINT 14-GHz IN

cost differential between the single dual-band reflector

antenna and a dual-hand svstenl consisting of two amen-

nas. The 1990 effort was devoted to optimizing the colt-

p1er design and fabricating and testing a complete dual-

band feed system.

The complete Iced system is pictured in the

sion Highlights." Figure 8 is an outline drawing of the

feed, including the diplexing arrangement. An existing

(;oMSAf design is used fcrr the C-band (4/0--(;Hz) -hplcxer.

Since 4/6-(;Hz signals travel through the Ku-band cou-

plers without attenuation , the dual-band feed system pro-

vides virtually the same 4/6-(;Hz pcrfornt:utce as the

C-band diplexer alone. Separate unity couplers fir the

Ku-band transmit (14.0- to 145-GHz) and receive

(10.95- to 11.7-GHz) frequency hands provide efficient

coupling from the Ku-band rectangular waveguide inputs

to the fundamental mode in the 2.125-in.-diameter cir-

cular waveguide. A high degree of mode purity in the

circular waveguide enables the dual-hand teed to meet the

30-d13 cross-polarization isolation and sidclobe require-

ments for an IN I I I s:\ I

Standard-C antenna. The

axial ratio of the teed in the

5.840- to 6.425-GHz hand

PRINTED RADIATING ELEMENT is less than 0.25 dB. thereby

LPF &

COMBINING!

DIVIDING
NETWORK

11 GHz OUT

4 6 GHz POLARIZATION 4 6-GHz DIPLEXER

COMPENSATOR ROTARY JOINT

I igure 8. Dual-band earth station antenna Iced capable of odxeratum at C- and hu-hand up-links and down-links

DETECTOR

30-dB COUPLER

DEILCIOR

-30-dB COUPLER
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Earth Station Antennas for Use With Inclined-
Orbit Satellites

CO\1SAT Laboratories has completed a study of an-

tenna techniques that could reduce the cost of earth sta-
tion antenna tracking for inclined -orbit satellites . In 1989,

a study of antenna pedestals appropriate for single-axis

tracking of inclined -orbit satellites was conducted, a de-
sign was implemented, and a performance nteasurenient

phase was initiated to demonstrate the reliability and

accuracy of the technique.

The tracking system consisted of a single-axis pedes-

tal with a low-cost step -tracking drive that utilized the

automatic gain control ( A(a:) output Of a standard video

receiver. n(;c voltage is a linear function of the RF signal

level of the video carrier and can be used to maintain the

antenna pointing to the satellite. The AG(: Output was

digitized and processed by a microprocessor controller to

position the antenna for nlaxinwnl signal level.
The perlorniance nlea ,surement phase continued

through June 1990. After March , the Atlantic Ocean Re-

gion (AOR) INTELSAT V ( F4) was no longer available, and

subsequently no IN FEt SA F satellite having a substantial

inclination was visible from COMSA 1* Laboratories . There-

fore, measurements were continued using a domestic sat-

ellite having a nominal inclination of 2.5 Figure 9 shows

the pedestal drive positions at the beginning and end of a

92-day time period, illustrating the automatic tracking of

the increasing satellite inclination, which is slightly less

than 0.3° for this time period. The antenna position is

given in "counts " as a htnction of sidereal rime A count is

an impulse from the counter on the encoder shaft of the

antenna drive actuator and corresponds to about 0. 1 ° of

• SATELLITE GSTAR-3

• 96 DATA POINTS DAY

INTERVALS
APPROX0' COUNT

285 570 855 1,140 1,425

TIME (SIDEREAL MINUTES)

antenna movement in the plane of the inclined-orbit

motion. Data taken on consecutive days show that the

antenna position derived from the step-tracking process

repeats each day, with a typical pointing error of less than

one count (0.1 °). This error corresponds to a signal loss of

less than 0.2 dB due to antenna nlispointing.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

Analog Phase Shifter

NFTSI) has developed a frilly monolithic (SL\41C) ana-

log phase shifter to achieve electronic steerahility in the

flat antenna. Based oil a microwave Integrated circuit

(NIIC) prototype built in 1989, this design demonstrates

low absolute insertion loss and minimal insertion loss

variation with phase states. The active devices in the h4.\11C

consist of eight hvperahrupt varactor diodes, fabricated

monolithically on a GaAs wafer using a proprietary pro-

cess developed at CO\ISAT Laboratories. "These diodes,

which are reverse-biased, consume negligible [)C power

and provide a control-voltage-dependent variable capaci-

tance. In Figure 10, the layout of the \1,`1IC chip is

superimposed on the \tIC hybrid circuit, showing signifi-

cant size reduction. Furthermore, the analog MMIC phase

shifter is approximate) 50 percent smaller than an equiva-

lent M1MMIC digital phase shifter.

Integrated Low-Noise Amplifiers

Miniaturized, high-performance. integrated low-noise

amplifiers (LNAs) were developed at CONISvI laborato-

ries during 1990 so that they could he embedded in the

flat-plate antenna structure to significantly improve gain-

to-noise temperature ratio (Cl1) performance. These LNAs

Figure 9. Pedestal drive positions shorvitig tacking Figure 10. A I \ I/C an,11og ph sc shiltcr shots. considerable

nt i1( incrlasirtL; satellite inclination sbe reduction compared to its ,1 IIC countc'rpait 5



incorporate self-biasing with inductive feedback to achieve

a simultaneous noise and power match and to operate

from a single power supply. Roth the single- and dual-

stage configurations have demonstrated state-of-they-art

perfornmarice (0.S-dB and 1.1-dB noise figure INI j. r(.--

spectively) using ultra-low-noise high electron mobility

transistor (I II.A1I ) devices. These NF values arc close to

the theoretical minimum for the HEAFI' devices being

used. •I he two-stage I NA circuit (Figure 11) incorporates

a vertical mounting scheme developed to enable the am-

plifier to he inserted in the stripline between the two

ground planes of the antenna structure.

Microstrip Patch Array

A software package was developed to evaluate the

performance of the microstrip patch radiator by deter-

mining the resonant frequency and input impedance of

circular and rectangular patches. As part of the project, a

number of patch elements were fabricated and their mca-

sured performance was compared to program predictions.

In most instances, good agreement was obtained.

Flat-Plate Antenna

C(lA1SA I and Matsushita Electric Works have under-

taken a joint program to develop and produce low-cost,

lightweight. high-efficiency flat-plate array antennas for

satellite reception. Efforts during 1990 focused on the

development ofa dual circularly polarized antenna which

will operate between 12.2 and 12.7 (;l Iz.

The antenna, shown in Figure 12, consists of the

previously developed dual linearly polarized flat plate ted

by an integrated svaveguide section. This section contains

a 3-dB quadratut'e hybrid, which converts the two linearly

polarized signals at the hybrid inputs to two circularly

polarized signals at the hybrid outputs. The 64-elenment,

0.15-nm prototype has realized circular polarization gains

of'about 25 dRi, corresponding to an aperture efliciencti

of about 60 percent, and axial ratios of better than I dB

for both polarizations (see Figur(' 1 3). The 256 dement,

0.31-ni prototype has a similar axial ratio performance

and an efficiency of greater than SS percent.

COMSAT SUPPORT

Inmarsat Earth Station Modifications

During 1990, Al 1 sI) helped to modify existing an-
tennas at Santa Paula, ('alif rnia, and Southbury, Con-
necticut, for use with the Inmarsar 2 satellite series and to
nicer new traffic requirements such as fourth ocean re-
gion service. 1-he successful modification of these older

Figure 12. Flat-plate antenna r alrahly ufret t•ie:ng
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i stations prolongs the use of existing antennas and is con-
siderably less expensive than buying and erecting new
antennas.

The hull-performance and NIARISAT antennas at the

COMSAT General site at Santa Paula were evaluated to

determine their suitability to operate in the new Inmarsat

2 frequency bands. As part of this project, the feed sys-

tems were modified and tuned, 4-GHz. I.NAs operating

over the new band were installed, and complete antenna

G/ r, gain, and system temperature were measured. Based

on the tests and modifications, it was determined that the

existing antennas could he used to ;access the new

Inmarsat 2 satellite series.

An older l l -m antenna at Southbury was converted

for operation with the new Atlantic Inmarsat fourth ocean

region satellite. A dual-polarized C-band diplcxer was

added to the existing feed to provide operation from

3,600 to 4,2(X) MHz quad 5,850 to 6,45.3 MHz, thus meet-

ing all Inmarsat 1 . 2, and 3 and I N I J I 1,A I requirements.

A separate 5-It reflector located behind the subrcfector

was added to provide 1.-band transmit and receive opera-

tion. All specifications were met, and the antenna has

been accepted for use by Inmarsat.

The 142-na Ku-band antenna system at Santa Paula

was converted to C- and L -band operation by the addi-

don of a 4/6-GHz prime-focus feed, shown in Fignurc 14, and

a separate 5-ft L-band antenna attached to the quadrupod

structure located behind the prime-focus feed. 't'his quick-

reaction, low-cost project provided the satellite access that

was lost when the lLill-performarice antenna was modified

for use as the Pacific Ocean Region (l'OR) telenactty,

tracking, and command (1'I &( ) antenna.

The full-performance antenna at Santa Paula, origi-

nally built in 1975, \%-as modified for use as the Inmarsat

I'OR 1-l-&C antenna. The modification consisted of re-

placing part of the original Nippon Electric Company

feed with a new COMSAT Laboratories dual circularly

polarized diplexer. Extensive measurements, including

G/'1 , gain, system temperature, polarization, and patterns at

both C-band and L-band, were also taken. This antenna

calibration will allow determination of the satellite pa-

rameters and will also present a measurement standard

for test and calibration of future coast earth station (t I

antennas.

Inmarsat 3 Proposal Evaluation

Evaluation of the third-generation Inmarsat satellite

took place in London in February through April 1990.

MMTSI) paricipared in the evaluation in support of c:Ol\I I

General. Communications payload designs, including the

multiple-beam antenna, were assessed, and the hybrid

matrix amplifier assembly, proposed by two bidders. was

analzed. The assembly, which offers a vehicle to share all

Figure 14. New 460-GI lz leed for Santa Paula earth
station provides lot% oft-axis cross polarizatk n

I, band power amplifiers among all beams , provides good

isolation between the output ports only if the amplifiers

and the hybrids perform within tight performance limits.

These limits were studied , and the matrices ' performances,

based on the manufacturers data , were assessed.

American Samoa Antenna Retrofit

An IN l 1.l SAT Standard-B antenna in American Sa-

moa was retrofitted to facilitate dual-polarized operation.

To ensure the necessary low oil-axis cross polarization, a

new corrugated horn input section was designed as a

transition from the circular wavcguide's TEI I mode in

the diplexer to the balanced hybrid HE11 mode of the

corrugated horn. The transition wa.s accomplished with-

out exciting unwanted higher-order modes while provid-

ing an excellent impedance match. The new feed parts

were installed and the INTEI_SAT antenna verification tests,

including radio-star gain, antenna temperature profiles,

(/t, transmit and receive antenna patterns, and cross-

polarized isolation contours, were performed. The an-

tenna met the specifications with margin.

f^'T'
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Type Acceptance for the INTELSAT System

c o^w,;\I Intelsat Satellite Services developed and

implemented a new procedure which permits antenna

models, antenna systems. and earth stations to he tested

for compliance to IN I1'I I standard specifications. This

process reduces cost and speeds service implementation

by eliminating the need for individual on-site earth sta-

tion testing. \1 11U provided technical guidance on appro-

priate antenna nteasurcntents required fur proof of per-

(orntnce. In support of this cf}ort, design reviews have

been performed, and measurement results have been wit-

nesscd, anal red, and documented for presentation to

IN I' I SAT. During 1990,a combination of'seven antenna

nuxiels, antenna systems , and earth stations by U.S. manu-

facturers have successfully completed the process. Other

systems are in the hype acceptance stage.

OTHER SUPPORT

Matsushita Electric Works

Under contract with Matsushita Electric \Vorks of

Japan, c0\IS-vi is developing a low-noise block down-

converter (I NB) for integration with the flat plate an-

tenna. The I.NR will incorporate \1\1I(' technology in a

contactless small-sized package to improve performance,

size, and cost. A new I NA has also been developed using

low-cost manufacturing technolog y. The I NA provides

improved noise performance in a package less than one

quarter of the size of existing designs.

Alcatel Espace

This ongoing contract for Alcarel 1 pace is aimed at

achieving a state - of-the-art \ I\tle: power amplifier mod-

ule capable of delivering I-\\- output power over the

relatively broad bandwidth of 10.7 to 12.75 ( ;Hz. The

module is also designed to achieve high efficiency and

good linearity , with a small-signal gain of at l east 20 dB.

(.0NISAT has been pursuing both an \1\11( driver anipli-

fier and an \i \I1c power amplifier chip for application to

this work. I*hesc nvo chips will he connected in cascade

to form the complete \1\IIt power amplifier module.

Torus Antenna C - Band Feed Systems

A new (.-hand feed (I igurc IS) with a low voltage

axial ratio over an 800-I\ll lz band was developed for a

-m torus antenna for Radiation Systems, Inc. The feed

operates from .3. to 1.2 GI I/ and achieves an axial ratio

of less than 0.3 dB. The dual circularly polarized fled

system includes an O\I I. a quarter-wave polarizer. and a

corrugated horn. The horn was designed to give the

hi;urt• 15. Corrug,ttetl horn wed for torus inte•nna

uptinuun gain illumination for the torus antenna while

providing excellent ofl-axis cross- polarization performance.

The (t\I-I- and polarizcr designs enabled the Iced system

to achieve the axial ratio specification.

Superconducting Phased Array

Under a contract with MI V Lincoln Laboratories,

((1\1\,1I worked on the development of a supercondtct-

ing phased array. A number of radiating elements, includ-

ing the linear tapered slot and the Vivaldi slot, were

designed on LaAlO; and LaGaO; . These substrates have

an F.r of ?S and are used for deposition of superconduct-

ing thin filth. A two- elentent array of Vivaldi slots was

fabricated and tested at room temperature and :0 K.

Selenia Spazio

l'ndcr a contract with Sclenia Spazio, (t t\ISA I

Laboratories designed, fabricated, space-qualified, and

delivered an in-orbit test transponder (IOI'I) for the

I1'Al s V satellite. I his 12- to 20-(;Hz. transponder bypasses

the on board demodulators, haschand switches, and

rcniodulators on the I I A1.SCI satellite by routing the signal

from the output of the down converted low-noise receiver

sections at 12 GI-lz to they 20-(;Hz traveling wave tube

amplifiers Such a bypass allows comprehensive

characterization of both the receive and transmit portions

of the satellite. The I t yI'I , shown in Figure 16, features

advanced technology developed at I).% 5. I Laboratories,

including high-performance I2-(;I Iz !si,\iLe_ amplifiers,

12-(l Iz channel filters, a power supply, and telemetry

and command interface circuitry. ( ()\1.SAI delivered this

frilly documented space hardware in less than I year.

An assembled transponder is shown in the 11 Division

1lighlights." The 10I-f was integrated with II:-\I_b\I
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spacecraft in March 1990, and the spacecraft was
successfully launched on January 15, 199 1.

Communications Performance of the M-SAT
Matrix Transponder

A task was initiated in 1990, supported by the

American Mobile Satellite Corporation, to analyze the

interference and impairment mechanisms in the it-SAI

matrix transp.ander. The hybrid matrix structure of the

power amplifiers allows for amplifier power sharing among

TCN

a number of' beams in a multiple-beam system. The

isolation between the output ports of the matrix amplifier

is dependent on the tracking accuracy of the amplitudes

and the phases of the amplifiers and hybrids. The

degradation in port-to-port isolation, and the consequent

degradation in beau-to-bean isolation, were addressed in

parametric studies using the manufacturers measured data.

As a result of the parametric study, performance limits

were set for the amplifiers and hybrids in order to satisfy

isolation requirements. The study will continue in 1991

and will investigate variations on the original Ni-SA I design.

F



1 ]?c Alicroelectronics Division 'APED) per for7ru research and development of microelec-

tronic components for enhanchT the capacity, per formrance, end reliability of'comwunica-

tions satellite systems. AMID also evalruucs satellite components to determine their reliability

anti tolerance to ertuironrnental effects such as solar radiation.

11:1) c lcadtrttr edge capability in advanced monolithic microwave integrated circuit
(AL1110 and subsystem technology covers a broad frequency educe from I to 94 GUz and
encompasses a large fitmtily of both small- and large-si nal chips. 11.11/c.' chips have been
successfully incorporated into numerous subsystems.

;ti M/C chips are developed at CO,1MSAT c in-house, vertically integrated fitcility. ibis
stcttc of the art fitrilit}^ pgfonns device modeling, A11U chip deign and layout, materials
preparation, A1A11t chip production, chip ant/nrbnnodule packag is , RF testirta and reliabil-
ity evaluation. Implementation of new quality assurance procedures has resulted in circuit
yields ofup to NO perce nt at the UC level for millinrc ter wave ctrnrplifier with cr gate roidth t f
400 pin. mm/(.'s developed by A/EU have shown a mean time to fitilurc exxeedinc 10 h-
and have been qualified to chzss-.S h•vel for space applications.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

MMICs for Phased -Array Antennas

C(MMSA1 has demonstrated the viability of active phased-array antennas for future

communications satellites using gallium arsenide ((.aAs) .v1,M11(:s designed and built in

The many advantages of phased-array antennas include the flexibility to effec-

tively increase the antenna gain by generating narrow pencil beams and to reconfigure

the beam shape and reallocate power resources in each beam on demand.

At the heart of the phased-array antenna is a solid-state power amplifier (SSI'A)

incorporating many advanced (IOMSAT techniques. A demonstration model of a Ku-bound

active antenna has been built, in collaboration with the Microwave Technology and

Systems Division, using a mix of microwave circuit technologies, some of which are

shown in Figure 1. The MF.1)-fabricated \i^11C chips include power, driver, and buffer

amplifiers, as well as phase shifters and attenuators. The technologies represented range

from microwave integrated circuits to quasi-monolithic circuits and state-ofthe-art

fully monolithic circuits.

C-Band SSPA on Silicon Motherboard

Major progress was achieved in 1990 in the development of silicon motherboard

technology for payload applications at microwave frequencies. Using this approach,

microwave subsystems comprising NIMICs, discrete field-effect transistors (I I- Is), and

other components can he integrated onto a single silicon substrate, thus eliminating

many of the discontinuities and parasitic elements associated with conventional hybrid

technology. (Discontinuities and parasitic elements degrade performance and introduce

unit-to-unit variation and performance variation with fre(luency.) In this technique,

active elements are incorporated into recessed wells, and all passive elements are fabri-

cared in monolithic form on the silicon motherboard.

The demonstration vehicle for this technology is a three-stage, 2-W power ampli-

fier, shown in Figure 2. The amplifier was designed to operate over the 3.7- to 4.2-GHz

hand with approximately 30-d13 gain. The silicon chip, measuring approximately

1 x 2 cm, is shown in one possible packaging configuration; the other substrate in the

package is the bias controller chip.'[he silicon substrate contains nvo SiS1iC chips in the

first stage, and discrete power FE I's in the second and third stages.

Figure 3 is a plot of the output power and efficiency of the amplifier vs input

power. The amplifier delivers 2 W of output power at 43 percent efficiency, with the

promise of improved performance when it is optimized.

2E



Work will continue in 1991 to improve amplifier

efficiency and linearity, and to streamline the Fabrication

process.

Fi,c;urc 1. Microwave circuit components

Rn Ku-barnl antenna

Figure 2 . Oernonstration anlplitiet a nn,> silk on
motherboard technolr),L L
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High-Voltage FET Amplifier

ExistinI I I amplifiers are operated at a bias voltage

of 6 to 1(1 V, due to their breakdown voltage limitation.

A novel combination of several devices, together with

appropriate circttim'. has allowed multiple I FTs to be

combined in I x:-series and RI -parallel (e.g.. laur devices

in series allow bias voltages of 24 to 40 V). 1 his technol-

ogy has applications in systems where the prime power is

available only at a much higher voltage than the separate

devices can use. For example, the prime power for satel-

lite systems is supplied at 28 to /tl) V. Amplifiers operat-

ing at that voltage can improve total system efficiency in

two ways: by reducing ohmic loss in the Ix- power

distribution network in systems such as phased arrays;

and by improving efficiency in any required Fx'-to-Ix:

power conditioner, such as that nornlalh• used to reduce

a satellite bus to the lower voltage needed for tist'As.

A 2-W MMIC has been developed which is biased

at 30 V and incorporates active gate bias circuitry di-

rectly in the integrated circuit. The gate bias circuitry

includes a resistive dividing network to establish voltage

references fix the gate of the power FElTs, as well as small

ITTs used AS source-follower voltage regulators to main-

tain steady bias voltage when the power 1 : 1 '1 s require gate

current, as they do during their most efficient mode of

operation. The bottom FFT requires a negative voltage,

which may he supplied off-chip fifr nlaxinulm efficiency

or by :m on-chip resistor used to self bias the amplifier

(at the expense of some nc power). Figure 4 shows the

1,1\tIC circuit implemented to allow efficient, high

voltage operation. The circuit was tested with 30-V drain

bias and a small negative bias. Output power of 2.3 W

was demonstrated at I I (;Hz. At it reduced bias voltage,

power-added efficiency of 3•'i percent was achieved.

Selective Epitaxy for Multifunction Chip
Integration

Sclcctise area cpitaxy has long held promise tor inte-

grating different electronic components on the same sub-

strate. For example, the ability to firm the different

material structures required for mixer diodes and I I I s

on the same substrate Would pernlit on-chip integration

of a low- noise amplifier (LNA), local oscillator, mixer,

and IF anlplilier for receiver applications . ( (),x1`, I has

developed a technique which uses a dielectrically assisted

]If'(-off (I 1,\I) process to deposit single-crystal GaAs lavers

via molecular beam cpitaxy (MIFF) on selected areas of a

(;aA.s substrate. 1 he process can be repeated for each

desired materials structure.
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Figure 4. Four-stage AIMIC designed to
operate at ?O-W bias

In the [)Al. technique, the GaAs .substrate is masked

by a double dielectric laver consisting of 1,000 A of

SisN deposited on top of 8),000. of'Si( ,. T I he water is
patterned , and openings are etched through the dielec-

tric using reactive ion etching and buffered hydrofluoric

acid. Due to the etch rate diflerential between the two

dielectric materials, the SiO, is undercut . I )uring sample

preparation prior to MBF growth , the patterned openings

are recessed with an ammonium - IiNdroxlde/ hydrogen Ixer-

oxide solution to a depth equal to the thickness of' the

laver to be grown . This recessing step undercuts the

dielectric, providing a negative edge profile which mini-
mizes sidewall growth . The desired active layer stricture

is then grown by MBE on the patterned wafer. The
growth on the dielectric ( amorphous material ) is poly-

ctvstalline , while the growth on the exposed GaAs is

single-crystal . The poly and single -crystal layers are dis-

continuous at the patterned openings. Figure 5 is a scan-

ning electron micrograph of the patterned dielectric struc-
ture with overgrowth . After deposition, the wafer is soaked

in a solution off IF to dissolve the Si( and lift off the

polycn 'stallirte• deposition . The wafer is now ready for

subsequent processing, whether it be device fabrication

or additional material structure formation via the DAI.

process.

SI3N4/Si02

2I4 20KV 13 807 C
1UE 4" PIECE 1

I it;ure >. SF\I u! a T-,Kate g n'ated using ('OMSAT's
improved prig ess

MI.D has implemented the DAL process to form

standard metal - semiconductor I•ll (M11'sFI I) material

structures . Hall mobility and capacitance-voltage mea-

surements performed on the lubricated test structures

have indicated that the quality of' the selectively grown

material is excellent . For an active channel doping of

2.5 x 10l /cnt', M I t) has measured a room tentpcranxc

lfall mobility of /,0()0 cm'/V-s. l'urtherntore, the sur-

face morphology ' of ' the material is optically smooth.

Power %IF-FE I devices fabricated from selectively grown

material have been DC and RF tested, and the results

compare favorably with similarly fabricated devices from

a normally grown wafer.

T-Gate Process Development

During 1990, MI a developed a novel technique for

funning sul,)gttarrer-micron "T-gate" stnlcturLs. 'I 'he T-gate

is often employed in millimeter-wave FF I s and high

electron mobility transistors (I IFNI I's) to reduce gate re-

sistance and thus improve circuit performance.

Historically. •I'-gates are usually formed by electron-

beam lithography using a double- or triple-layer resist. In

this approach, a thin layer of' polynletllvl-niethacrylate•

(I'MNiA) is first spun on and baked; then an additional

laver of high-sensitivity resist I1\1MA-merhvl acrylic acid

(I'M\1:1 M 1:\) is spun on top of' the first laver. Subse-

quent c-beach exposure produces a '1 -like profile in the

resist (e.g., wider at the top and narrower at the bottom).

Inherent in this process are severe limitations on gate

uniformity and yield. Furthermore, wide-aspect (i.e., high-

er ratio of top to bottom dimensions) T-gates are more

difficult to achieve oil a repeatable basis.

. 1'lie improved •I'-gate fabrication process (Figure 6)

uses a thin dielectric laver of silicon nitride to define a 13

I



small footprint by e-beam lithography , and reactive ion
etching in combination with a second resist writing step
to produce the broad T-top (Figure 7). This results in a
very large aspect ratio, low parasitic gate resistance, inte-
grated passivation , and reduced possibility of the gate
shorting to the source or drain contacts.

Discrete devices incorporating COMSAT's T-gate

process have shown DC yields ofapproximately 70 percent

for a nominal 0.25-pii gate length (across a 3-in. wafer).

This yield is considerably better than what would he

obtained using the conventional double- or triple-layer

(a) PECVD Deposition of Nitride

(b) PoE Formation of
Gate Footprint

(c) Second Resist Layer
Formation of Top of T-Gate

(d) Channel Recess &
Gate Metal Deposition

I

Figure 6. C ONISAT's improved T-gate fabrication process
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Figure 7 . Cross section of the T-Gate
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resist approach . Finally, S-parameter tneasurements on a

few of COMSA-1's 0.25-1.tm gate length ..\1I-_,sI I.I:s have

yielded state-of-the-art cutoff frequencies as high as

65 (;Hz. This improvement is the direct result of the

decreased gate resistance of the'l'-gate structure.

Heterojundion Bipolar Transistor

AlGaAs/Gaits hctcrojunction bipolar transistors

(HBTs) offer many advantages over IF I's for microwave

applications such as high-speed and high-power ampli-
fier circuits and low phase noise oscillator circuits. HBTs
have higher transconductance and current-driving capa-
bility, lower demand for fine-line lithography, easier con-

trol over breakdown voltage, higher power density, and
lower 1 If noise. A recent technological advancement has led
to HR"I's with ft and ft„.LX above 75 (;Hz and 210 (GHz,
respectively.

To obtain power gain at high frequencies with HBTs,

the base resistance and the base-collector capacitance, the

electron transit times, and the various charging rimes

must he minimized. The extrinsic base-collector capaci-

tance can be reduced by ion-implantation damage to the

external n- layer. The base resistance can he minimized

by reducing the separation between the base contact and

the intrinsic device using the self-alignment method,

which allows scaling of intrinsic device and extrinsic

parasitic parameters, thus improving both ft and f,,,,,X.

Figure 8 is a schematic of COMSA 1 's novel HBT fab-

rication process, designed to produce devices of high

uniformity and yield. The emitter, base, and collector

contacts are formed by self-alignment involving optical

lithography, ion implantation. etching, and alloying. The

microwave performance ofa 2.5 x 3.0-Pm FIR-F is shown

in Figure 9.

MMIC Chip Reliability Meets Space
Requirements

Dt biased life tests of generic power N1MICs pro-

duced by MED were completed in 1990. Itl -biased life

tests on these power MMICs arc continuing , using the life

test system shown in Figure 10. I lighlights of this system

include individual , dynamic temperature control of each

heater block up to 1 80°C and dynamic monitoring of

s1^11C bias currents, voltages, and operating power.

Extensive temperature-accelerated life testing of

COMSAT -fabricated MMI('s has consistently shown that

the predicted mean time to failure (MTTF) exceeds 106

hr at operating channel temperatures of 125°C for pseudo-

morphic-IIFMT MIMICS and MF.SFLI power .NIMICs.

COMIS:VI MMICs have been qualified for space flight in

the t1 AM_SA I program . As an example, the life test results

for COMSAT's 2.5-' power amplifier MMICs are shown

in Figure 11. This MMIC, with a 4.5-mm gate width
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FFT, achieves 35-percent power-added efficiency and has

very low thermal resistance (7°C/WX). Twenty- My11Cs

have been tested under D(: bias at two temperatures; the

50-percent cumulative failure times are 2,200 hr at 'f(:1

= 195°C and 504 hr at T(-I I = 215°C . The measured

activation energy is 1.45 eV, and the predicted \1*1'1'F is

>1 x 10(' hr at I (-1 125°C (haseplate temperature

= 103'C) and >I x 108 hr at T(_1 I = 82°'C (haseplate

temperature = 50°C). '1Thus, the predicted lifetime of

com,sA I \1\1ICs exceeds the highest reliability require-

ments for satellite applications.

Figure 10 . GaAs ,ti1rt1lC' RF-biased lite test system with
individual rlynantic temperature control

CHANNEL TEMPERATURE ("C)

Figure 11. Reliability test results for COMSAT
poet er-A 11-SFFT-based ," 1 ti IiC'-

Life tests of CO\1SA"I' C: band LNAs are also in pro-

gress. Based on early test results, it appears that lifetimes

will be similar to those of \IED's power NINIIC.

GaAs MMIC Hybrid Dry/Wet Via-Hole
Process

GaAs NIMICs require low inductance source-to-

ground contact for improved circuit perfornmance. Such

contact is achieved through via-holes etched front the

back of a thinned GaAs wafer co the front-side source

contacts, by either wet or dry chemistry. CONISA I Labo-

ratories has implemented a hybrid dry/wet via process

into GaAs \1\11( production. This process combines the 15
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advantages of dry, processing, small via-hole size for higher
circuit density, wet processing, and smooth via-hole wall
profiles fir metalirttion step coverage into one process.

TWT Cathode Reliability

The materials and nmetallurtical study o1 o\ide-Loatcd

traveling wave tube (I wI) cathodes was concluded in

1990. A correlation was identified between near-surface

porosity, in the cathode nickel and reprocessing history

which was associated with occasional peeling of the ox-

ide coating. Recommendations were made for better

traceability of materials and improved process control

during manufacture to reduce the risk of premature 1WI

..abode failure.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

Ion-Implanted Hyperabrupt Varactor Diode
GaAs MMIC Analog Phase Shifter

A GaAs NINA( analog phase shifter was designed

And fabricated fir 12-(;Hz operation as part of the flat-

plate antenna program. The circuit design used ion-

implanted hvperhrupt varactor diodes developed on a

previous program. Circuit fabrication experience was

obtained through the development of mm]( voltage-

controlled oscillators using varactor diodes. The diodes

were characterized at IzI , and these data were used in the

phase shifter circuit design. The circuit consisted of eight

varactor diodes, ion-implanted resistors, thin-film

capacitors, inductors, and Lange couplers. Figure 12 is a

photograph of the completed chip. Target values for

capacitance and resistance in the circuit were .within

1 percent of the design data obtained from the modeled

diodes and resistors. Wafer uniformity fitr the individual

circuits was better than 99 percent. Circuit perfiormance

showed 420° of phase shift at 12 GHz with 12.5-V

varactor diode bias, exceeding the circuit requirement of

3610° phase shift.

COMSAT SUPPORT

100-W C-Band SSPA

A state-of-the-art prototype I 00-W SSPA that covers
the (:-hand communications frequency range of 5. 9 to
6.4 Gf lz was developed. This SSPA can replace the trav-
eling wave tube amplifier ( IWIA) currently used in earth
station transmitters. It has several advantages over the
IWI'A, including high reliability, low Iifc-cycle cost, bet-
ter linearity as a function of input power backofl, lower
insertion phase variation as a function of output power

Figure 12. GO-. A IA 11C .lrtalo/; phase shcier based on
ion- impl,mted ward( for dhldes

level, and smaller size. Tile amplifier is digitally cont rolled
and is monitored by a built - in controller, either tuanti-
a11v using an integrated keypad, or through a computer

when switched to remote mode . The overall ga in of the

amplifier is about -'0 dB at the 1(1(1-\\ output Iwwer

level, and can be hacked ofl'by 70 dB in 1)?-dli steps.

Inmarsat 2 and 3 Support

\1,11I1 electronic devices in the o )mmuniL,rtions and

control systems on hoard satellites are sensitive to e1cc-

trostatic discharrge (I SD) phenomena generated on space-

craft surfaces when the surrounding "plasma is excited

by solar flares. In 1990, in support of the Inrnarsat 2

program, ,M-L) evaluated conductive coatings (proposed

for the dielectric films used as thermal control blankets)

and calculated the requirements firr- the thermal blanket

ground tab .spacing needed to prevent surface potentials

from building up and produk ing I SD.

ME[1 personnel also participated in evaluating tran-

sponder designs -in particular, for the I.-hand down-

link transmit power amplifiers-in all proposals submit-

ted for Intnarsat 3 satellites. Overall SWPA designs, device

reliability, and amplifier Rr performance related to sys-

tem requirements were assessed.
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Degradation of Materials on
INTELSAT VI (F3)

The launch failure of INT SAT vl (0) in March

1990 marooned the satellite in a low earth orbit (LEO)).

Soon after , it was realized that, if'rescuc were to be contem-

plated, the health of the satellite had to be assessed to

evaluate the effects of long -term exposure of the silver
interconnects on the solar cell panels to atomic oxygen, a

major constituent of the atmosphere at altitudes between

200 and 600 km.

Under the sponsorship of CO MSAE Intelsat Satellite
Services ( Is,,) and with assistance from IN 'IT.I.SAT, an

urgent program was undertaken by MH) materials scien-

tists to identify the materials at risk oil the marooned

satellite, to calculate the total exposure of the materials to

atomic oxygen, and to determine the oxidation rare of

the vulnerable materials. NASA computer programs were

used to calculate the density of atomic oxygen in the top-

side ionosphere and to forecast the concentrations based

on projected solar activity ; however, no software existed

which could calculate the atomic oxygen fluence on the
satellite as a I'unction of orbital parameters.

c x )iM1S.A1 I s System Development Division was com-

missioned to revise software previously written for 1SS to

accommodate elliptical satellite orbits and to calculate

the atomic oxygen fluence on the satellite for its current

orbit, for all intermediate orbits from launch to date, and

for future orbits, pending a planned rescue mission in

the second quarter of 1992. The atomic oxygen erosion

of the silver solar cell interconnects on the satellite was

subsequently asssessed for IN I ELSAI during a Space Shuttle
mission i n October 1990 (see "IN I T :I.SA I Support').

INTELSAT SUPPORT

Space Shuttle Flight Experiment

The possible rescue of the IN I l ISA'I VI (r3) satellite

marooned i n I 1 0 by the failure of a Titan launch rocket

in March 1990 prompted a study of environmental deg-

radation. Because corrosion by atomic oxygen posed a

significant risk to the silver solar cell interconnects on the

satellite, INTELSAT proposed an experiment to evaluate

the extent of corrosion and determine the condition of'

the solar array at the time of the proposed rescue.

The experiment was constructed by the Satellite Tech-

nologies Division at COMSAT Laboratories. Two small

panels of interconnected solar cells and three separate

plates with silver interconnects attached were mounted

on the remote manipulator arm of the Space Shuttle

Discovery and exposed to atotnic oxygen for a total of

45 hr during a flight in October. ,A11.I) materials scientists

then measured the oxide thickness and composition and

the thickness of the silver rentainin^g on the interconnects.

Figure 13 shows cross -sectional views of a I2.5-I.tm-thick
silver ribbon interconnecting two solar cells that were

exposed to atomic oxygen during the Space Shuttle flight.

The resulting oxide layers are evident on both the front

and hack surfaces of the silver loop joining the cells.

Based on a conservative extrapolation to the predicted

total oxygen fluence on the satellite , the loss of silver was
estimated as not more than 2.4 ftm from launch through

December 1990, and 3.4 p.m total through March 1992.
This would leave a silver thickness of 9.1 Urn, which

would he nwre than adequate for the satellite to conduct

the solar-generated power and to survive the mechanical

fi,t;ure Ii . Cross sections of an IN JJI5AT 1'It

solar cc'!/ interonnec I exposed to iloloi(

oxygen during a Space Shuttle flight
17



shock of perigee motor firing. These results weighed U.S. Air Force. The (:-hand transmit and receive

heavily in the decision to proceed with the Shuttle rescue amplifiers for this program were developed at COMS.A I

mission.

Radiation Effects on Solar Cells and ESD
Production

using \1MI(: technolo y. and integrated w ith other control
MMICs, such as the receive protect switch, transh•r switch,

and phase shifters , into a hermetically sealed subrnodule
housing. With the delivery of' four prototype "I' /R
submodules, the program has progressed into the small-

ME) has conducted particle radiation tests and pro- scale production phase. 'I *he subnlodule has exceeded RI

vided technical direction and evaluations for INTEL SAT performance specifications, with a transmit power of

vii solar cells and optical solar reflectors (()SRs). 'T'hese approximately 4 ' and a receive noise figure of 2.5 d13.

tests are important for the prediction of long-term solar performance uniformity among the submodules has been

array performance and the selection of(-)SRs. within 10 percent. The results of accelerated, Ix'-biased

Ongoing support of the IN I'EISA'I I'll program has life tests of the low-noise and power MNI1Cs used in these

included evaluation of the hernial, mechanical, and I.SL) modules provide a predicted NI-1-1 I. exceeding 10(' hours,

properties of the proposed antenna sunshields. It was which meets requirements for high-reliability military

planned to install an on-hoard I,til) and plasma environ- and space applications. They RV performance of'the receive

meat monitor, however, weight and other considerations and transmit amplifiers inside The suhniodules is shown

have eliminated this option. in Figure 14.

OTHER SUPPORT

a 4.0 40 Z

O4-GHz Doubler/Amplifier Chain

T/R Submodule Development and Production Under contract to Hercules Corporation, an .%I.%11(,.
\V-hand varactor doubler was developed that delivers

c(m1SA I has an ongoing pro tam to produce transmit/ 30 m W of output power at 93 (i Hz with 12-percent

receive (T/R) submodules for advanced tactical and conversion efficiency. L.)-band Mw(' \11:.S1:1: -I power am-

survelllance radar being developed by Unisys for the plifier chips were also developed that exhibit 0.23 W of-

output power with 13-dB gain Irom 45.5 to 46.5 GI Iz.

5.0 50 A doubler/amplifier chain has been integrated to deliver

30 nnW of output power at 9.3 (;1Iz. with an overall

w 4.5 ^ 45 gain of 7 Mi. as shown in Figure 15. These chains are
D intended for missile seeket•/transceiver applications.
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External Customer Base

MEI) activities are also sponsored by external cos

tamers. The I )ivision has successfully completed the de-

sign, fabrication, rest, and qualification of Gals MMI(s

fiar several outside contracts. For instance, a monolithic

single-balance(I mixer chip (Figure 16) has been devel-

oped which is applicable for c)-i-(;Hz seeker/transceiver

INPUT AT 46 5 GHz

OUTPUT AT 93 GHz

P - 30mW
OW

GAIN - 7 dB

13.8 '
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

INPUT POWER (dBm(

Figure 14. Air For(e T/R subnuadules Fimurc 1.5. t 4'-band A IAII( double r,:amplilicr c lain delis rrc

18 exhibit ,mocxl RF performance high fxl%s t r and ,main fur rnissilc'transceiver,applications



systems at I lercules. Figure 17 shows the perform a nce of

the chip , which demonstrates a conversion loss of about

10.5 d1i and a double sideband ( USB) noise figure of

about 7 dB at 94'i

Other current \ 11 l) customers include [.oral Space

Systems ( space-qualiticd M \tICs for satellite contnrunic-a-

Figure 1 ('. I1'-h,uul monc^lithm. ,niter chip for
Pc •l ^, r, tr,ina(It r'r.(. tf'n)K

tions); Unisys (MMic: modules for a communications

data lint: and X-hand power nodules for phased-array

radar); Boeing (\IMICs for an extremely high-frequency

phased-array antenna and Ka-hand Iwwer HENIT-\1\1l(-s);

and Harris (60-(;Hz IIF_\IT frequency translators). In

addition, mu) provides fabrication toundn• services for

General Electric Astro Division, Pacific Monolithic, the

Canadian Research Council, Motorola, Northrop, and

Loral Space Systems.

14
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Figure 17. 1''rtormance of the NIA I/C W-band miter
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The Satellite Technologies Division (171)) completed eirvelopnzent of ' a satellite fke.,t

simulator in 1990 iind continued work on mic•rowawe filters, common pressure, vessel battery

life testing, satellite rnonitor •ing and in-orbit tectimtr, and mricrou ,ave prol„t(ratiou studies. In

collaboration a-ith the Lincoln Laboratory , S1 L) developed striplinc b,mtdpasi filters using

higli-temperature superconducting filter technology. ^1i t&co designed card fiibricateel test

hardllktr'e which rags flown on the October 1 990 ,SpaceShuttle I)iscoven• flight.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Advanced Spacecraft Developments

Three shelves of digital electronics, which control the beam-horntin11 matrix of the

high-power antenna array (see Microwave Technology and Systems Division [M I:SI)J,

"Ku-Band High-Power Array"), were fabricated and assembled, and software to support

the hardware was written and tested. The controller comprises three different circuit

designs: a monolithic microwave inte^grat d circuit (X%110 driver and two level shifier

circuits on alumina hoards. Each hoard has complementary metal-oxide semiconductor

(('M(_)S) integrated circuit chips and surface nlutmr resistors and capacitors. More than

200 integrated circuits are required in order to control the 90 phase shifters.

The design of a (:-hand lightweight antenna (see "(:-Band lightweight

High-Ffticiencv Antenna"), which consists of 1' antenna modules each containing a

patch antenna and redundant dual-polarized amplifiers, was initiated during 1990. The

preliminary mechanical design uses a separate module inserted into a common chassis to

form the antenna. Each module makes good thermal contact with a redundant heat pipe

assembly to remove a maximum of 17 \k' of heat, for a total antenna heat dissipation of

about 1,500 \V%. I teat pipes are attached to a two-phase capillary pump loop which

transports the heat to a remote radiator for rejection into space.

A thermal model of a gcosynchronous communications spacecraft with a multibealn

antenna payload was developed to evaluate system amass, volume, and power require-

nlents. An important result of this study was that the area required for heat rejection

could he reduced 25 percent by using extensions to the north and south spacecraft

radiators. Fixed-conductance heat pipes embedded in the radiator panels increase ther-

mal efficiency and permit the use of both front and rear surfaces.

Automated Satellite Command and Control

Communications satellite systems such as IN I FI SA I and Inmarst face increasingh-

complex requirements for their command, tclemetn•, and other ground operations. as

more satellites of varied designs place a heavier burden on ground operational systems.

the purpose of this project is to develop expertise in applying methods such as knowl-

edge based or expert systems and neural networks in order to operate the system Balch

and cost-eflectiveh• through increased automation of satellite command and control

functions.

One demonstration expert system, called Anomaly Analysis Assistant, has been

developed to aid in detecting and diagnosing anomalies in the attitude control system

and telemetry system of a typical -satellite. A system structure for semi-independent but

cooperating expert systems was selected. The underlying theme of this structure is that.

for this complex, real-time, on-line environment, the most appropriate structure is one

that models the way human experts are organized to monitor and control satellite

systems, and the way they use their expertise to reason about flight anomalies.

The expert systelll developed uses a coniniercially available expert system shell

designed for real-tinge applications, and a team of cooperating expert systems (Figure 1).

A "telemetry expert" processes telemetry signals to eliminate data corruption such as

dropouts or noise spikes; a "monitor" watches the processed outputs of the telemetry
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Figure 1. Expert system comprises a tea1171 of cooperating "exhorts"

expert to detect abno rmal conditions; and a "system engi-
ncer" handles multidisciplinary knowledge, runs a simu-
lator, and anticipates spacecraft behavior in order to sup-
ply detection criteria to the monitor. Other experts are on
call, but do not use machine resources until activated by
the "system engineer." An attitude control simulator (.1-'S)

generates test telemetry and responds to spacecraft cont-
mands. This demonstration model is self-contained in a
workstation. For on-line application, this system concept
can he expanded by using a network of computers.

Multimode Microwave Filter Technology

In past years, this effort has focused on miniaturizing

filters by taking advantage of the degeneracy of modes in

high-Q waveguide cavities. I)uring 1990, work was con-

centrated on exploiting filter size reduction possibilities

by using stripline or lumped-element components. How-

ever, due to the low O of these components, active or

negative resistance elements must be used to develop high

resonator Qs. A number of narrowband active filters were

designed and are being fabricated.

Superconducting Filter Technology

In a joint effort with the Lincoln laboratory

on the Naval Research Laboratory (NRI.)

High-Temperature Superconducting Space Experiment

(l I 1 ssF-1), ST-h developed four- and six-pole stripline

bandpass filters using YBaCuO superconducting thin

films on lanthanum aluminate substrates. These filters

were produced at Lincoln's processing facilities using

coNiS1 C designs and :\T&'1' Bell Laboratories super-

conductor thin film. The transmission response of the

22 four-pole filter at 77 K (see Figure 2) shows a residual

dielectric loss of a few tenths of

a dB, which corresponds to a

resonator Q of approximately

5,000 (compared to Qs of only

300 obtained from standard

stripline filters). Figure 3 shows

the four-pole superconducting

filter compared to a dielectric

loaded cavity filter. Note the sig-

nificant reduction in both size

and weight that is possible with

high-tcmpcratu re supcrconduct-

ing filter technology.

Propagation Studies

nunlhcr of invcstigations

on propagation impairments in

satellite communications and

ways of ameliorating them are

being pursued . The types of Impairments and the

means of combating them were studied, particularly

with respect to emerging telecommunications design

3.98 4 . 04 4 10 4 16 4.22 4.28 4 . 34 4.40 4 . 46 4.52
FREQUENCY(GHz)

figure 2. ((T,'si5AI-designed Tour-pole filler futures

resonator Q vi arpt)roxinl . Nely 5,0(10

Ngure 1. Nigh-temperature supercorrducling 1111(1

t(chnolu,I'y fcalizcs signific^^nt size ,110 It(i,t;h) reduction
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requirements. Toward this end, several clear-air propa-

gation phenomena were modeled to facilitate the de-

sign of low-availability systems. Special emphasis was

placed on developing tools for propagation modeling

and ineasurcnunt. During 1990, efforts were focused

on modeling tropospheric scintillations, predicting sun

outage, and developing low-cost radiometers for esti-

mating path attenuation.

Mechanical/Thermal Design of Common
Pressure Vessel Battery Mount

The purpose of this research program was to investi-

gate the feasibility of various mounting configurations for

integrating the nickel-hydrogen (Ni/H,) common pres-

sure vessel (('PV) battery into existing or proposed space-

craft structures. The investigation considered the mechani-

cal requirements imposed by the launch environment, as

well as thermal requirements based on the need to trans-

fer heat generated within the battery to the spacecraft

radiator. The design goal was to develop a lightweight,

rigid support structure that provides good heat transfer.

Five different mechanical/thermal) CPS' battery space-

craft mounting concepts were investigated. Figure 4 illus-

trates one of the more promising concepts which uses

aluminum brackets for mechanical attachment to the

spacecraft structure and a hear pipe sleeve to transfer

generated heat to the spacecraft radiator with a minimum

temperature gradient.

Figure 5 shows the results of a weight study in which
d ifferen t mounting concepts fear a 120-Ah (:I'V battery
were evaluated. Note that a weight savings of 20 to 50 kg

A B

PARAMETER

WEIGHT OF MOUNTING
STRUCTURE (kg)

TOTAL WEIGHT
OF BATTERY (kg)

OF MOUNTING

STRUCTURE IN

BATTERY

3.2 3.3

45.4 45,5

7 7

RADIA',_f

Figure 4. ( !'V hattrry mount is a lightweight, ri,r;id support

structure that provides good heal transfer

can be realized for a high-power communications satel-
lite. Replacement of this mass with propulsion fuel would
increase the useful spacecraft lifetime by more than I
year.

Bearing Cage Instability Investigation

The ball hearings used in a spacecraft momentum
wheel, which is part of the attitude control system, can
suffer from an abnormality wherein the ball separator
or cage vibrates violently. T his can dramatically reduce
momentum wheel lifetime and cause spacecraft con-
trol problems. As momentum wheel lifetime require-
ments have increased (16 Years for INTELSAT I'll), em-

pirical testing has become impractical. Therefore. it

CONCEPT

D LC

3,5 4.7

45.7 46.9

8 10

fig are 5. CPV battery mount can provide significant weight savings

5.9
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has become necessary to attempt to analytically model

hall hearing performance so that parameters such as

temperature, lubricant type and quantity, hearing and

cage dimensions, and wear rates can be studied. These

studies include projected end-of-life performance, which

is of special interest in regard to cage stability margin.

ADORF. (Advanced Dynamics of Rolling Elements) is

a computer program capable of modeling the dynamics

of a ball hearing operating at high speed. This program is

particularly refined with respect to cage dynamics, and

was modified to model the novel geometrical features of

the INI LLSA I VII momentum wheel bearing cage. A num-

ber of possible hearing operating conditions were analyti-

cally evaluated, and i t appears that the IN I I LSA I VII

momentum wheel has adequate stability margin.

Microwave Tube Studies

Although traveling wave tubes ("IwI's) have given

excellent service over the years as the power output stage

of communications spacecraft transmitters , their tendency'

to develop problems (which are not apparent even through

burn - in) necessitates the provision of generous .spares (three

for two , and even two for one ). This project is devoted to

minimizing the incidence of problems and to refining

rests which might expose latent defects early in the manu-

facturing process.

A long-standing problem has been the relatively early

(3- to 5-year ) failure of the oxide cathode, which affects

some portion of the C-hand T\%L population . This prob-

lem occurred in both IN "I E SAT V and vi , and two "I"WVTs

from the INTFI SA"I V program have been under extended

study for 5 years . Efforts have centered around develop-

img tests for evaluating cathode quality ( activity ), which

may he more revealing than the traditional "dip-test."

Since two 1 1 : 1 SAI V 'I WWTs were suspected of having

intermittent leaks, a test was devised in which the cathode

current was measured with short pulses over a range of

cathode temperatures. West results showed variable activ-

itv at the time, and the measurements have been repeated

over the years.

The difficulty of finding correlations in long-term

tests such as these is illustrated by comparison of the

signatures recorded in 1986 and 1990, as shown in fig-

ure 6. Tube 1 is still performing nearly to specification

but shows significant deterioration , while tube 2 appears

new.

During 1990, the method for measuring shot- and

flicker-noise in the cathode current was investigated on

the grounds that defects in the oxide layer ( which perhaps

lead to peeling ) might result in recognizable signatures in

the way that noise levels develop as the cathode is heated

up from cold. Typically, the noise increases rapidly with

the current, until space - charge limitation occurs and the
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Figure (i. Oxic/e cathcxle signatures show variable activith

noise is suppressed. Interesting signatures Were recorded,

but it appears that the monitoring tinge-scale may be long

enough to see the M-cathode replace the oxide cathode.

Another I \V'I problem-occasional high-voltage

breakdown leading to spurious shutoff (S4t)) once per

Week to once per year-has also occurred in recent

spacecraft programs. SID plans to analyze several tubes

I



that have shown a tendency

for this breakdown in a 1991

program to characterize the

more subtle signatures of the

pre-breakdown phenomena.

Expert Systems
Applications

A key element in satel-

lite communications earth

station equipment is the up-

link high-power amplifier

(HPA), for which a micro-

wave vacuum tube (klvstron

or is the output RF

stage. While these tubes are

generally very reliable, they

do give rise to a significant

proportion of operating in-

terruptions, particularly dur-

ing initial operation In a new

earth station. Problems that

arise are variously related to

the tube, the high-voltage

power supply, and the con-

trol and protection circuitry-.
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I-ir;ure I IPA e\:per7 system identities opcralinp; problems

Although much prior experience exists in these areas,

it is mostly in the minds of a small number of individual

experts. An expert system appears to be an ideal way of

recording and systematizing such knowledge. Under this

project, the experience obtained from the development

and corn rn issioning of several generations of earth sta-

tions is being assembled into the knowledge base of an

HPA expert system. The system runs on a l'C with an

8-,%Ibyte memory and a 150-Mbyre hard drive.

For convenience in practical application, the user

interface with the prototype system is based on the dis-

play of status and operating parameters provided by the

circuit and RF monitoring equipment of a typical ii'A, as

shown in Figure 7. By "clicking;" on the appropriate

anomaly indicator with it arouse, an operator connects to

a chaining system which leads through father questions

and recommendations to the depth of knowledge avail-

able from the experts.

III addition to providing archived knowledge, the

expert system is structured to receive simulated real-time

data from the HPA monitoring instruments and use these

data to look for anomalies and provide limited predic-

tions. In the prototype version, the operator can initiate a

consultation by setting anomaly conditions in an I II'.A

simulator-a simple ancillary system that sends typical ana-

log or digital signals to the expert, as prompted. The

relation between the elements of the complete system is

illustrated in Figure 8.

HPA

SIMULATOR
HPA

EXPFRI

FAULTS

& TRENDS

E .
f♦

O ,P. OUTPUT

I RESULTS

Fi,L;ure 8. HP A expert system receives simulated real-time
data trout monitoring instruments

Power System Life Extension Studies

The basis of this study is die possibility of extending

the operational life of INI Fi i'si satellites by the careful

selection of battery and solar array components, together

with the establishment of precise in-orbit management

procedures.

A performance model developed in previous years to

predict the life expectancy and voltage behavior of Ni/(;d

and Ni/H, batteries was extended to include a new coeffi-

cient in the regression equation to reflect the effect of

Kt )I I content in cells. Parametric temperature studies with

flight-model NI/11, cells showed that capacity decrease

Sc HF1.1'.
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with increase in temperature is nonlinear , with an inver-

sion in the curve at 45°C. The change in the cell's re-

sponse to temperature at 45" C, is due to slightly increased

chargeability of the cell at 40" to 60 "C, which can he

attributed to a structural transformation that occurs in

the positive active material at 42" to 46"C.

Failures of solar strings continue to plague the
iN EEISAT V satellites, which have experienced a total of

19 failures among the 13 satellites in orbit . Analysis of

experimental results obtained through various investiga-

tive techniques, including vibration , thermal cycling, elec-
trostatic discharge , and cell reversal , points to open circuit

diode failure as the reason for the failures.

Propagation Measurements in Africa

Since 1986, t:ttNts;\ r has participated in a Ku-band
propagation data collection program with three African
nations: Cameroon, Kenya, and Nigeria. This effort is
driven by the need for reliable propagation data from
tropical climates. The measurement and data reduction
phase of the program continued in 1990. Measurements
at a new site, Kericho, Kenya, were initiated in April
1990, and CO MSAT continued to actively participate in
IN- IT.ISAI's analysis of data collected from the 1987-
I989 measurement campaigns.

Ku-Band Up -Link Power Control
Development

The viability of open-hoop up-link power control

(I.'I PC) as a fade countermeasure has been demonstrated.

and efforts toward consolidating the basic concept and

implementing it in an operational earth station continued

in 1990. A key element of the ULP(: system is estimation

of the down-link fade by careful measurement ofa down-

link beacon signal. The up-link fade is estimated by fre-

quency translation from the down-link fade. The mea-

sured beacon signal level reflects the combined effects of

propagation- and nonpropagation-related phenomena;

however, the accuracy of the ULPC system is heavily de-

pendent on its ability to isolate propagation phenomena

from nonpropagation or equipment-related elfccts.

Effects of Scintillation on Satellite
Communications

The objective of this project is to evaluate the

effects of propagation-induced signal scintillations

on the performance of satellite communications sys-

tenms. During 1990, the specific task was to evaluate

such effects on the performance of various satellite

antenna-tracking systems, with a goal of establishing

techniques and rules for handling the associated opera-

tional problems. Categorization of path scintillation

phenomena and their impact on different types of
tracking and pointing methods was undertaken.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

Ni/H, Aerospace CPV Battery

During 1988. a project ss,is initiated to develop ,a

prototype test nodule of the NJ/H ., ('I'V aerospace bat-

tery to exploit the desirable technological achievements

from a previous program in which a terrestrial CPV hat-

tery was developed.

Final assembly of a 26-cell, 22-Ah aerospace (Tv

battery Occurred in February 1989. After initial character-

ization. the hatterv was placed into an accelerated cycling

regime which removed 44 percent of its energy- on each

discharge before recharging. Seven thousand cycles of

very stable voltage performance were achieved before hat-

terv performance degraded in mid-1990. Analysis of the

failed hatterv provided valuable input to the design of "a

second prototype, planned for 1991. This CPV technol-

ogy offers significant inmprovement in specific energy (en-

ergy per unit weight) and energy density (energ per unit

volume).

Fflorts to produce a new synthetic separator have

paralleled the t'i'\' development. An inorganic/organic

synthetic separator was developed to replace the currently

used asbestos and zircar separator. The new structure,

developed in collaboration with \X'. R. Grace & Co., is

chemically stable, microporous with a porosity higher

than that of asbestos, and mechanically stronger than

zircar. Samples of the separator are undergoing cycle test-

ing in experimental NI/H, cells.

COMSAT SUPPORT

INTELSAT VI BAPTA Life Test

The life test of the INTIASA'1 VI engineering model

bearing and power transfer assembly (BAI'I'A) began in

January 1989 and was continued in 1990 tinder COMSAT

sponsorship. The primary assemblies in the BAI' IA are the

bearing assembly and the electrical contact ring assembly

•l'hc performance of the bearing assembly and the

ECR.•\ is critical in sustaining the life of dle satellite be-

cause neither system has a redundant backup. The BAI' I A

is being tested in a thermal vacuum environment to simu-

late in-orbit conditions, and has shown normal perfor-

mance since the beginning of the life test. Parameters

monitored continuously include temperature at several

locations, condition of the hearing lubrication film, spec-

tral analysis of the torque signal, and power brush noise in

the I.cat1. The friction torque of the BAPTA is computed

from the drive motor voltage and the current.



In addition, an accelerated life rest was conducted on
an I I :RA wherein the speed was increased to 300 rpm
(normal is 30 rpm) and the current was increased to 36 A
(normal is 18 A). After the equivalent of' 20 years of
operation in a thermal vacuum environment, the ECI(A

life test was stopped in December of 1990. The brush
wear measured at the conclusion of this test Was firttnd to
be minimal-less than 6.S percent.

Inmarsat 2 and 3 Support

An independent evaluation of the Inmarsat 3 pro-

posals was completed by COMSAT Laboratories to help

formulate the U.S. Signatory's position on the status of
the five independent Ininarsau 3 spacecraft proposals.

.S 11) staff also provided support to Inmarsat via a CSI)

consulting contract which involved monitoring of' ther-

mal vacuum tests of Inmarsat 2 in Toulouse, France;

participation in the Flight Readiness Review for the E1

spacecraft; evaluation of the momentum wheel lubrica-

tion conditions; and a review of spacecraft contingency

plans. Plating and conversion coating samples were devel-

oped at the Laboratories to support selection of a substi-

tute high-power w-aveguide and feed. which was subse-

quently installed on the flight spacecraft at the launch

site. Additional activities consisted of assisting Inmarsat

related to thermal and mechanical aspects during contract

negotiations. In addition, it task was undertaken to de-

velop a thermal model of the Inmarsar 3 spacecraft.

Battery Support

MI" I AR and Satellite Business Systems (Sii") satel-

lite batteries continue to be life tested in at charge and

discharge cycling regime which simulates real-time hat-

ter' operation in orbit. The test results provide it database

fiar projecting in-orbit performance and lifetime expect-

ancy on board Co\ISTAR and SBs satellites. A computer

model is used to calculate the expected end-of-discharge

voltage on the longest eclipse day and to forecast overall

performance. The COMS I'AR-type batteries have completed

29 eclipse seasons (14 years), while the slis batteries have

completed 21 seasons (10 years). The real-time lift test

and the performance projections should provide a basis

for estimating batter- capability for operating these satel-

lites up to and beyond their contractual lifetime.

INTELSAT SUPPORT

INTELSAT Atomic Oxygen Shuttle Experiment

When the IN I E)_sAI \ I ((3) spacecraft failed to achieve

geosynchronous orbit in March 1990, concern was raised

regarding possible low earth orbit (I.EO) environmental

damage to materials, which might limit the spacecraft's

life after rehoost. Atomic oxygen erosion of the thin silver

solar cell Interconnects was of particular concern. INTEL SAT

asked (:OMSA I Laboratories to develop hardware for the

ti i s-41 (Discovery) shuttle flight which would allow the

determination of solar cell interconnect erosion as a hinc-

tion of tcnlpcrauure.

.I'o meet INTI ISAT's objectives, three thermal plate

assemblies were designed and fabricated with different

thermal finishes to produce distinct temperature profiles.

The design of these assemblies included provisions to

thermally isolate the critical front face from the Shuttle

environment and for attachment of' the solar cell inter-

connects. Figure 9 shows one of' the completed assem-

blies. The three thermal plate assemblies were attached to

a NASA-supplied witness plate, along with two solar array

coupons. The witness plate was mounted on the Shuttle's

remote manipulator arm and deployed 60 ft front the

Shuttle during a flight in October 1990.

Since no temperature telemetry was allowed on the

experiment, flight temperatures were predicted using ex-

perimentally determined thermal properties and orbital

parameters supplied by NASAVIohnson Space Center. Fig-

ure 10 is a typical example of the temperature predic-

tions. After the shuttle flight. erosion of the solar cell

interconnects was measured and used to predict erosion

rates that the IN 1'I[I SA I' VI interconnects are likely to

experience based on their expected atonic oxygen dosage.

The mechanical integrity of the IN I I:I SA I VI solar

cell interconnect when subject to loads from the peri-
gee kick motor firing and temperature excursions in
I 10 was investigated. It was concluded that, even with
erosion, the interconnect would survive the injection
and life at synchronous orbit.

Figure 9. Thermal dale assemhh proviclrs thermal isolation
from Shuttle cm ir(ncncn ► r
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INTELSAT V Momentum Wheel Life Test

the antenna-pointing performance of IN I'ELSAF
V /V -A satellites is critically dependent on the life of the
momentum wheels. 1'h e long-term effects of speed
and temperature cycling on the momentum wheel mo-
tor, electronics, and bearings were not fully known
prior to launc h of the first INTEL SA-1- V s atellites. Work
is continuing to evaluate the long - term performance
of two engineering model momentum wheels.

The ongoing life test program has accumulated more

than 19 wheel-years of running time. One wheel acts as a

control case by operating at ambient conditions at a nomi-

nal 3,500 rpm, while the other is speed and temperature

cycled to simulate worst-case in-orbit conditions. Perfor-

mance data such is power consumption, spectral analysis

of the torque signal, and reaction torque are collected

mullthh- and added to the database. 'File 111011111--iltilln

wheels have shown normal performance since the begin-

ning of the life test. During 1990, one wheel was re-

moved from life test and disassembled to provide engi-

neering data for the INTEL SAT Vii momentum wheel

design.

The continuing wheel tests provide an empirical cri-

tique of the current generation of momentum wheels. In

addition, they have produced a valuable database for fit-

ture momentum wheel designs.

INTELSAT VII Momentum Wheel

The IN'FFLSAT VII momentum wheel is similar to

that used on IN I ELSA1- V, but has a much higher operat-

ing speed . During the wheel Critical Design Review, it

was observed that the existing database for the active

lubricator used for the hearings could not technically

support the lubrication design at 6,600 rpm. The con-

tractor was directed to perform a series of special lubrica-

11011 tests, Which determined that the properties of the

INITIAL TEMPERATURE = 0-C

grease used were not well understood and that the pro-

posed processes were inadequate considering the variabil-

ity of the grease. In further support of IN i E LSA I \'I1, an

INLEIJ:VL V life test wheel was disassembled after running

for 10 years. The disassembly revealed that the active

lubrication system was ineffective and unlikely to he ca-

pable of supporting a 22.5-year momentum wheel life

test requirement. Consequently, adjustments were made

to the lubricator design and processing and the construc-

tion of flight wheels was allowed to proceed.

INTELSAT V and VI Battery Life Tests

In 1990, battery testing included real-time life rests

of hatterics from the IN I ' F I S A F V. VI, and K spacecraft.

I -lie ongoing life rest for IN ITI SA I \ consists of a Ni/Cd

and a Ni/H, battery which are tested by simulating the

electrical and thermal parameters of the in-orbit power

subsystem. The Ni/Cd life-rest battery has been tested for

23 eclipse seasons (I I years), and the Ni/1-1, battery for

19 eclipse seasons (9 years). These tests provide a baseline

for performance data, an early look at the eflects of wear,

and an opportunity to develop procedures to correct for

anomalous performance in orbit.

'the effort to develop new methods which will aid in

long-term operation of in orbit batteries continued in

1990. 't'ests were initiated to determine the preferred

method of Ni/H, hatter storage, with the main goal of

reducing degradation due to water loss.

The INf1-1SAT VI Ni/H, battery life test, simulating

real-time battery operation in-orbit, began in 1986 and

has continued through 1990. The method of pre-charge

was the major variable under investigation. The batteries

have completed nine eclipse seasons (4 years) and have

shown excellent electrical performance, although with an

unexpected high rate of pressure rise.

As part of a continuing effort to evaluate storage-

related degradation in flight cells, new production lots

of IN ITISAI VI cells have been introduced into the

IN1 E.I.SA I Vi life-test reginic. Previous studies at

o'ta\ISAI showed loss of performance in stored flight

cells which necessitated their eventual rejection for

flight. Replacement of these cells, coupled with cur-

rent testing, will improve the performance and reli-

ability of IN fFLSAF VI in-orbit batten' systems.

Up-Link Power Control Transmission

ot\111.\l is under contract to IN i ii s \ I to develop

an open -loop u11'o' system and verik, its performance by

conducting transmission tests at Ku-band over a period of

I year. I'he receive facility for the evaluation of transmis-

sions from the laboratories will be located in the Nether-

lands at the University of l-.indhoven, a subcontractor on



this effort. Substantial development work was completed

during 1990, including development and fabrication of

the controller hardware, train site and remote site system

integration, and conceptual development of the L'LPC

algorithm.

Low-Elevation-Angle Clear-Air Effects

The extension of satellite coverage down to elevation

angles well below the established norms will provide sub-

stantial economic benefit to the INITI.vA l* system. Propa-

gation impairments will he a dominant factor in deter-

mining the operational aspects of such low-elevation-angle

links. COMSAT' was awarded a contract to study low-

elevation-angle link availability issues, mainly under clear-

air conditions. Tropospheric scintillations and low-angle

fading are expected to be the dominant impairments.

Modeling of these and other clear-air phenomena was

undertaken during 1990.

Propagation Measurement Field Support

A variety of field support and consultation services

were provided to IN'FFI SA I in relation to ongoing radio-

metric measurements and data analysis from several topical

and subtropical sites. Field support was provided to sites

in Australia, Kenya, and Papua, New Guinea, and techni-

cal consultation was provided for data reduction and analy-

sis of radiometric data collected at three African sites.

Such services are an outgrowth of COMSAT 's long in-

volvemcnt in the worldwide development and deploy-

ment of propagation measurements, and arc vital to the

successful operation of remote experiments.

In addition, refurbishment of two sets ofradiomcrric

equipment was begun in 1990. Originally designed and

developed at the l abioratories, this equipment was used in

radiometric measurement campaigns in Africa and will he

redeployed in Brazil and New Zealand.

INTELSAT Technical and Engineering Support

COS1S:\I Laboratories was engaged in several activi-
ties in support of IN"I E.I sAT, including participating in

the INTF.I SAT VI (F3) launch and recovery operations in

the propulsion and attitude determination and control

system (AUCs) areas, providing inptuts to the sequence of

launch events, .system-readiness testing at the Launch

Control Center. and assistance with launch rehearsals.

COMSAT was also involved in generating INTIA SAT \1

ADCs in-orbit test procedures; assumed the ADCs on-call

and supervisory duties for 1 week in May; and performed

analyses related to IN I l.I.SA'I V end-of-life operations and

elect tnhermal thrusters. COMSAT took the lead in test-

ing and commissioning the INTELSAI V Auto noInous

Commanding System on new computer systems at all

I'I'&t: ground stations, participated in the expert system

development, and trained INTELSA1' engineers for on-call

duties and emergency spacecraft recovery with the aid of

the IN IIISAT V AI)CS Flight Simulator.

OTHER SUPPORT

ARABSAT Life Extension Project

This project was supported by directing the adaptation

and revalidation of an AI)ta sirnularion program for the

ARABSAI satellite; directing the simulation runs; analvi.-

ing the results; and preparing and giving lectures to

AR BSAT personnel on several topics related to spacecraft

design, operation, and orbit maintenance.

ITALSAT Attitude Control System Flight
Simulator

Under contract to T elespazio, COMSAT Laboratories

completed the design, fabrication, integration, delivery,

and test of the ITAI SAI Attitude Control System Flight

Simulator (IAI S!M1). The IAFSIS9 facility (Figure 11), now

in operation at Telespazio's I'lALSAF Operations Control

Center in Fucino, Italy, is being used to aid ground

controllers and engineers in operating the CI'ALSAT space-

craft. The purpose of the facility- is to accomplish the

following:

• Enable better understanding and evaluation of real-
tinte spacecraft dynamics and attitude control opera-
tions and performance.

• Facilitate development of operational sequences for

t ansler orbit and gcostationarv orbit.

• Validate the I'I A[.SAT control center software and

hardware.

• Train spacecraft ground controllers.

• Support anomaly analysis.

The sinutlaror combines spacecraft hardware (atti-

tude control processing electronics) with software models

of the rest of the spacecraft, including sensors, thrusters,

momentum wheels, attitude dynamics, disturbance

torques, and orbital mechanics. The simulated attitude

control system responds to commands and generates a

dynamic telemetry response. Static models of other space-

craft telemetry arc combined with the dynamic response

to form the complete spacecraft telemetry stream. The

LV SIM can be operated either in stand-alone mode or,

when connected to the control center packet-switching

network, front the actual control center consoles.

This real-time, high-fidclirv, operator-interactive simu-

lator covers the entire range of missions phases, including
2q
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Figure 1 1. IAFS1A1 I ' y assists in operating the
IT,ALSA I spacecraft

three-axis-stabilized transfer orbit operations, liquid apo-
gee engine firing, attitude acquisition and reacquisition,
normal mode, and station keeping modes.

Various failure modes are simulated and can be trig-
gered during a simulation run. 't'his feature, together with
the modeling or inclusion of all redundant equipment in
the attitude control system, allows failures and corrective
action to be emulated. Thus, failures can he analyzed, and
recovery or workaround procedures can he practiced and
evaluated.

ITALSAT In -Orbit Test Transponder

The in-orbit test transponder (loFt ), (figure 12), is
a COMS,C1 Laboratories designed and manufacture pack-
age mounted externally on the ITALSA 'I' spacecraft and
used fir in -orbit RF testing ( see AfTSD , " Sclenia Spazio").
The thermal / mechanical design feature s a multilevel pack-
aging concept utilizing the top cover (with second- surface
mirrors ) as a heat rejection surface . Thermostatically con-
trolled heaters are used to maintain the ion temperature
during inoperative periods . The h)FI' was fully qualified
by thermal , vibration , and electrical testing at Ct )MMSAT

Laboratories prior to integration onto the flight spacecraft
in mid - 1990. The elapsed time between contract initia-
tion and delivery for spacecraft integration was less than 7
months. The IorI' package weighs about 5 kg in flight
configuration and dissipates approximately 25 W. The
Il AI SAT spacecraft was launched in January 1991 and
preliminary data indicate that the iorr is functioning as
designed and tested.

Figure 12. IOTT functions as designed on the
I/A/SA I spa( e< r,ill

Microwave Monolithic Active Filter

The results of the first phase of it contract with the
Naval Research laboratory were reported in the 1989
Annual Report. This involved the successful design of a'i-
to 8-(;Hz bandpasc active filter having a stophand perf'or-
mancc which exceeds 20 dB below 3 GHz and above 9
Cl lz. Following completion of the filter in late 1989,
S i)1' initiated the design and development of the second
phase of this work, which calls for construction of an
active filter with similar passband characteristics but hav-
ing a stopband in excess of 60 dB. By the close of 1990,
the design and mask drawings of this filter had been
completed and fabrication was scheduled for 1991.

IOT/ESVA System

In 1988, EL'I'EISAT awarded CO ISA'1 Laboratories a

contract to develop a fully integrated in-orbit test (10'!')

and earth station verification (ISVA) system. This system

was installed in the Ratnbouillet, France, earth station

during 1990 and was used by H' I FI.SAT to test its first

E .TEPSAT 11 satellite. The systems software, consisting of

approximately i00,000 lines of code, is based on the

I!NIX operating system and the SiPC'P 11, a proprietary

operating system developed at c;t )MSA I' Laboratories. The

system can perform several different measurements con-

currently. Operator interaction with the system is via

pull-down menus, dialog boxes, and a mouse; the user

interface is based on the X Window and C)SF/Motif

standards.



The Connnurucations T ec'lrrlology Division (C11)) achieved significant progress during
1990 in on-board digital processing, 155-Mhit/s modem/codec development, high-definition
television compression, and development of'a simple time-division multiple-access version of
time-multiplevedl television. Advances were made in understandinc' the hit error c haracteris-
tics of " 1.\• 1 Fl.s:a Y intermediate data rate carrier burst error events, and their e f f e'ct on the

operation of digital circuit multiplication equipment. A 4.8-kbitls code-excited linear predic-

tion design was completed, and techniques used for Ili- kbit/s speech encodirrt' were extended)
for sound program applications. A facsimile china/ity assessment was conducted, International

Telegraphy and Telephony Consultative Committee (( I l '/ ) fusinai/e standaards were chanced,

and work on a facsimile demodtdation/remodlrlation unit neared completion. Hardwire fir
the distribution ofg/nbal positioruri( sigruals via hiinamit .satellites is under development, and the
Iwnar3'at-C 600- and 1 ,200-flit/s signaling and message channel burst demodulator develop-
ment was completed far coast earth station applications. Other 1990 activities included a
subjective evaluation o f 1 6-kl»t/.c speech codees for /N / 11.s. i 7; brie tioning as the host test
leaborator1I for the 1 6-

. .
kbit/S algorithin standardization question in (.(11 "l ; echo control studies

f o r l ( 11.1s.-i T and /N T FL Sl T, spread spectrum sofilaare simulation program development, and
initi,i! a vi l' on a fle ible high- .cpr r7/ digit lay imp le me7ite'dl niisle nl (2 to . i(W) cllbitJs) fin- the s. i

Lcuv' leoe a rc/r Ccritr7.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Time-Multiplexed Television

Following the successful completion of prototype time-multiplexed television 11's4iV)

equipment capable of transmitting three hroadcast-qu;tlin• National -Lelevision System

Committee (N!' ') television signals in ;i single 36-M1 lz transponder from a single up-

link, an effort was launched in 1989 to develop a time-division multiple-access (1 \iA)

version which allows the transmission of three television signals from geographically

separate up-links. An innovative I'I)MA format was designed that permits transmission of

television signals in both N I's and phase alternate line (VAI) standards simultaneously

within the same transponder, and a simple I I ).MA synchronization scheme which does

not depend on a reference station or reference burst was developed. Extra illcillon. was

provided at the transmit and receive ends to permit operation with inclined-orbit

satellites.

A proof-of-concept (I'()(') prototype consisting of two tip-link processors (one

capable of transmitting up to two NI S(' signals and another capable of transmitting one

PAI signal) and one receive processor (capable of receiving any of the three signals) was

designed and constructed during 1990. '1'hc burst acquisition and tracking algorithms

were implemented and integrated with the I \i IV signal processing hardware. Prelimi-

nan• testing with this prototype established the feasibility of I1)%I.- I \tll'.

The TNt I ` technology was demonstrated in a transatlantic field rest jointly con-

ducted by British 'Telecom, coNISA1'. and IN I'Ei Ai'. After TM IV processing, three

network television signals originating from London, U.K., were transmitted in one-half

of a 72-MHz Ku-toyC transponder on INITISAI VI in parallel with their normal 36-

M-1Hz leases. As depicted in Figure 1, the network television signals were routed to

Goonhilly. U.K., via terrestrial microwave, nittltiplexed by T,MTy' equipment, and trans-

mitted wing a 3.7-nm Ku-band up-link. 'I'o simulate the loading on the other half of the

transponder, another station at Martleshani, U.K., was used to send a 30-MI Is N 15(:

test signal in a two-carrier-per- -MHz configuration. At Staten Island, N.Y., the 1 \111'

signal was received with a 15-nn (;-band antenna. For comparison, the three signals were

displayed side by side with signals transmitted directly from the London Telelwrt. Other

than a slightly in, re;tsed noise level, which was expected, no degradation was observed in

subjective evaluation of the processed signal compared to the N l x: test signal.
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A computer simulation
of the above technique on
a still test picture is shown
in Figure 3. Note that this
met hod p reserves the high-
frequency information on
the edges of the picture.
'[ ' lie computations for the
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Figure 1. /AI TAI to linology was demonstrated in a transatlantic field test

Digital Coding of Television Signals

Most of the recent advances in digital television have
been based on "symmetrical " algorithms related to varia-
tions of the discrete cosine transform (LxTI) technique in
which decoding is an exact inverse of encoding. I lowever,
such algorithms may not of er the best approach, in terms
of overall system cost , performance , and reliability. for
broadcast networks which may involve only a few trans-
mit stations and many receive stations.

Recognizing the signific .utt advantages of °asvmmetri-

cal" algorithms for broadcast television application ,. (-11)

developed a video compression algorithm with relatively

simple encoders and extremely simple decoders based on

a simplified firm of vector quantiz a tion . In this tech-

nique, the television screen is partitioned into a large

number of small blocks , each containing 4 x 4 samples, or
pixels. The information of' user interest in such a small

block can be classified into 16 two -dimensional image

patterns ( Figure 2) and up to two gray -scale values for a

monochrome image. Astraightfonvard compression tech-

nique involves the selection of the best approximation for

the block from among the candidate patterns. Typical

television pictures contain a large number of UC blocks,

which require an average of only 16 bits (compared to the

128 bits needed for uncompressed block s). Use of addi-

tional coding such as Huf}man coding will result in ap-

proximately 15:1 compression , and motion con)pensa-

tion and condition replenishment introduce another factor

of 2:1 or 3: 1. resulting in an overall compression of-about

30:1 or 40:1.

GH-11 3.7 m Ku BAND
EARTH STATION

ABC

f o r a two-dimensional Ix Tr

for the same sited block.

Ilowever, the decoding

process involve, only a table

lookup of the pattern and

filling the patterns with the

appropriate pixel value(s).

'HILLS it Off' rs very gcx)d po-

tential for use in broadcast

networks.

Advanced On-Board
Signal Processing

Satellites that employ on-board signal processing will

enable greater connectivity between small, low-cost earth

stations. A small earth station can be placed closer to the

end user, thus reducing terrestrial transmission costs and

overall user costs. on-board demodulation of the signals

has the added advantage of improving the link bit error

rate (LsI-R) performance. ) florts at COMSAT have focused

on implen)enting a I'OC denuiltiplexing/demodulation

processor and reducing the size, mass, and power of pro-

cessors compatible with satellite payload requirements.

Subsystems of the I'ex: model on-board processor

were integrated and tested during 1990. The current

processor, shown in the block diagram of Figure 4, can

dcmultiplex and demodulate carriers occupying 20 MHz

of bandwidth, with carrier sites ranging from 1.544 to 1 1

Mhit/s. The concepts demonstrated are applicable to

DC VERTICAL HORIZONTAL DIAGONAL
EDGES EDGES EDGES

Figure 2. Pere cpfually inmport,int im , iL:o' patterns
in a 4 s -1 1)1(,(k



(a) Original (b) Curled

Figure i. Curnprt( v simulation of COAIS.1T". video cumprissiun by hnirtue shot%s th,U high -tretuencv
intorrnatiun oti the e(lr;e at the ucrpt,n (,iii he preserved

Figure 4. !'CX on-board rnulticarrier tlemulfiph+ver,%demrxhda(or is
intend!d to reduce svstem rn,(ss sod putter

full-transponder, 72-M1IIv operation. The 11FR perfor-

mance of -a 2-MIhit/s carrier after processing through the

entire svstem is shown in Figure 5. 11te I'O( processor

will be tested in 119 1 using a variety of" frequency plans
and carrier hit rates.

With the POC. processor as it baseline, work focused

on reducing the power and mass of an on-hoard digital

denutltiplexer/demodulator processor. Specifically, means

were found to simplil - or eliminate mans' of the large

memory buffers that precede and Follow the last Fourier

transform (FF"I') and inverse I FT (IFF"I ) processors, which

are central to the elemux/demo d svs-

rem. In addition, fault tolerant tech-
niques were developed for these pro-

cessors to permit self-diagnosis and

self-healing operation. In the de-

modulator arena, methods were de-

vclopcd to perform the acquisition

and tracking functions Using the

same synchronization circuitry, thus

resulting in further savings in power
and mass. Investigation of power and

mass reduction will continue in

1991. Estimates based on these
changes and the introduction ofap-

plication-specific integrated circuit

(.SIC) chips, where possible, indi-

cate that it sixfold reduction in power

and mass is achievable.

Mobile and Portable
Terminal Technology

(w,,-\i laboratories has snLLessfull\ developed a

4.8-khit/s code-excited linear prediction (CEi_P) speech

codec ( Figure 6) for digital speech transmission over a

5-kH, multipath fading mobile satellite channel. The

encoder, decoder, and analog interface Functions are all

accommodated on a six-laver, all x 220-mm printed

circuit hoard with a standard \'ME bus P2 connector.

Two Tex as Instruments I NIS320C,3O 32-hit,

third- generation, floating- point digital signal processors

(USI's) are used, one each for the encoder and decoder.
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The speech data rate is 4.8 kbit/s. With error protection,

the total data rate is 6.4 kbit/s.

The vocal tract filter coefficients, in terms of the
line spectrum frequencies, are computed, quantized,
and interpolated into four different sets of values in
each frame. The excitation signal, including it first-order
pitch filter and a stochastic excitation codehook, is
computed four times per frame using a perceptually
weighted analysis-by-synthesis method. Special features
are included to improve high-frequency voice quality
and to accommodate the dual-tone multitrequencv
([)T`II') tones. The reconstructed speech is natural-
sounding, highly. intelligible, and has excellent speaker
rccognu/ability.

SYSTEM BER
PERFORMANCE

IDEAL
OPSK

-7

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Eb'No (dB)

I it;ure .5. HER pertormance of 2-Mbit/s carrier
after processing

For real-nin ) c operation , it fast method tier transfor-

mation from predictor coefficients to line spec t rue) fre-

quencies was devised . The pitch filter analysis was simpli-

fied by employing a recursive filtering approach, and the

search through the excitation codcbook was greatly sim-

plified by using a Gray-coded multipulse basis vectors

structure . The end- to-end codec delay is Icss than 100

ms, including a 30-ms speech input buiicring delay.

']'lie error protection strategies involve selective

error correction , detection, and speech parameter

smoothing . Etrective error protection is achieved with

little redundancy by judicious bit placement , appro-

priate application of error detection by parity check,

and the use of a special stmt code tier forward error

correction . A distinguishing mechanism was devised

for separate treatment of burst and random errors.

Subjective listening test results with .n simulated

multipath fading channel model and random errors

(with It1 Rs up) to 4 percent ) show that the codec Is e'en'

robust under combined burst/random error condition..

155-Mbit/s Modem/Codec Development

I"o faciIir to 155-NIhit/s broadband integrated ser-

vices digital network (It-ISI)N) transmission over satellites,

and to enable 140-Nlhir/s fiber optic cable restoration,

(:( Isrl"I has developed a versatile high-speed combined

modulation and coding system that uses octal phase shift

keying (8-I'SK) modulation combined with a nnultist ge

variable-rate code. The system will transmit information

at rates of 155.52 or 139?64 Nibit/s through a single

' 2-ti•II lz transponder. The multistage codec implements

a rate 13/ 15 code when transmitting B-I,10N information,

and it rate 7/9 code when .supporting cable restoration at

139.264 MMhit/s.

The multistage codes were selected firr their superior

performance from a group of other viable codes aher an

extensive, simulation and study effort which was com-

pleted in 1988. The system-level design, including the

modem, codec, and special test equipment, was largely

completed in 1989. Particular attention was given to

providing a manufacnnrablc engineering model and in-

corporating the features necessary for operational deploy-

ment. The system design also includes a Doppler huger

that enables information transmission over satellites with

inclined orbits of tip to 3'. To support these codes. the

8-1'5k modem operates at approximately 60 hlsvmhol/s,

which generates a signal speurun) swell within the avail-

able bandwidth of the'2-.\IHi transponder.

Functional hardware testing and laboratory additive

white Gaussian noise testing of the 155-Ntbit/s operating

mode of the system were conducted in 1990, and the

results were found to be consistent with theory. "[he

measured vs predicted perfirrn).u)ce of the system is shown

in Figure In 1991, ( I I) plans to complete the
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Figure 7. System perionnance test results

140-Mhit/s operating mode testing and to conduct

nonlinear system tests over COLISAT's satellite simulator.

In addition, an outer Code that will greatly improve the

BE.R performance will be added to the coded 8-I'SK sys-

tem. The BER performance of the concatenated coded

system is expected to be comparable with that achieved

on a fiber optic link.

Error Analysis and Improvement in IDR

C1 T) has characterized the distribution of hit errors at

the output of an IN [ 1 1 SA I' standard intermediate data

rate (IDR) modem operating at an information rate of

2.048 MMIbit/s. This was done through nteasurcntcnt us-

ing an IDR error analyzer (designed and built at ( OSISA"I

in 1989) and analysis using a hybrid ana vrical/simularion

software model. Each approach can produce an account

of error events as a function of various parameters such as

energy-per-hit to noise-power density ratio (1:j,/N,) and

carrier-to-intermodulation ratio (C/1). Figure 8 shows his-

tograms based on the measured and the modeled results

for a case with I.I,/N„ = 6.3 dB, (:/1 = 12 dB, and a

transponder input backed off by 10 dB. The good agree-

ment between the two histograms demonstrates that the

hybrid modeling accurately reflects the actual hardware

results and that it can he reliably used to rest procedures

aimed at improving error conditions.
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A concatenated coding scheme was investigated as a

simple add-on method to improve the pcrfirrrnancc of

the present IDR system. The scheme consisted of -a convo-

lutional inner code of rate 3/4, currently in use in the IDR

system, and a 10-error-correcting Reed-Solomon outer

code of length 255 and interleaved to a depth of 4. The

proposed scheme will substantially improve IDR system

performance at both high and low signal-to-noise ratios

(S/Ns). 35
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Transmission Software

COMSAT requires a variety of computer programs

related to satellite transmission in order to perform sys-

tems planning, analysis, and operations functions. In 1990,

CIT) and the System Development Division (SI)l)) jointly

initiated new software developments and upgraded previ-

ously implemented programs. In the area of new software

development, techniques for implementing automated

carrier frequency assignment programs were investigated.

This study included identifying computational techniques

for the rapid evaluation of candidate frequency plans, as

well as an investigation into algorithms appropriate for

the automated synthesis of frequency plans. Synthesis

techniques including the use of neural networks, expert

systems, and multivariable optimization approaches were

considered.

Another new software development was a program

that evaluates satellite links statistically. This program

uses Monte Carlo analysis to compute the performance of

satellite links in terms of cumulative probability distribu-

tions and probability density distributions, given user-

specified probability density distributions for link param-

eters whose precise values are either unknown or arc

known to vary over specified ranges. At the user's option,

rain impairments can he included in the analysis.

The third new software development was the defini-

tion of a software operating environment that will inte-

grate many different satellite system planning and trans-

mission analysis programs previously developed at COMSAT

L.aaboratories. This integrated operating environment will

make these programs easy to use and will include inter-

faces with the satellite system databases that are required

inputs to these programs.

Enhancements to existing transmission software in-

cluded the addition of output tables to the Coni nunica-

tions Intermodulation Analysis ((lAS) program for easier

use; increased accuracy of the Sun Outage (Si'Noti'l')

program at high elevation angles; and improvement of

the input/output structures of the Rain Analysis (RAIN)

program. Evaluation methods applicable to fume analy-

sis software were also developed.

Sound Program Low-Rate Encoding

'I he objective of the sound program low-rate encod-

ing (1RI-) project was to develop and implement a high-

quality audio codec for 5-, 7.5-, 10-, and 15-kHz sound

program) channels using IRI;. techniques. The targeted bit

rates ringed between 24 and 64 kbids per monaural

channel, corresponding to the above range of bandwidths.

The 1990 effort focused on development of the I Rl.

technique for audio signals, the real-time hardware imple-

mentation ofa lull-duplex audio codec at the above btatid-

widths and hit rates, and informal subjective evaluation of

the quality of the coded audio signal.

The BT. technique used to develop the audio codec

is based on the adaptive predictive coding with transform

domain quantization (AI'( -T(^) method developed at

COMSAT Laboratories in 1988. The AP('-"rQ method was

originally developed for toll-quality coding of telephony

speech with a 3-kHz bandwidth. Preliminary tests during

1989 indicated that AI'G f(1 might lead to high-quality

audio codim, at low rates. I Iowever, differences between

voice and audio signals require that the coding technique

be modified to match the characteristics o1 the audio

signal. To perform this task, a number of spectral param-

eters were studied for a large and diverse audio signal set.

This led to the optimization Of J number of design pa-

rameters. In addition, a number of signal processing op-

erations based on signal generation models were reevalu-

ated to ensure their applicability to audio signals.

I'he optimized audio codec has been implemented in

real time for two bandwidths: 5 and 7.5 kHz. 'Ihe corre-

sponding bit rates are 28 and 35 kbit/s per monaural

channel. The implementation is based on the Analog

Devices ADSP-2100 I)SP. Two t)sI's are required for the

encoder, while one is adequate for the decoder.

Infirrrnal expert-subject evaluations were conducted

at the 5- and 7.5-kHz bandwidths. In each case, the

coded audio signal was compared with the original signal,

which was similarly band-limited. For most audio signals.

it Was difficult to differentiate between the original and

coded audio signals. Thus, near-transparent quality was

achieved for a large class of audio signals.

'[*he results obtained during this project demonstrated

the power of the APC-TQ coding method and its potential

for audio coding. Specifically, audio signals of wider band-

width (up to 20 kHz) can he coded more efficiently. By

employing hardware with larger computation and storage

capabilities, transparent-quality coding of compact-disk-

quality (20 kI Iz bandwidth) audio should be possible It

64 khit/s per monaural channel using the AI'C- LO method.

Facsimile Transmission

The recent rapid growth in facsimile traffic has raised

concerns regarding the quality of such transmissions in

the public-switched telephone network WS IN). These con-

cerns have focused on the quality of service offered to the

end-customer with respect to four performance indica-

tors: connection establishment, retention, quality, and

billing integrity.

A study focusing on the quantification of two

service performance indicators (connection establish-

ment and retention) was undertaken in 1990 by moni-

toring the completion rates and specific characteristics

of' incomplete facsimile calls transmitted and received

Irons three Croup 3 facsimile stations at COMISA 1' I.abo-

ratorics. Three Group 3 facsimile terminals from dif-

ferent manufacturers were employed in this study, and

the information analyzed was collected by means of



summary reports, typically printed out from each ter-

minal. With regard to call retention, each call that

resulted in the receipt of a complete document was

considered successful, irrespective of the number of

transmission errors manifested during the communi-

cation. Connection establishment failures attributed

to "paper jamming," "paper empty," "busy" connec-

tions, "no-answer" requests, or other network conges-

tion conditions were excluded from the study. More

than 5,000 calls were analyzed over a 9-month period

during the normal course of business (test calls were

not included in the survey). An average of 9 percent of

transmit and 15 percent of receive facsimile calls failed

to complete.

In 1990, a parallel study addressing the characteris-

tics of Group 3 facsimile transmissions in the I'S IN was

undertaken, whereby a comprehensive test plan for evalu-

ating facsimile performance characteristics was developed,

and a limited analysis of outgoing facsimile calls was

conducted. 'I'hesc activities were undertaken to enable an

analysis of facsimile protocols in order to assess the level

of conformance of commercially available terminals to

cal'l' Recommendation 1.30.

The study revealed that a substantial number of fac-

simile terminals do not fully adhere to the relevant (:(,I vi

Recommendations. Deviations from the standard could

account for some call failures; however, additional study

is required to quantify this supposition.

Also initiated in 1990 was the design of a facsimile

test set that could he inserted in an analog voicehand link

(i.e., between two end-user facsimile terminals) to permit

the introduction of specific impairments and/or the ma-

nipulation of voicehand facsimile protocols in real time

under external control. Hence, the response and behavior

of facsimile terminal equipment could he studied using a

reduced number of distant facsimile terminals, while the

validity of the results could be generalized beyond what

might be possible if the characterization were performed

on the basis of only one distant terminal.

The facsimile test set comprises demodulator and

remodulator units connected by a digital interface (see

Figure 9). This architecture permits real-time manipula-

tion of facsimile protocols. and also allows preselected

impairments or channel BF.IZ conditions to he inserted at

specific points along a protocol transaction in the baseband

domain.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

DGPS Reference Signal Distribution Using
Inmarsat Satellites

The NAVS I' AR global positioning system (G PS) cur-

rends' under development by the U.S. Department of

Defense will also he accessible to nonmilitary users, but

FACSIMILE
TEST SET

CONTROL
l UNIT

DEMOD REMOD
DIGITAL
INTER-
FACE

RLMOD DEMOD

1-1 rT-.
FAX

+2-2
Fi,t;ure 9. Facsimile tcc1 set permits real-time

manipulation of facsimile prolocols in the

presence of various impairments

with reduced accuracy. However, a technique known as
differential (I-Ps (U(,I's) has been devised which will
restore to nonmilitary users the accuracy nominally
available to the military community. This technique in-
volves the calculation of a position correction factor at a
fixed i x is reference station, and subsequent transmis-
sion of this correction to nearby (_.I'S users.

Network-Quality Two-TV Video Multiplexer

Further development of the network-quality, two-
'IV video multiplexer (see the 1989 CT)Rf,SA T Laboratories
Annual Report) continued in 1990. Scrambling and

addressability have been incorporated into the video mul-

tiplexer, based on several (()M"AI-patented inventions.

The key functions of the addressable descrambler are

implemented on an inexpensive single-chip microcom-

puter that has security features. The time-multiplexed

format of the video multiplexer provides video scram-

bling that is extremely difficult to break. The flexible

scrambler design incorporates most of the features avail-

able in commercial video scramblers. •I'hus, current users

of video scramblers can easily phase into 1'MI'V truismis-

sion without sacrificing either signal privacy or opera-

tional flexibility.

Substantial progress was also made toward develop-

ment of a new version of the rwo-TV video multiplexer

capable of transmitting two N P SC television signals from

two separate locations. The two stations will share a con-

tinental United States (CONUS) coverage transponder by

bursting their signals alternately. Timing control is achieved

by monitoring the down-link based on knowledge of the

nominal locations of the satellite and earth stations.

The feasibility of reducing equipment costs by apply-

ing ASIC technologies to the video multiplexer was also

investigated. Candidate ASIC technologies included full-

cusrom design, array-based design, and cell-based design.

A cell-based design approach was selected following evalu-

ation of tradeoffs such as density, cost, flexibility, eff -

cicncv, and function partitioning. Using the cell based
37
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deign, a single ASI( chip implementation was found to

he fcasihlc liar the I *% multiplexer.

Spread Spectrum Modulation

Fhe developme nt and application of the ,11KL D sott-

ware simulation capability for evaluating spread spectrum

systems continued during 1990. In particular , coding for

svideband spread spectrum applications was addressed and

the simulation software was enhanced to evaluate spectra

of-Reed-Solomon ( Rs)-coded minimum shift keying (MSK)

usint Hadamard sequences with and without additional

frequency hopping. The spectra of IRS-coded MSK with

cyclic code shift keying ((.CSK) using a 16-element

pseudonoisc ( I'N) sequence were also obtained . A cyclic

spectral analysis capability was added to the simulation

program to obtain a cyclic spectra a nd corresponding

signatures' for binary PSK , quaternary phase shift keying

(()PSK), staggered () PSK, and 8-11SK signals , each modu-

lated by a I6-element PN sequence . This cyclic spectral

analysis capability will allow COMSAT to perform low

probability of intercept and low probability of detect

signal design in the future.

A hybrid analytical /simulation approach for evaluat-

ing the pe rformance of direct sequence pseudonoise spread

specrnnn systems was also developed during 1990. This

approach is computationally efficient and fast compared

to the conventional Monte Carlo method. The hybrid

approach enhances e:O\IsA I's credibility in the spread

spectrum area , facilitating fairly quick system design with-

out large investments in hardware development.

COMSAT SUPPORT

CSD Standard-C CES Support

During 1990, (()MI':\ I I ahoratories provided exten-

sive support to COMSAT Systems Division ((SD) for inte-

gration and test of the Inmarsat-C 600- and 1,200-bids

signaling and message channel hunt demodulators, suc-

cessfully developed in 1989. Extensive testing was per-

formed for both demodulators using the humarsat-ap-

proved Standard-( : Automated Terminal ' l'c:ster (M :,\ 1-I'),

which introduces Doppler shifts, multipath fading, fre-

quencv ofisets, adjacent carrier, blockage, and phase noise

impairments on the desired IF carrier in accordance with

the lnmarsat-C channel parameters. Results of the II and

s( Al-I integration show that the desired raw packet ac-

quisition performance under worst-case lnmarsat-C chan-

nel conditions Was successfully achieved.

During 1990. support was also provided for design

of the ('`I) production channel unit, development of•link

processor interface s)ecifications. and testing and debug-

ging of the production channel unit hardware. Following

successful II testing with the prototype boards, the 1)SP

software was ported to the (sl)-designed production chan-

nel unit printed circuit hoards. A representative RF R curve

for the production version of the prcambleless signaling

channel raw demodulator output ( Figure 10) indicates a

raw RI-R performance within 0.6 dB of- the idol RI-I(

curve for all energy-per-symbol to noise power density

ratio (E, /\,,) values between 0 and 6 dB for all II impair-

ntents except multipath fading . The measured RI.R with

multipath fading and other II inipairnients was 2.9 x 10-'

over 300 packets , which agrees very well with the theo-
retical BE.R Of-". 5 x 10 for a long-term average.

Advanced Video Processing and INTELSAT-K
Transmission Parameter Optimization

Noise-reduction video signal Inocessirn^ techniques.

including digital precmphasis, contpanding, and an inno-

vative two-dimensional differential pulse-code modula-

tion (DI'( \1) technique , were investigated in terns of

their applicability for multiplexed analog component and

IMT\' transmission via satellite. Analytical and computer

simulation results indicated that as much as 6- to 8-dB

improvement in received s/N can be realized with a

combination of these techniques . A breadboard circuit

implementing this combination is being designed to dem-

onstrate the feasibility on existing TM'I V prototype

hardware.

Figure 10. BER pc tIorrnance of the L..Ix,ratories'
preambltless signaling ch.utncl tlcrnndulator

(pro(lc (inn version) jr.Indam trequonec

ott.ets: ± 1,450 t lz. I )nppler period: 48 s.

adj.tccnt channel 1wertcrence : none/



An investigation of optimum link parameters for IN I IA M] Specification IESS-501 and provide a true inter-

FM transmission through an INTEISAT-K transponder was

completed. The investigation included extensive labora-

tory tests to characterize 1'V/1-J1 transmission performance

when the signal is overdeviated and modulated by an

energy dispersal waveform to spread the FM spectrum.

Overdeviation and considerable spectral spreading were

found to he necessary to ensure the efficient space- and

ground-segment utilization obtainable by operating the

transponder close to saturation, without resulting in

potential interference into terrestrial microwave links in

certain down-lint. beams. Based on the character] ztion

data, rvIl,11 transmission parameters were successfully

optiniized. The results indicated the feasibility of using

fairly small receive earth stations without exceeding 11'U

Radio Regulations limits on the down-link power spec-

tral flux density.

CES Upgrades

Major station renovations are under way to support

the increased traffic through COMS:CI (]5s. 'T'hese reno-

vations include the installation of new communications

and frequency conversion equipment to supplement the

existing equipment. TO resolve an IF incompatibility proh-

lem between new and existing equipment, which resulted

From this equipment upgrade, c:c)N1SA I laboratories de-

signed and fabricated 11: frequency translators. These units

provide the required Frequency translation and level ad-

justment for complete interoperability of new and exist-

ing equipment.

The translators were designed as dual-channel units,

with both a transmit and receive channel, to operate in a

fully redundant mode in conjunction with a redundancy

switch unit. This unit will automatically switch to the

redundant translator in the event of on-line unit failure.

Alarm indication capability is provided with all of the

units, along with an interface to the overall station alarm

system.

Standards Activities

Standards activities at COMSAT' are directed toward

the development of national and international standards

and reconintendations compatible with satellite conuntt-

nications systems operation. CT[) activities encompass

c xa 1"1 and International Radio Consultative Committee

(c:(:IR) in the international arena, and American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) in the United States.

A multiyear effort to develop Ix \tl standards culnu-
nated in 1990 with the formal adoption of revised ccrI-F
Recommendation (.'63, under accelerated approval pro-
cedures, and the adoption of gut ANTI Standard "I)( •ME
Interface, Functional, and Performance Specification."
These standards are compatible with nc'\1E as defined in

national open - network L)(:\ tt. standard containing a com-
mon compatible operating mode.

Work in the D (A11; area is continuing in 1991, with

emphasis on processing to intercept, demodulate , trans-

mit, and rentodulate facsimile traffic in real time (called

facsimile compression ), in order to resolve the D( MI

traffic loading problem caused by the high-activin• fac-

simile signal. Other x I I) eflorts include developing im

proved BER performance recommendations, standardiz-
ing a 16-khit/s voice encoding algorithm ( including host

test laborato ry support to the c:c:11]'), improving the c'CfiT

echo canceller Recommendation 0.165, modifying fac-

simile reconuncndations to solve existing problems and

avoid future difficulties, improving Iue:Ml' test methodol-

og v, and working to eliminate clauses in recommenda-

tions that discriminate against satellite services.

OTHER SUPPORT

Inmarsat Facsimile Interface Units

In 1989 c x t' 1SAT was awarded a contract by Inmarsat
to develop system specifications for the transmission of '

Group 3 facsimile messages using the Inmarsat-B/M,

and Aeronautical systems, and to implement one set of

interfaces to confirm the validity of the approaches so

developed. c't t\is l developed an approach whereby ana-

log facsimile signals are intercepted, demodulated, and

carried in the base-hand over narrowhand Inmarsat digital

channels after appropriate protocol conversion. Channel-

dedicated facsimile interface units (FTC's) located at the

fixed and mobile satellite earth stations perform these

processes in a real-time transparent mode. The Fltrs are

capable of interconnection with conventional off-the-shelf

facsimile terminal equipment.

The protocols developed included special provisions

to minimize distortion of tightly defined timing toler-

ances, permit conversion of they CC1-1"1 Recommendation

'I'..3() point-to-point characteristics to a point-to-nutltipoint

(or broadcast) operation , permit packetimtion of the fac-

simile signals, and extend the operating tolerances of Group

3 facsimile to longer propagation delay circuits.

In addition to completing the system specifications

for the above three Inmarsat services in 1990, a set of I it's

was designed and the hardware construction was com-

pleted. The hardware comprises two sets of two I It' boards:

a facsimile processing board (I i't;), which performs the

demodulation/rento(iulation and protocol conversion pro-

cesses::stdan elastic buffer/formatting board (I RI). which

permits plesiochronous adjustments to he made to user

data, as well as the formatting and deforntatting of user

and control data for each of the three services on a pro-

grainmable basis. The F1( functionality implemented ;^)



using the FI'U and EBI' boards is shown in Figure 11. An

access control/signaling equipment and satellite delay simu-

lator, and two local office telephone simulators. were also

constnicted. The hardware is currently being integrated

with applications and multitasking systems software (also

written in 1990), and delivery of the FIUs is expected to

occur in 1991.

16-kbit/s Evaluation

A number of organizations and standards bodies have

recently taken a keen interest in the introduction of- low-
rate digital encoding in telephone networks. A study was
initiated in 1989 under an I\TFISAT contract to system-
atically invest igate the status of low-rate voice encoding
technology. This study was conducted over a period of] 8
months and included the investigation of eight voice
coding methods operating around a transmission rate of
16 kbit/s. A test met hodology was developed using sub-
jective and objective assessment techniques to assess the
performance of these coding methods in a variety of
applications. The subjec tive assessments were conducted
in three different languages-English, French, and Man-
darin-using eight talkers in each language. The tests
were administered using a Replicated Latin Square ex-
perimental design and included the assessment of collet
performance at different voice input levels and digital
channel error conditions. Upon conclusion of the tests,
variance techniques were anal Ted to assess the effect of
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various factors (such as talker dependence) on each codec's

performance.

I 'he objective measurements included extensive evalu-

ation of the performance of each coding method at sev-

eral lows-speed voicehand data rates (300 to 2,400 hit/s)

and with D I NIF signaling, L't iI-I Signaling System (sti) 5,

and special facilities control tones (2,100-Hz echo control

disabling). A series of measurements was also made to

further characterize each coding method's behavior with

regard to idle channel noise. nonlinear behavior, quanti-

zation noise, amplitude distortion, harmonic distortion,

and phase distortion. The subjective and objective mea-

surcinencs were subsequently compared using the modu-

lated noise reference unit (MNRII) as a trance of refer-

ence.

The objective and subjective results are summarized
in Table I and Figure 12, respectively. On the basis of
subjective performance, it can be seen that toll quality is
indeed achievable at 16 khit/s. I lowever, on the basis of
objective performance, the results were more difficult to
interpret because none of the low-rate codecs evaluated
was acceptably transparent to voicehand data signaling
rates in excess of 2.4 khit/s. With signaling, on the other
hand, most codecs offered satisfactory performance. In
addition, the analog performance masks of e t I rr Rec-
onunendation (;.71) applicable to pulse-code modula-
tion (I'CM) encoding at 64 khit/s were met by most
codecs operating at 16 khit/s. In conclusion, the satisfac-
tory performance obtained with voice signals and network
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Table 1. Voiceband Data and Signaling Performance Summary

.()I)] No.; NIF] HOD

S/N REQUIREMENT

V.27terAT 2,400 bit /si
(d 13)

CCITT SS5

INTERREGISTF.R
RFC(GNITi(-)N

RATEh (%)

Code - Excited Linear Prediction (CELL') 12.7 83

Adaptive Transform Coding (A I C) 11.9 ')2

Continuously Variable Slope Delta Modulation 20.0 83

((vs l))

Adaptive Predictive Coding With Transform I 1.8 94
Domain Quantization (AI'C.IQ)

Vector Adaptive Prediction Coding (V.APC) 91

Regular Excited Linear Prediction ( RFLP) 79

6.711 Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 10.9 85

G.721 Adaptive Differential pulse Code 11.0 78

Modulation (A)I'c:M)

Includes R-28 impairments. Refers to channel conditions needed for a receive modem block error rate

(511 bits/block) of IO--'.

I' Measured at 22-d1 .S/N circuit condition.

signaling indicates that 1 h-khit/s voice coding technology

is suitable for special applications within the PSTN, such

as DCME, packet circuit multiplication equipment, and

asvncltronous transfer mode (AIM).

EUTELSAT/INTELSAT Echo Control

Studies on echo control in satellite systems were car-

ried out for FUIT.1 SAI and INTE L SAT. The work for
LUTFISAT initially focused on the causes of high signal

level, and its impact on echo control, as well as the causes

and consequences of phase roll . An echo control trouble-
shooting procedure was also developed for investigating

network echo control problems . A second phase of this
work examined various aspects of echo control equip-

ment interaction with other network elements , including

tandem echo cancellers . DCML, various signaling systems,
and mobile communications applications . In addition to

providing a troubleshooting guide, a number of' areas for

improvement of echo cancellers were identified and rules
for the application of echo cancellers were provided.

For INIELSAT, a survey was conducted of the use of

echo control devices in the INTEL SA I network . A product
survey of echo canceller manufacturers , with a tabulation

of their product features, was also included . Responses to
the survey questionnaire indicated that 80 percent of the

echo control in the INTEISAT network, outside the United

States, is still provided by echo suppressors . This, coupled
with initiatives by CO.\ISA I Intelsat Satellite Services, has

led to an increased emphasis on encouraging administra-

tions to convert from analog echo suppressors preferably
to echo cancellers.

Programmable
Digital Modem

("IT) is developing a

very flexible, high -speed,
digitally implemented

modern for the NASA

Lewis Research Center.

The tnodent will be ca-

pahlc of operating over a

broad range of data rates

(2 to 300 M'fbit/s), with

several different modula-

tion formats, in burst or

continuous mode. Opera-

tion will be completely
programmable in all
modes, and no hardware
modifications are re-
q uit ed. A major design
goal is to minimize the size

and power needed in the hardware implementation. TO

satisfy these requirements, a general-purpose GaAs ASIC

now being developed will he used in nine separate loca-

tions in the demodulator. The chip, using a standard-cell

design architecture, primarily contains two reconfigurable

mLilt iplier-accunu lators. The nine ASI('s will satisfy about

two-thirds of the functionality requirements in the de-

modulator. Because of the criticality of the ,\.SI C chip

operating speed, a computer emulation of the hardware is

ht-in, performed to validate the design for various opera-

tional modes.

Figure 12. Subjective coder performance shows that toll
quality is achietab/c at 16 kbibA
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Projects carried out by the Network Tecbnolvgy Division (v1 D) in 1990 include the

development o f a breadboard fbr a 1-Gbit/s on-board basebcnrd switch which employs a high-

speed optical ring; time-division multiple access terminal equipment for the NASA Advanced

Communications Technology Satellite; an integrated services digital network (LSD,) earth

station interface for IATELSAT Business Services (ms); a low-cost, value-added demand

assignment system for Ilts; optical integrated u'aveguide devices; and an integrated local

arealwide area network management system. A number of technical studies and field experi-

ments on ISD,V and data protocols via satellite and on optical bean-forming architecture for•

phased-array antennas were complete(.4 as well as a packet-switching quality-of-service (field

trial. 1'ecbnical support promoting the interests of satellite transmission was provided for the

American National Standards Institute (ANSI), International 'Ichgmaphy and /e%phony

Consultative Committee (C(J17), and International Standards Organization (ISO).

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

On-Board Baseband Switch and High -Speed Optical Interconnect Ring

\\/'hen used in conjunction with other on-hoard processing functions and multiple
spot beams, baseband switching on board a satellite can provide enhanced service and

functionali(y, thereby reducing earth station cost and complexity. Coupled with multiple

spot beams, baseband switching can also provide intcrheam carrier and channel routing

for efficient use of spacecraft mass and power.

N 11) has initiated development of both a modular baseband switch and processing
support functions. The switch will accept traffic from a number of digital satellite services
such as INTL•I SAT intermediate data rate (lI)R), time-division multiple access (I MIA),

and I Bs; demultiplex it to extract baseband information; and forward it to various output
rnodulcs/d<nvn-beams for transmission to the ground.

Input modules will he connected to output modules over a fiber optic ring operating

in 1'I)\IA mode, as shown in Figure 1. The switch will support six input and output

modules, Handling a total throughput of 1 (Ibit/s. Access to the ring by a given module

for data transmission is based on a time-division multiplexed ('I I),,\9) allocation of traffic

to a particular block of time slots within a frame. This allocation is controlled by the

configuration processor, which serves as the start and end element of all data within a

given frame, as well as the communications node between the various modules and a

terrestrial network control center (Nc Data transferred over the ring are formatted

into data-directed packets. Each module connected to the ring scans the packet header to

determine whether the data are to be locally received. Copies of data destined to a given

module are stored within that module's local memory and concurrently rebroadcast to

succeeding elements in the ring.

The baseband switch is modular: that is, the various input and output modules can

process traffic for a full transponder, and each module can process traffic for one

particular satellite service. Where possible, these modules are also being designed for

reconfiguration from the ground, via a configuration processor, to handle an alternate

satellite service such as IBS-to-][)R. Within the input and output modules, modularity has

been further extended by functionally partitioning and designing the hardware elements

into blocks specific to a particular satellite service (service-dependent elements) and ele-

ments common 10 .111 input or output modules (core elements). Future service-dependent

fractions may he readily integrated into the architecture with little or no impact on the

nodular switch design or capabilities.

To minimize mass and power requirements, the designs are being targeted for

semicustona implementation using standard cell or gate array technologies. Further

reductions can be achieved by using the high-speed interconnect fiber optic ring as the

module interconnect mechanism within the baseband switch. To minimize potential

risks with such an implementation, certain critical functions, including the optic drive
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Figure 1. Regenerative ring with star-coupled (1o(k distribution will handle a total throughput of 1 Ghit/c

and receiver logic to the fiber ring and some clock recov-

cry, circuitry, have been fabricated with discrete logic for

testing. The board, shown in Figure 2, was fabricated

with surface-mount technolog)r.'I'he use of optical switches

or higher-speed interconnect fiber optic rings also allows

very smooth migration of the switch architecture into a

nmtlti-gigabit-per-second switching system.

ISDN Protocols

CCI [l draft Recommendation Q.922 defines error

recovery procedures for frame relay networks. In these

networks, error recovery is performed on an end-to-end

basis by the user equipment rather than the network

nodes. ( A network node may detect a damaged frame and

subsequently drop it, bur does not notify the source end-

user. Instead , notification occurs when the destination

end-user requests re(ransmission .) Since a frame relay net-

work may include satellite links, it is important to design

the error recovery procedures in Rec. Q.922 for efficient

operation over both satellite and terrestrial links.

The current error control procedure defined in draft

Rec. Q.922 is based on the go-back-N ((',B ) automatic

repeat request (ARQ) procedure. In this procedure, when

a data frame is negatively acknowledged, the transmitter

backs Up and resends that frame plus all subsequent frames,

even twugh some of these frames may have been received

correctly. This method results in inefficient use of net-

work resources-throughput efficiency drops rapidly as

channel error rate increases or congestion develops. (RN

ARQ is inappropriate for networks that have relatively

high bit rates, long delays (such as in satellite networks),

high error rates, or operating points close to congestion

levels. Efficiency can be improved bV using a selective

retransmission scheme wherein only negatively acknowl-

edged frames are retransmitted.

As described in the 1989 CoM51-17 Laboratories An-

nual Report, a software model that simulates a frame relay
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1 ia;urc 2. A1uduIu hasehand Switch reduces earth station cusl ,uttl (omplraitt

network has been developed to test the relative perfor-
mance of various error recover, schemes employed by
end-users. This model is built on discrete event sinutla-
tion using the Sitnscript simulation language, and a shell
based on a message-passing paradigm developed by N 11).

It includes network nodes that perform the frame relay-
ing function, and terminal nodes that implement the
Rec. Q.922 protocol with differen t error recover,- schemes .

In addition to implementing e;BN procedures, two

selective retransmission methods have been investigated

and simulated. The first, a hybrid of t;BN and selective

retransmission procedures, attempts to recover new miss-

ing data frames using selective negative acknowledgment

procedures, but reverts to c;BN procedures if retransmit-

ted data frames are found to he missing. The second

scheme is a pure selective retransmission scheme which

uses selective acknowledgments to acknowledge correctly

received data frames, and selective negative acknowledg-

ments to recover missing (new or retransmitted) data

frames. It does not use t;BN procedures.

Figure .3 slows the throughput efficiency of the dif-

ferent schemes based on simulation results and analytical

calculations for a satellite data link with a 2.048-Mhit/s

data rate and 1,024-byte frames at various hit error rates

(BEILs). 'I he results demonstrate that the pure selective

retransmission scheme outperforms both the hybrid and

GBN schemes for this range of BERs.

Broadband ISDN
Protocols

Widespread deploy-

ment of a broadband ISDN

(B-ISM) is expected to oc-

cur in the near future. It is

extremely important for

COMSA1 to ensure that

B-ISDN protocols and ser-

vices can he effectively pro-

vided over satellite links. In

contrast to narrowhand

ISM which uses a svnchro -

notes transfer mode, B-hDN

uses a fast cell-switching

technique called the asyn-

chronous transfer mode

(A I'M). All services (voice,

video, and data) will he

provided using the ATM

adaptation layer (Am.) and

Al M protocol lavers. N 11)

has identified several areas

within the specifications of

these protocols that may re-

sult in degraded perfor-

niance over satellite links,

and has developed potential solutions via analysis.

To demonstrate the feasibility and ef}ectiveness of

these solutions, N I'll has begun developing two hardware

boards. f c first is an A I'`1/satellite gateway board which

compensates for burst errors that can he encountered over

coded satellite links. The second is an A L/A"I \1 line card

n Analytical Pure
Sn•,ulated Pure

• 5 i.ilahat 14ybrt

iytira ,-,a back N

♦ [ y..-t ,,, b.]C- N

I I
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t
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Figure i. Throughput clficicncv can he improved by
usinK a sele(iye retransmission scheme 45
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that implements appropriate extensions to the AAI proto-

cols to compensate for satellite propagation delay-. By the

end of 1990, a derailed design of the
XI-xi

/satellite gate-

way had been completed . Both hoards will he designed,

fabricated, and tested in 1991.

ISDN Earth Station Interfaces

NTD has investigated the integration of an ISDN into

satellite systems, and the use of an ISDN switching inter-
face at IBS earth stations. A switching interface provides
direct user access to international private networks that
offer ISDN services, and allows more efficient use of satel-
lite and terrestrial access circuits.

As shown in Figure 4, the architecture of a satellite
system employing the ISDN interface is based on a digital
cross-connect that switches 64-kbit/s ISDN connections.
The key element is a network interface processor (NIP)
which extracts the signaling channels from the incoming
terrestrial links, commands the appropriate switching of
the cross-connect switch, and formats the appropriate
outgoing signaling message. In addition, the Nil' imple-
ments procedures to control the establishment and release
of incoming and outgoing calls, allocate satellite link ca-
pacity, dynamically switch the digital cross-connect, and
perform management functions.

Work begun in 1989 has continued through 1990.

Software development includes the implementation of

ISDN user network interface protocols, the design and

implementation of call control procedures, and the imple-

mentation of a proprietary protocol over satellite links for

signaling between earth stations. Software and hardware

integration has been completed, and an ISDN test bed,

consisting of two prototype switches and ISDN user equip-

ment, has been set up. Each switch includes a digital

TI

se - PAI SWITCH

T ST ST i)T

11. I

EUUII'MI Nr

11 CH ANK

NIP

cross-connect that supports up to 16 ' 11 carriers, a D3/D4

channel bank, and a NIP. The switches are connected

through delay and noise generators to simulate a satellite

link. ' I'he user equipmen t includes an ISI )N private branch

exchange (PBX) equipped with primary, rate interface (PRI)

modules, digital telephones, and SUN workstations and

terminals. The test bed demonstrates the ability to estab-

lish switched end-to-end ISDN connections, integrate voice

and data services. and verify compliance with CCI I-I Rec.

1.352 specifications for call setup and release delays.

I)uring 1991, additional services such as a facsimile

group 4 and videophone will be integrated into the test

bed; call control procedures will he enhanced to provide

multidestinational capability; management functions will

be added; and the satellite signaling protocol will be en-

hanced li>r basic compatibilit<lwith Signaling System 7.

Data Transmission Protocols

Since 1983, Ct)SMSAF and the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NISI, farnn'rly the National

Bureau of Standards) have conducted a joint program to

examine. implement , and test the performance of high-

level data communications protocols over satellite links,

and to study different aspects of open systems intercon-

nection (ost) networks. Experiments jointly completed

from 1985 through 1989 by N'I I) and NISI concerned

the Transport Protocol Class 4 ( I I'-4); connectionless

network protocol ; session protocol ; message handling sys-

tem (X.400 ); file transfer , access and management (FTAM);

and ()SI network management protocols.

Within ISO/ International Electrochemical Con)ntis-

sion (II.( ) Subcommittee II'C1/sC6/Wt;4. all relevant

modifications to l7'-4 have been incorporated into an

T, -

SWITCH." _ PHI ISPAX

STATION I TI D%C

AFT II

EQUIPMENT PHI -
SAx

TI CH FINK

I

enhancement document,

which passed its proposed

draft amendment (PD,ASt)

stage in 1990. It is expected

to be published as an inter-

national standard in 1992.

As noted in the 1989

C0.1 /A: I I' Laboratories Annual

Report, specific enhance-

ments to FTAM protocols

have been presented to stan-
dards committees. I n view
of the propagation delay im-
posed by satellites, the nma-
jor goal is to reduce the
number of confirmation
steps required for file trans-
fer. When the Iile size is rela-
tively small, each step saved

Figure 4. Pilot systF'm for a IS/)N uses a NIP for m,andgernent him hums will significantly improve

DXC
11



the overall throughput . In 1990, ISO/ [ [-',(- Subcommittee

(T(:I established a project to incorporate FT""I enhance-

ments into a revised standard . As project editor, (X)MS1I-

has been a key participant in this standards development

work.

During 1990 , several fundamental issues that pro-
mote satellite communications were exmhined : OSI archi-

tecture, quality-of-service ((Q()5) architecture , and multipeer
data transmission . An examination of underlying proto-

cols, as well as International Radio Consultative Corn-
nmittee (ccIR) and session protocols , revealed that the

requirements of session synchronization agree with
CO,NISA I's 1987 experimental results . The technical con-

tribution. accepted by ANSI X31-5.5, resulted in enhance-

ment of the session protocol , which will he hilly compar-

ible with satellite communications.

Data Network Quality of Service

Since 1987, Nl'1T has been conducting a series of
experiments to determine the QOS parameters for
satellite -based international packet-switching links. The
parameters under consideration, as defined by CCITT Rec.
X.134, are call setup and call clearing delay, data packet
transfer delay, and throughput capacity. The primary ob-
jective of these experiments has been to ensure that the
minimum delay requirement specified in CCITT' Rec_ \.135
is reasonable and attainable, and that the minimum
throughput capacity requirement over satellite-based links
is identical to that over terrestrial/transoceanic links.

During 1990, software was developed for a high-

speed packet-switched interconnection experiment to he

conducted in 1991. In contrast to prior experiments which

used 9.6-kbit/s links, this experiment will be conducted

over 64-kbit/s links. Its timing is extremely appropriate,

since the performance objectives for (ZOS parameters over

higher-speed links are now being specified, and national

packet networks are being upgraded to 64-kbit/s

internetworlung links. Other participants in the experiment

include IN] 1,I SAT, Slit Sweden, and ()l'(' Australia.

Figure 5 shows the experimental configuration. Soft-

wa re was developed for a protocol analyzer (Interview

71()0) which will simulate the source and destination

networks. The software was tested in this simulated envi-

ronnment. Clock synchronization is required in order to

measure call clearing and data packet transfer delays, which

are specified as one-way delays. Accurate clock synchroni-

7atiOn between the source and destination network simu-

lators was established using software on a Macintosh per-

sonal computer and via dial-up modems. During 1990, a

contribution to standardize the clock synchronization tech-

nique was submitted to cCFIT Study (Group VII. Addi-

tionally, a contribution to extend the scope of access

section QOS objectives to satellite-based networks was

submitted to Committee *1 1 Working Group 1 I(21.3.
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Optical Space-Fed Beam-Forming Network

Future satellite systems will feature multiple spot
beams which will increase transmission capacity by fre-

quency reuse of the scarce satellite bandwidth; provide

service flexibility, especially in conjunction with on-board

processing; and conserve energy by illuminating each spot

only when demand is sufficiently high. Multibeam svs-

tcnms require a beam-forming network (I;FN) to distribute

RF power to various phased-array antenna feed elements.

The use of optical technology in BI Ns can result in re-

duced size and weight, as well as less interference. COMSAT

Laboratories i.s currently designing novel optical space-fed

BFNs that employ free-space time delays to create the

required phase shifts at the Iced array.

Figure 6 shows an optical space-fed BFN, including a

possible deployment scheme on board a satellite. A num-

her of communications signals electro-optically modulate

laser diode transmitters, and the resulting signals arc opti-

cally switched to the desired input ports of the space-fed

BFN. The BEN uses true time delays (resulting from the

geometric arrangement ol'the input and output ports) to

create the required phase shifts at its output ports. The

output ports can he properly positioned fiber bundles

that collect and transport the optical signals before they

are reconverted to electrical signals at the phased-array

antenna elements. The light weight and small size of the

BFN, optical switch, and fiber bundle compared to their

microwave equivalents make the optical space-fed BFN an

attractive alternative to conventional BFN5. Optical BFNs

are also less susceptible to interference problems, and the

low loss of the optical fibers allows remote positioning of

the antenna elements from the satellite main body. 47
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figure h. Possible deploym ent architecture for optical space fed BF,\ nn
board satellites textures light weight and small size

In 1990, two optical space-fed BEN architectures were

investigated: one using optical fibers as delay lines to

simulate the required microwave phase shifts at the feed

array elements, and the other formed by reducing the

microwave BEN to optical dimensions and then convert-

ing, in a 1:1 correspondence, the optical phase shifts to

the microwave equivalent. For both approaches, optical

space-fed BENS were designed for switching six signals to

128 different beam positions using a 169-element phascd-

arrav antenna. An equivalent microwave BEN would have

approximately 1-m spacing between input and output

ports and approximately 1-rn height, whereas an optical

BEN would have dimensions in centimeters. Preliminary

estimates of mass and prime power requirements for the

128 x 169-dement optical space-fed BIN are between

2 and 3 kg and between 10 and 20 W, respectively.

In 1991, NTD plans to design, fabricate, and assemble

a prool-of-concept optical space-fed BIN consisting of 'a

16-element antenna array with a 27 scanning ability.

Integrated Organic Optical Waveguide
Devices

Future communications satellites will exploit on-board

processing techniques to improve system performance

and flexibility and to reduce the complexity of earth sta-

tion terminals. I Iowever, the implementation ofon-hoard

processors (t )RI's) using conventional technology will con-

strain the size, weight, and prime power of the payload.

The emerging field of integrated photonics has the poten-

tial for realizing lightweight, loss-power, compact ORI'

subsystems. Organic, nonlinear, material-based integrated

optical devices are being investigated for applications in

systems such as phased-array antennas and

on-board baseband processors. Development

of three-layer planar organic optical

waveguides on a silicon wafer was presented

in the 1989 WMSAl' Laboratories Annual

Report. This year, R&D efforts included de-

sign, fabrication, and performance testing

of optical channel waveguide devices.

Specifically, the devices were designed

for single-mode operation, with consider-

ation for reduced loss around curves and

efficient input/output coupling. Prototypes

were fabricated of an optical channel wave-

guide power splitter and combiner and an

electro-optic channel waveguide phase shifter

(Figure %). Electron-beam writing of the

pattern and reactive-ion etching (RIE) proved

to be the most successful means of fabricat-

ing the waveguide channels. Processes have

been developed to fabricate channel

waveguides in either the core or buffer layer

(see Figure 8). The dielectric properties of'

the organic layers were measured at microwave frequen-

cies (4 (;Hz) to estimate the loss tangent and modulation

bandwidth-distance figure of merit of electro-optic wave-

guide devices. Typical data for a device with a microstrip

configuration include a loss tangent of approximately 0.02,

dielectric loss of approximately 0.01 dB/cm, and a

bandwidth-distance figure of merit in excesssof6 GHi/cm.

An integrated organic optical waveguide development

effort planned for 1991 will include two tasks: complet-

ing performance tests of a prototype channel waveguide

phase shifter fabricated in 1990, with iteration for device

optimization; and designing, fabricating, and testing a

2 x 2 directional coupler-type optical switch element.

Figure' ?. Prototypes of an optical channel waveguide
power splitter and combiner :and an electro-optic

channel waveguide phase shifter
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Neural Network Technology

The R-ISllN is designed to support a large variety of

services for voice, data, and video communications. A

fundamental means of achieving the B-ISDN network is to

use the ATM-a high-speed, short packet (cell) switching

network that requires extreme flexibility. In traditional

circuit and packer-switching networks, thorough analyses

are conducted to establish the relationship between net-

work service quality and the characteristics of incoming

traffic. However, because of the dynamic nature of an

ATM B-ISDN, analytical solutions for determining traffic

patterns and the resulting grades of service are not fea-

sible. An adaptive control scheme that learns from the

dynamic environment (i.e., from the traffic patterns to

which it is exposed) is desirable. A neural network appears

to be suitable for this purpose, as it can map a complex,

nonlinear ficction with a number of inputs without ex-

plicirly defining the fuction. The goal of this effort is to

achieve good flow control in the satellite AIM B-ISllN.

The satellite ATM B-ISI)N consists of a number of

earth stations covered by beams on multiple transponders

carrying voice, data, and video calls with different QOS

requirements. The network control (unction needs to

allocate resources to new calls/paths so that the service

requirements are met for both new and existing calls.

In a simulated environment, a call admission control

function that successfully allocates network resources was

identified. Five types of traffic generators were multi-

plexed and fed into a node, and a large number of call

configurations Were simulated. From each simulation null,

network parameters such as link utilization , buffer occu-

pancy, and number of calls lost were measured . Using a
three-layer back-propagation neural network program, the

number of calls of each class, and the class of the new call,

were fed into the input neurons. The neural network
(Figure 9) was trained through many iterations and learned

to detect the conditions under which new calls should be

accepted or rejected.
For on-board-switching satellites , several problems

regarding the use of neural networks were identified. Since

virtual calls/paths from various up-links are destined for a

down- link, the call / path acceptance control function must

maximize down - link bandwidth. This function must also

constrain the cell loss ratio to an acceptable value on

hoard the satellite by using existing finite buffers . A simi-

lar neural network formalism can be applied to resolve

these problems. Various other factors such as current
switch configuration , butler lengths for each beam on

hoard the satellite, and traffic destined to each down-link

beam also need to be considered.

The down- link capacity increment for increased of-

fered load must he determined to maintain the cell loss

ratio at a predetermined value for a given on -board buffer

size for that down-link beam . For increasingly complex

satellites with shared memory for different down-link

beams, the allocation of down-link capacity to a particu-

lar down -beam must be balanced with the reallocation of

buffers to the down-link beams. This is a complex prob-

lem with numerous constraints such as differing QOS

parameters for the down -beams and different loading,

capacity increments , and a pooled resource of memory.

Resolution of these problems will be attempted in 1991.
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Figure 9. Architecture for neural networks that learn
from their environment 49
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COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

Neural Network Processing

Existing methods of managing large networks have

proven inadequate. Engineers must extract knowledge

from network experts and use it to design and build an

expert system. With neural networks, however, the engi-

neer provides examples of the network's operation, thus

eliminating the need to assimilate rules, which may not

be possible. A system that can detect patterns in network

parameters, provide early warning of oncoming conges-

tion, and determine the causes of such congestion will be

extremely useful in coping with congestion and will help

^1JL' automate the fault management process. Neural networks
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can easily be trained to detect patterns . The goal of this

project is to develop telecommunications network diag-

nostics that can recognize incoming congestion and iden-
rify possible causes (e.g., traffic surges and link/switch
degradations).

In the first stage of training, a simulation environ-

ment for a small hexagonal network was built using Sim-

script on the SUN workstation (see Figure 10). All nodes

were sources and destinations. Simulations were conducted

with "normal" traffic, traffic surges (four tines the nor-

mal link traffic) between pairs of nodes, and link/node

faults in the network. Network parameters such as utilirt-

tions on each link and butler occupancies at each node

were measured. In the second stage, a neural netsvork

model was developed which used the information col-

lected from the simulation environment to train the neu-

ral network to identify faults and traffic surge conditions.

These two stages were repeated for each experiment con-

ducted for different configurations.

The neural system ,vas implemented by using the

AN/A Plus/^'^II Neurocomputing Coprocessor from

I lecht-Nielsen Neurocomputers on the.,,( IN workstation,

primarily with the multilaver back-propagation network,

since it outperformed the counter-propagation neural

network model. For each configuration, the inputs, out-

puts, number of middle layers, and size of each layer

needed to be determined in terms of neurodes. If the

middle layer was too huge, it encouraged the network to

memorize the input patterns rather than to generalize the

input into features. This would reduce the networks

ability to handle unfamiliar inputs after training was com-

plete. Conversely, a middle layer that was too small dras-

tically extended the number of iterations required to train

the network and also reduced recall accuracy. Figure 1 1

shows the output of [he neural network during the pro-

cess training.

This effort enabled the identification of all single

traffic surges that occurred in the network. It was also

desired that the neural network be able to recognize and

identify multiple traffic surges occurring simultaneously

in the telecommunications network. Even in small net-

works, the total number of combinations Of source-

destination traffic surges is vent' large; for large networks,

it is prohibitive. Thus, one objective of the neural network

implementation was to measure its performance or

identification capability using combinations of traffic

surges, although it had been trained on only single surges

and a few selected combinations of surges. Two common

conditions in a real telecommunications network are a

single-source flooding of the network and a focused

overload, wherein it destination is overwhelmed by traffic

from Multiple sources. Both of these conditions were

successfully detected by the neural network. All

combinations of multiple traffic overload can be identified

by a combination 01' two neural networks. Because the

tine necessary for the neural network to arrive at a

conclusion once an input is presented is extrenel- small

(on the order of microseconds), the cause of congestion

can 1), LIUICUtcd1 in ICA time.

High-Performance LAN/WAN Interface
Processor

The rapid growth of cotnnuunications technology is

dramatically changing the networking environment.

Local area networks (I-1Ns) such as Ethernet (10 Mbit/s)

are expected to he replaced by much higher speed net-

works such as the fiber-distributed data interface (I I)uI),

which operates at 100 Mbit/s. Wide area networks (\vAN5)

are also evolving rapidly from medium-speed T-1

(1.544-Mbit/s) links to I'-3 (45-Mbit/s) links. Similarly,

with the advent of microprocessors such as the 80486

and MC68040, user workstations can take advantage of

the large available bandwidth. As a result of these trends,

coupled with bandwidth-intensive applications, inter-

networking devices such its routers and bridges will re-

quire switching speeds in excess of 30,000 packet/s. Ac-

cordingly, NTIF) has been pursuing the development of a

high-performance bridge/router.



NTD has an ongoing

program to investigate net-

working technologies, apply

them toward building

multivendor networks, and

provide network manage-

ment solutions. To this end,

an architecture has been de-

veloped that facilitates the

economical creation of large

networks with full connec-

tivity between devices that

use the same or different
protocols . A test bed has

been established which con-

sists of a large number of 0I=11=

LANs and devices intercon - DIN P
f

netted over a common \\AN M -
1
ii-

Figure 11. Simulated environment roe nc.1I%ofk (tait Iit) ua'. if Itplementesd
on a SUN tvo(k'.talion

During 1990, a high-perfornmance Ethernet-to-

Ethernet bridge was developed. The packet-switching func-

tion for filtering and forwarding packets between the two

interfaces is performed on a ILlsc processor (%4C88000),

which processes 20 million instructions per second. Pre-

liminarv benchmarks have demonstrated that this system

can sustain between 20,000 and 30,000 packets. Soft-

ware was also developed for Internet protocol routing as

well as for an FDDI interface. Off-the-shelf VME boards

were used as the hardware platform for the I.AN/SWAN

interface processor. Since the use of single shared-bus

(vMF.) hoards results in less than optimal performance, a

design for a dual-bus system was developed. Future ver-

sions of the LAN/WAN processor system will incorporate

this hardware architecture to achieve an even higher level

of performance.

Integrated LAN/WAN System and Network
Management

I'he last few years have seen an explosive growth in

private networks due to the availability of inexpensive

IAN technology, high-performance workstations, and per-

sonal computers. Because these networks comprise equip-

ment from multiple vendors and use multiple protocols

and IAN/WAN media, there is an ever-growing need for

centralized, automated network management. Two net-

work management protocols, Simple Network Manage-

rnent Protocol (SNMP) and the OSI-based management

protocol c,XIIS/CHIP, are being standardized; however,

many vendors still use proprietary protocols. The number

and quality of commercially available multivendor net-

work management systems arc still low.

backbone. The test bed con-

tains user devices such as

Pcs, PS/2's, Macintoshes,

SUN workstations, IBM mainframes, IB\I terminals, and

asynchronous terminals; network interconnection devices

such as LAN bridges, multiprotocol routers, x.25 packer

switches, X.25 packer assemblers/disassemblers (1'A)s) and

gateways; and LxNs such as Ethernet, token ring, Appletalk,

and FDDI.

A multi protocol network management system,

Net,Mcc, has been developed to manage the test bed, as

well as any other network composed of industry-standard

devices. Currently, it can manage X.25 packet switches,

x.25 PADs, PCs with Novell Netvare software, and any

SNMI'-compliant device, including UNIX workstations,

routers, bridges, and gateways. Based on a SUN worksta-

tion, NetMC(' uses industry-standard software tools such

as UNIX, X Window, Motif, and the Ingres relational

database management system to address all major man-

agement areas, including fault, performance, configura-

tion, and accounting management.

' 'ith NetNICC, a manager can observe the network

in graphic form using multiple, hierarchical screens (see

Figure 12). The system automatically collects status and

alarm information from network devices and displays it

in color-coded form to alert the operator when network

faults occur. Performance statistics can be collected and

displayed in the form of text or graphs and can be saved

in the database for later analysis and reporting.

As new devices come on the market or as vendors

add new management information to their devices, this

information can easily be added to the NetMcc database.

Net,%gt (: automatically generates new screens for newly

added performance statistics. A number of generators are

built into NeLAICC for generating reports on alarms, per-

formance statistics, and accounting information. A de-

tailed parameter configuration of network devices can he
51
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Figure 12. AIultiprotocol network rrranagement system can manage any
nel%%ork (umprisin.; in(1ustry-standard devices

defined, saved, observed , and sent to the devices, all using
interactive , user-friendly screens.

Since NetMCC is highly modular, it can easily be en-

hanced to support additional custom management

protocols and devices. Its architecture allows it to exchange

information with other network management systems

and to create hierarchies of NetMCCs for managing very

large networks. It is a foundation on which to base specific

network management solutions for COMSAT customers.

Expert Systems
in Network Management

N 1) has been investigating the applicability of expert

systems technology to the management of large connnu-

nications networks, specifically multiprotocol, multivendor

networks. Of special interest is the diagnosis of conditions

with relatively obscure warning signs which, if unattended,

could lead to a catastrophic loss of network facilities.

Among the most widely used network communica-

tions protocols are those that comprise the transmission

control protocol/intereet protocol (I :i'/IP) suite origi-

nally developed for the U.S. Department of Defense.

Information on the status of (and statistics from) network

entities for I'CI'/II' networks is accessible through facilities

provided by SNMP.

A knowledge-based system is now under develop-

ment for use in conjunction with an existing network

naatrtgement system to aid

in the diagnosis of faults and

performance degradation of

networks. In general, the sys-

tem hypothesizes that a

problem exists by observing

changes in the values of cer-

tain key parameters. Based

on the changes the system

observes in certain other pa-

rameters, it strengthens or

confirms the hypothesis and

generates an appropriate

warning message.

A set of problems and

diagnostic tests pertinent to

TCP/IP networks has been

identified. The knowledge

base was designed using the

knowledge engineering

environment and ported to

a SUN SPARC workstation

and to a network interface

between the expert system

and the topology database

on the management system.

This work will he extended

testing the interface with the management system andto

developing rules for other protocol domains.

COMSAT SUPPORT

ANSI/CCITT/ ISO Standards Activities

COMSAT participates in national and international

standards activities in ISDN and data communications to

aid in the ongoing development of satellite-compatible

standards and to modih' existing terrestrial-based standards.

During 1990, NID continued its activities in Com-

mittee 11, Technical Subcommittee 1-151, covering ser-

vices, architecture, and signaling, including the ISDN and

Signaling System 7. CO\1SAT's major area of' nterest was

the development of protocols for frame relay and B-ISDN.

CUMSAI developed a detailed selective reject ARQ

protocol for ( , ( , I l"I Ree. t>.922 and submitted a series of

contributions to T I S 1. A U.S. contribution based on

CO..ISr\I's protocol is likely to be submitted to Study

Group XI in 1991.

CC)MSAt representatives were instrumental in dcvcl-

oping a B-ISI)N baseline document that is transmission

method insensitive. In addition, the stringent speCifiCa-

tion of an ATM cell loss ratio of I x 10 "' would have put

an undue burden on satellites to provide a BlIR on the



order of I x 10 coMS; I succeeded in forestalling such

a specification, and subsequently developed a detailed

11 \I/ \.\I converge nee protocol designed to work of}i

cientl- over satellite links at high speeds. A series of con-

tributions on this protocol was submitted to TlsI, and a

U.S. contribution based on COMSA I"s protocol will he

submitted to Study Group X\ III in 1991.

A selective acknowledgment enhancement to 11'-4

was presented to ISO)/IM.(; Subconlnlittee I'IC:Ibc6/\\'G4

in May 1987 , in conjunction with other enhancements.

.I he Ct)\1s.\ I proposal has been approved as a PD AM and

the changes are expected to hey published as an interna-

tional standard in 1992.

The extended grouping sequence enhancement to

the I I AM was presented to ANSI N31 ' 5.5 in January 1989.

A few cycles of technical refinement were accomplished

in meetings of AN1,I X-31-5.5 in April 1989. and the

I,,(1/III EI ( l /St 21/\\,(15 I- I .\.\I group in May 1989. F fi-

nally, the group agreed to propose a New \Vork Item for

this enhancement with a broad view that includes ocher

possible enhancements. In 19e)0, ISO/11 I (l approved

the project to enhance the I I :\\I standard. Cl)\15:\ I ^^ ill

undertake the project editorship.

Efforts are under way to propose enhancements CO

the Session Protocol and to introduce multipoint features

in \.2s protocol.

Value-Added Services

I'he IRS system is widely used for international pri-

vate networking. In its present form, it is offered as an

extended-period, fixed-bandwidth, leased line connecting

pairs of customer sites. Market research has revealed that

a majority of Ills customers experience significant fluctua

tions in bandwidth requirements, even over a period of

I da\. In addition, emerging technologies such as ISDN

require ;I [)anclvidth-on-demand capability. Accordingly,

NT[) has designed and developed a prototype demand-

assigned ills system.

A centralized N( ( is used to control multira to no-

denis at Ills earth stations via burst modems and custom-

developed capacity control units (CCt's). The burst mo-

dems are used to implement a very small aperture terminal

(\'sA I)-like signaling system, with a single continuous

outbound channel from a huh ( ( l' to all remote sites,

and a shared inbound channel that is accessed by remote

( (A.'s in a I I)\1/AIi.)lIA (contention mode. Figure 13

shows the system architecture of the demand-assigned IRS

system, which was successfully demonstrated in a field

trial at Clarksburg, Maryland. A transponder on IN I I L-

sA I 341 provided the satellite bandwidth. Applications

such as videoconfcrencing were used to demonstrate the

demand-assignment and variable-bandwidth capabilities

of the sy.ste•n).

MULTIRATE
MODEM

Figure I I. Architecture tor a demand-assigned MS svaem
demonsir ,)led at a field trial in ( 7,trksbtin,', \lan-land

INTELSAT SUPPORT

Study on Satellite Communications System
Architectures for ISDN and B-ISDN

The objectives of' this IN ITI s \ I contract were to

identih' ISM-conlpatihlc .satellite conlntunications sys-

tem architectures; to select a few architectures and de-

velop system migration scenarios; and to develop, in de-

tail, the system design for the selected architectures. A

detailed review was undertaken of all the (;(I I'1 ISI)N and

I(-Ism Recommendations to investigate their compat-

ibility with the IN 11-1 N.\ I system. Rased on this review.

and considering the current IN ' l E.t S1YE system architec-

tures, a series of ISL)N-conlpatihlc architectures for future

I N IT I SAE systems was developed.

Three generic architecture models were considered

for support of narrowband ISM. In the first model, the

IN 111 N\ I system provides only a transit connection ele-

ment; no call routing or switching is performed at the

earth station. I lowever, with the availability of certain

signaling information (specifically, the lower layer corn-

patibilir• information element), appropriate satellite delay

compensation functions for certain data protocols operat-

ing over 1s[ IN channels can he Identified and invoked. In

they second a rchitecture, the IN I I I .SAT system forms part

of an ISDN by providing switched, point-to-point trans-

mission for international transit links. The third architcc-

ttuc incorporates switched multipoint connection con-

figurations.

For R-151)\. a series of four architectures was consid-

ered. 'l hose alrchitecnlres, when viewed as a set, will pro-

vidc a migration path for the integration of It-ISE)N into

the INTEI s.\ 1 system. The first architecture supports

R-ITN scr ices through the transmission of synchronous

digital hierarchy carriers. I he second examines the addi-

tion of a virtual path cross-connect capability at the earth

station. I he ross-connect allows the earth station to

combine traffic from several switches in the terresui,ll
53
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network. The earth station routes ATM cells based on the

virtual path interconnect section of the cell address. Be-

cause the mappings used to perform this routing do not

change dynamically, the earth station switching functions

do not require access to signaling information . This en-

hancement allows more efficient utilizarion of both the

satellite resources and the terrestrial access connections.

The third architecture addresses the inclusion of on-board

processing in the form of a virtual path cross-connect on

hoard the satellite . This greatly simplifies the earth station

hardware by allowing all up-link traffic to he carried on

the same link. Separate up-links for each destination are

not required . Finally, in the fourth architecture , signaling

capability is included at the earth stations.



the S ystem Development 1)it'iion : (SI)I) s) major iccomplishme nts for 1990 irlc/tlded
innplemrntation of'a new version of 'the General Antenna Proglmn, completion o/ a study of
the /i'asihility ofan on-board eery small aperture terminal hub, completion 0/ a major portion
q1' the user interface manuagelneltt system, developmen t of • an operator interface file the
Inmarsat -!1'1/13 Network Coordination .Station , anti completion of'the time-division multiple
access (IZ)AIA) burst t'enerarion rind scheduling sofitoare for the INY7:Y.5;47 satellite-switched

Tn)MA (SS-IZ)AI•t) system.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Software Testing Techniques

A significant amount of the budget for every software project is used to correct

defects, which can be introduced into software during any development phase (i.e..

re(Juirements, design, implemetntation, testing, or documentation). The objective of this

task was to investigate techniques fier reducing the defect rate for software developed at

COMts,l r Laboratories.

A literature search was conducted to investigate industn-wide techniques and tools
for improving software quality, and a plan was then developed to reduce the defect rate
in S[)I)-developed software. This plan included making improvements to the existing
software development methodology, using utility programs to evaluate complexity metrics
for code, and establishing a quality metrics database.

Utility programs were written to evaluate source code using the McCabe complexity

analysis criteria. Mc( :abe analysis produces a value for each subroutine or subprogram

which is a measure of the complexity Oft.] nderstandirig and maintaining the subroutine

based on the looping structure, the number of conditional statements, and the size of the

subroutine. Programs were developed to evaluate both I OR I RAN and PASL\t. source

code. The source code for each program in the Systems Analysis Software L.ibran was

evaluated and the result., were stored in a simple metrics database. Fach time modifica-

tions are made to arts of the analysis progr ms, the McCabe analysis will be rerun to
ensure that the complexity measures have not increased.

Guilin checklists were also developed and evaluated for each analysis program in

the software library. fit addition to complexity metrics, the checklists are used to sununa-
rize aspects of the analysis programs that relate to qualin, such as the availability of

documentation, the use of source code prologues and comments, and test results.

Based on the new techniques and tools adopted as a result of this task, sI)I)

anticipates a 1S-percent improvement in the quality of software developed by the

division in 1991.

General Antenna Program

The (,eneral Antenna Program (U:\1') is a general-purpose tool for analy/ing the
performance of reflecting antenna systems. It predicts the near-field and far-field radia-
tion patterns produced by a reflecting antenna system by performing a ray trace of the
electromagnetic radiation through the system according to the laws of geommet-ical optics,
followed by a point -by-point integration over the field on the aperture plane or over the
currents on the main reflecting surface. Figure 1 is an example of a tar-field radiation
pattern generated by

The first version of (.Ai,, developed in 1973, consisted of a single program that

performed the basic functions outlined above, as well as modeling a phase correcting

subreflector and a finite clement method for modeling a reflecting surface of arbi-

trary geometry. From I973 to 1988. numerous modifications and extensions were

incorporated into \l' to ensure that it remained a useful antenna design and
engineering tool.
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43 44 IN

LEVEL (dBi)

1 4234

2 4084

3 3; 84

4 33 84

5 2884

6 2384

7 18.84

8 13.84

Figure 1. (iA1' predicts tar-field radiation patterns

In 1989 an effort was initiated to restructure GAP to

meet the requirements of current software engineering

standards. The analysis routines of the 1988 version were

extracted for use in the new version, and development

was begun on new input processing code. The goal of the

1990 eflort was to develop a concise, coherent version of

G:U' that included the basic functions and some exten-

sions of past versions of the program and that also im-

proved program maintainability and cf}iciencN,. The ef-

fort concentrated on developing well-structtu-ecl, efficient,

and well-documented software in order to reduce mainte-

nance costs, facilitate the incorporation of new program

features, and increase user effectiveness and confidence in

the program. All of the code for the new version is highly

modular and well-documented, and is contained in a

single executable program. A version was developed llt-

the IBM mainframe in 1990, and GAP will be ported to

Hewlett-Packard (1111)9000 series machines in 1991.

The 1990 draft documentation produced for GAP

includes a user's manual, a programmers manual, and a

theoretical manual. A draft test plan has been produced

which contains a comprehensive set of test cases against

which future versions of GAP may he tested to ensure that

the basic functionality remains intact following enhance-

incnt and modification. The complete set of documenta-

tion, geared toward a version ofrunning on III'9000

series machines, will he completed in 1991.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

User Interface Management System

The development of a user interface management

system, initiated in 1989, continued throughout 1990.

The purpose of the task was to implement a development

system that will he used by programmers to create

sophisticated, interactive user interfaces for software

applications. The system, referred to as AXIS, is based on

the X'Window System and OSI'/Motifand provides soft-

ware libraries, productivity tools, and application tem-

plates for improving user interface consistency, program-

mer productivity, and software quality.

During 1990, a software library known as the Axis

toolkit was designed, implemented, and tested. The toolkit

provides software developers with a large set of reusable

software that simplifies the implementation of Motif ap-

plications. Functions performed by the toolkit include:

• application initialization and management

• resource management

• dialog management

• menu management

• table and manager handling

• modal dialog handling

• text tnattipulation.

In early 1990,' i) D completed the implementation of

an AXIS-based text editor that provides an intuitive and

powcrhtl user interface. A revised version of a Motif Clip

Art Library for the Macintosh MacDraw II program was

also completed.

The most significant productivity tool completed was

the X Widget and Resource F,ditor (WARP.), which is an

interactive screen and resource editor for %lotif-based

applications. With this tool, software developers can in-

teractively design and modify screens for their specific

applications (see Figure 2). X\ARE automatically gener-

ates the user interface code needed to implement these

screens, and reads the code hack in so that the screens can

he modified.

A complete documentation set was developed for the

AXIS system. This set describes in detail the information

software developers need to effectively use the available

software libraries and productivity tools. SDD will en-

hauice the AXIS system during 1991 with additional func-

tional and productivity tools.

COMSAT SUPPORT

On-Board VSAT Hub

Under the sponsorship ofCOMSAT 's Intelsat Satellite

Services ( ISS) Business Development , SIT continued for

a second year to study the concept of adding limited

baseband processing and control functions (an on-hoard

hill)) to one transponder on a later IV' I'II SAT spacecraft.

Such an on-board hub would allow INTLL.ISAT to offer

innovative , affordable thin-route telephone and data
services using low-cost, mass -produced very small aper-

ture terminal ( \SA l) earth stations with apertures of 1.8

or 2.4 ill. Whitt- route service is defined as one or a few
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issue. At (:-hand, rain at-

tenuation is essentially neg-

ligible, but until recently

few, if an),, C -band VSAI.s

suitable for use in the

IN I I- LSAT system were he-

ing mass-produced, al-

though theoretical analyses

showed that 1.8-111 C-band

antennas could meet the

necessary requirements.

A production C-band
VSAT th at could he used tier
thill-route service via an on-

board huh was identified
during 1990. ca)NISAI

worked with IN HASA F and

the manufacturer to estab-
lish type approval under
IN CI-l S:\ I Standard-G, in-

cluding extensive tests of
oil-axis sidelohc levels, and
the antenna filet all neces-
sary requirements for such
approval. Although in-
tended for use in conven-
tional (ground-huh) VSAI'

Figure?. XV4ARE resource editor screen allotr, users to design and mlxlity
screens for tht-ir specific alrlrli(ations

telephone circuits provided to areas currently without
international cable or satellite service.

As reported last year, the 1989 work indicated that

the on-board hub concept could he technically feasible,

and that capacities of hundreds of half-circuits per tran-

sponder should he realizable. In 1990, the work was

extended in three major areas: estimates of potential de-

inand for thin-route service in the Pacific islands; key

issues in choosing C-hand or Kit-band operation filr the

service; and the technological characteristics and require-

ments of key on-board hub subsystems.

The data used in the preliminary demand estimates

made in 1989 were taken from several standard library

reference sources available at that time, most dating from

1983 to 1986. More recent data which became available

in 1990 produced an estimate of 1.35 million people and

+9,000 telephones on 255 islands with significant popu-

lations but neither cable nor satellite service. Assuming an

average satellite traffic demand of 8 call minutes per tele-

phone per month, the on-board hub would carry 400,000

tall minutes per month. For a concentration factor of

11200, the traffic level is 33.3 Erlangs, which could he

carried by 45 circuits (90 hall-circuits) with a 0.01 grade

of*ser•ice.

Either C-band or Ku-band could be used f o r thin-

route service with VSA I s and an on-hoard huh. Each

approach raises certain issues. At Ku-band. :thundant mass-

produced Is are available, but rain attenuation is an

networks, the unit would be suitable-with minor rnodi-

fications for use with the on-hoard hub.

Data are scarce on the Ku-band link margins re-

quired for good service in rainy tropical areas such as the

Pacific islands. The Global Model, which is standard for

such predictions, works well in the temperate zone, but

has limitations in the equatorial region primarily because

there are insufficient measured rain-rate distribution data.

Figure 3 shows the Global Model climate regions in the

Pacific area; a dashed line encloses the populated pacific

islands.

Despite these limitations, the Global Model is the
only practical method for making rain-attenuation pre-
dictions where site-specific data are not available. Thus,
this model was used to calculate the Ku-hand margins
required for thin-route service with the on-board huh.
The results showed that service can be provided 98 per-
cent of the time with 'Ii-dB down-link and 6 -dB tip-link
margins. The margins required for 99.8-percent service
availability are significantly higher (typically 10 to 15
dB); however, link budget calculations showed that the
efficiency of on-board demodulation, combined with the
antenna directivity achievable on the satellite at Ku-hand,
could provide them.

A key issue is the mass and power of a livable on-

hoard hub. A rough order-of-magnitude estimate, based

on scaling from the few signal processing payloads that

have flown, is 20 to 40 W .111 ! 10 to 15 kg. These
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ri•qure 3 . The Global,kiorlel predicts rain ittenuatioti in the l'acilic
(letters dcsit4 nate various rainfall rei;ions)

estimates include the demodulation/renwdulation unit

and the controller; it is assumed that a switch-selectable

fa- receiver and transmitter already on the satellite would

be used. The estimates could decrease with the use of

technology more advanced than that in the systems al-

ready flown, or increase because of overlooked details.

•I•he multicarrier demodulator is at the heart of the

on-hoard huh. The demodulator could he implemented

digira]ly: however, a surface acoustic wave (SAvv ) chirp

hourier transform implementation would require less

power and weight. S:\\X technology for on-board applica-

tions is well established, based upon the volume of articles

appearing on this subject in the open literature. A design

study of a SA\\ demodulator for the on-hoard huh appli-

cation was thus identified as an excellent candidate for an

R&D project exploring the feasibility ofan on-hoard huh.

The other major on-board huh subsystem is the de-

mand-assignment multiple access controller. In 1989,

memory requirements for this processor were estimated

for 100 to ,too working channels, assuming daily down-

loading of recorded data. The estimates totaled 158 to

17I khvtes of random-access men)ory plus 380 to 1,000

l:bvtes of nonvolatile storage. In 1990, the (7't I process-

ing requirements were estimated, assuming an Ada imple-

mentation and a fairly detailed software architecture. The

result was an estimated processor load of less than 100,000

lines of Ada code per minute, which requires less than

0.05 nips of processor capability.

Frequency Planning Support

Frcqueucv planning is the process of assigning carri-

ers (including carrier center frequencies and power levels)

to a set of satellite transponders such that the required

standard of performance is obtained for

all carriers. Each assigned carrier can he

,Heeled by interference from the other

carriers assigned in the transponder bank,

as well as from thermal noise and

intermodulation noise generated by a

transponder amplifier when more than

one carrier is assigned to it. With the

advent of transponder leases in the

IN11.1 SA I system , the ISS Operations De-

partment asked SI)1) for assistance in de-

veloping capabilities for frequency plan-

ning in leased transponders and for

viewing the planned or actual carrier load-

ing of all satellite transponders.

SDI) had already developed the Inter-
activeSatellite lransntission Impairments
Program (IS I RI 11), an interactive version

of all impairments analysis program used
initially by (t)\ IS;11 Operations person-

nel and subsequently by INI ELSA I . ISI RI I'

resides on the 11w \'N1/e \1S operating
system and can model all or part of a satellite transmission

plan, and compute and display signal impairments due to

thermal noise, intermodulation noise, and interference

from other carriers . ISIRIP also can optimize the transmit-

ted carrier power levels to minimize impairments in the

worst carrier in the plan. The frequency plan is dis-

played as a sawtooth plot which the user can rnodif^

interactively.

During 1900, SDD explored the availability of the

IN ]SAT data required to view actual or planned carrier

loadings on IN 1-L1-1,A I. satellites . Data required for noise

analyses for the 1990 Satellite System Operations Plans

were obtained from INII. I:S;\ I and converted for use with

IS I RII'. Data describing the actual carrier loading of all

the transponders of interest to co,A1S.-V1• were obtained

from IN II-I.SA I on a weekly basis and provided to the IsS

Operations staff Work was begun on a freclttency plan-

ning manual that will provide descriptions ofthc required

data for frequenOv planning, rules and criteria currently

Used by INTELSAT to determine the acceptability Of a

frequency plan. and guidelines for using IS I RII'. ISS Op-

erations staff members were given initial training on the

use of ISIRIP to view the planned carrier assignments for a

transponder bank, to obtain associated data, and to modik

the frequency plan and analyze the performance of all of

the carriers . This effort will continue through 1991.

IDR Link Error Analysis Program

The Intermediate Data Rate (IDIt) Link Error Analy-

sis Program was initiated in 1989 to anali.e the

statistics regarding burst errors collected from data on the

INI I I.S \ I IDR system and other digital transmission lilies.

LEAP interprets the encoded error data streani and
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evaluates the bits, and the order of the hits, contained

therein. The program then identifies bit errors on the

data link and generates statistics used to predict the im-

pact of the errors on perceived link quality (see Figure 4).

In 1989, analyses were implemented to determine

the hit error rate over the entire file and over averaging

intervals, the relative frequency of the length of error

events and error-free intervals, and the average number of

errors within the range of error event lengths. In 1990, a

user's manual and a programmer's/theoretical manual were

completed based on the original analy-

ses. 1.1;11' was also enhanced to include

additional analyses, along with refined

versions of the original analyses. The

enhancements included the ability to

calculate probability of burst error; the

minimum, maximum, and average

lengths of the burst and error-free in-

tervals; the percentage of burst length

occurrence; and the cumulative rela-

tive frequency concerning error-free

intervals.

I.I-AI' was developed and is main-

tained on an IBM PC using C language

for the analysis and I larvard Graphics

for the histograms. The work was per-

formed jointly with the Communica-

tions 'technology Iivision (( II)),

which was responsible for data cap-

Inmarsat-M/B Network Coordination Station

In 1990, SC)[) continued its support for CO\ISA1'

Systems Division on the himarsat-1M'I/B Network Coor-

dination Station (Nt;S) project. Inmarsat-B (fiarmerly called

Standard-I3) is the digital ship-to-shore satellite commu-

nications .system that Inmarsat is developing to replace its

analog Inmarsat-A system. Inmarsat-f3 supports both voice

and data calls, while Inmarsat-M (a subset of Inmarsat-B)

supports voice calls only. An overview of the Inmarsat-13

system is shown in l:figure 5.

The Inmarsat-Ll/B system comprises the central

computer and channel unit equipment that monitors and

controls both the B and %I networks in its ocean region.

The most important function of the Nc s is to assign the

channels used for voice calls in this single channel per

carrier system. Each of the four NCSs also coruntunicates

with Inmarsat s network control center (NC(I) in London.

This allows Inmarsat to remotely monitor operations in

all ocean regions from its headquarters, and also allows

the N(C to centrally perform functions that affect all ocean

regions, such as commissioning new ships.

Suu's principal responsibility on this project is the

operator interface software for the NCS and the NCC. This

interface includes approximately 200 screens and has the

following innovative features.

The operator may enter commands using any of

three methods: selecting Irani menus, typing in a co rrn-

naand language, or running a file of prerecorded com-

mands. Menu selection is best for new or infrequent users

who need to be guided to correct choices, while the

command language is best for experienced users who

want to enter commands quickly. The command file

is best for repetitive execution of a series of related commands.
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When the operator selects it command from the menu,

the operator interface automatically copies the mnemonic

to the command line at the bottom of the screen and

displays the next menu. The operator can switch hack

aLnd forth between the menu selection or typing methods

with a single command.

Command files can he created using a conventional

full-screen file editor or by putting the terminal into

"learn" mode. In this mode, every command the operator

enters (by menu selection or hyping) is recorded, but not

executed, until the operator says to stop.

To provide further help for new or infrequent users,

each window lists the mnemonics that are legal in that

position. The selected mnemonic appears in reverse video.

Next to each is a help text that summarizes the function

of that command or subcommand. To save screen space,

the help text is covered by the next window.

To speed entry of similar commands, the operator
interface also remembers the most recent selections from
each type of command. To enter a command similar to a
recently entered one, the operator need only start the
command and then press the space bar to have each
previous choice copied onto the command line. 'l he op-
erator then can accept each choice as is, change it, or back
up to follow a different path.

The operator interface includes diagnostic and test

features that are normally isolated in separate test support

software. These features allow the operator to turn on a

variety of diagnostic recording capabilities, collect data for

a time, tarn off the recording, and examine the results, all

without disturbing the operational software. Conventional

designs Would require the operator to stop the operational

software (interrupt service), configure the system to run

with the test support software, and then restart the com-

puter. Figure 6 is a sample N('S menu selection screen.

In 1990, SID completed the NCS software design,

presented it to Inmarsat at the preliminary and Final

Design Reviews, coded 16,000 lines of(: code (represent-

ing 80 percent of the NCS operator interface), and dem-

onstrated the software to Inmarsat. SDD Also assembled

the NCC and made plans for its installation. In 1991, sDD

will complete the coding, testing, and integration of the

N(S and N(. operator interfaces, install the NCC, and

train the Inrnarsat operators.

On-Call Engineering Support

SDI) provides support to the ISS engineering staff by

developing, modifying, or making production runs ofrhe

programs in the Systems Analysis Software Library. This

work usually results from an unplanned event such as a

problem with a launch or a customer report of carrier

performance problems.
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Figure 6. lnnlan,lt a1/B NCS menu selection screen
tacilitates the entry of operator commands

During 1990, S[)) supported the Microelectronics

Division in analyzing the effects of atomic oxygen on the

solar panel silver interconnects used on the stranded

INI F.IM I VI spacecraft. Due to failure of die the IN'I EI SA"I

VI (F3) (s/c 603) satellite to reach geosynchronous orbit

in March 1990, an effort was begun to develop software

that would predict the level of exposure to atomic oxygen

that the satellite would experience at low earth orbit.

Using the atmospheric model, 49sIs, developed by Hedin,

the software computes the atomic oxygen "ram fluence"

(i.e., the total integrated flux, in atoms/cm', encountered

by a satellite) for a given period by modeling the satellite

orbit using the laws of Keplerian dynamics. To extend

the Keplerian model to handle perturbation effects, the

real nonideal orbit is modeled as an ideal mean orbit

fusing the six Keplerian parameters and their rates of change.

I he software was used to calculate the amount of atomic

oxygen ram flucncc encountered by the satellite front

March 14, 1990, through December 1990, as well as

through the first quarter of 1992. The effort also included

development of a method for estimating the effect of the

satellite's shape, rotation, and orientation on ram fluence.

SL)D also significantly enhanced the personal com-

puter version of rte Sun Outage Program (SUNC)UI) for

ISS. SUNO)UI' predicts outage times and durations at earth

stations due to sun interference. It also generates tabular

listings and graphical plots of the increase in antenna

noise temperature, system temperature, and gain to noise

temperature ratio of the receiving earth station as a htnc-

tion of time (see Figure ?). Enhancements included

replacing the program interface with a simple, user-friendly
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interface, adding a graphical plotting capability, and re-

fining the analysis algorithms.

ISS Software Support

[very year the SDD stall- provides extensive support

to the ISS [Tanning, Marketing, and Operations stall,

including antenna coverage plots generated daily so that

ISS can evaluate coverages for various customers or plans.

During 1990 an Antenna Coverage Notebook was pre-

pared which provides detailed coverage maps for each

beam on each INTLI S,\ L satellite liar the current and

planned orbital station a ssignments. To support new analy-

sis, modifications were made to the Antenna Coverage

Program, including refinement of an algorithm to com-

pute earth station beta factors to determine an earth

stations geographic advantage in a specific INTLLSAT beam

coverage area. Antenna coverage files containing gain data

based on prelaunch measurements, along with current

beam-pointing parameters, were acquired from IN II LSA 1',

processed, and maintained under this task for ISS.

INTELSAT SUPPORT

Fixed TDMA Burst Time Plan Software

IN F EL' \ I operates oneI'DN1,A network on a satellite

in the Atlantic Ocean Region (,\()R) and one on a satellite

in the Indian Ocean Region (IOI:). The earth stations in

these networks transmit traffic within preassigned tinge

intervals in the Form of one or more high-rate streams of

hits referred to as "bursts," using the entire bandwidth of

at satellite transponder.

From I98 I to 1985, SDD designed and implemented

the fixed II)NL1 burst time plan generation ( RI15 I-N)

software system to provide timing and control informa-

tion via master time plans (NITPs) and condensed time

plans (e"I l's) lot all equipment in each IN I ELS;A I I't)NI,A

network. This Software system, which resides on the 11151

N1\'S/-Ititt operating system, takes an input traffic matrix

for a TDNL\ nenvork and generates a coordinated set of

time plans for the equipment. 'I he \1 I I's are used for

the planning and setup of the earth stations, and the

CI I's are used for the actual timing and control of the

equipment.

During 1990, sI)I) continued to maintain the II I I'(;l N

software system and revise the software in response to

IN'T[LS:%T's changing requirements. In addition to sup-

port provided for users, a minor Modification was Made

to the software to make its rape output compatible with

SS-TD\IA software tape output, as both outputs are pro-

cessed by the same INIT..ISA I software.

Satellite-Switched BTP Software

INITIS.AT operates an SS-TDNIA network on one sat-

ellite in the A(II&, and plans to convert the fixed I I),A1\

network in the IOIR to SS-II)\1A in 1991. Such a system,

which can be used on the IN I'EI-SAT VI satellite, can

expand the coverage areas available to each earth station

without requiring additional station equipment. It also

Allows for mach greater flexibility in traffic assignments

through the satellite, since beam connections can be dv-

n;unicalh- reconfigured to respond to customer requests

for transmission paths.

In each INLILI SAl- SS-TD\1A net-work, a community

of transponders is synchronized to a common tithe period

called the I D's1;\ frame. During the frame, each accessing

station transmits traffic within preassigned time intervals

as one or more bursts, using the entire bandwidth of a

satellite transponder. On IN II] SA I VI, the beams on

transmission channels 1-2 and 3-4 are dynamically

switched.

In the SS-"LDNL,\ system, a I DN1,A frame is divided

into a number of switch states. During each switch state,

the on-board microwave switch matrix (51cM) establishes

switch connections to allow interconnections between the

up-beauns and down-beams of a multibearn satellite. A

particular earth station with a single up-beam coverage

can then communicate cyclically (according to a control-

lable sequence over a I I)\1;\ frame period) with all of its

destinations in various down-beams by placing its trans-

mit bursts in time slots when the required begun connec-

tions are made by the 5IS.\I.
61
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For operation of the SS-'I DMA network , a detailed

satellite switched BTI' must be developed which provides

the burst schedule as well as the switching sequence so

that transmission among stations within the various cov-

erages can he maintained without conflict. Requirements

for control of the system must also be met. The BTP

information is transferred to the reference or traffic sta-

tions in the SS-TD\IA network as a set of coordinated

individual time plans.

In 1989, sal) completed and delivered the SSMII'I'/

SS(-I"P software system, which generates a set of coordi-

nated time plans for the physical elements of an SS-I MIA

network from a 61'1' database of burst schedule and con-
trol assignments.

During 1990, SDD continued work on the software

in response to INTELSAT requests for modification as the

system became operational and several software require-
ments were respecificd. In addition, SDD provided final

documentation for the software system.

Satellite Transmission Impairments Software

IN I IItiA I' planners and operations staff use the Satel-

lite Iransnaission Impairments Program (S'IRII'6) and the

Outage Margin and Time program (OUT MATE) to evalu-

ate satellite frequency plans and optimize transmitted car-

rier power levels. ( A frequency plan consists of all the

carrier assignments in a frequency reuse transponder hank

on an INTEISAT satellite. ) Both programs are command-

driven and reside on the IB\i \iv s/ ISO operating system

at INTP.ISAT. The'T RIP6 program accepts input data for

the components of a frequency plan and computes clear-
sky signal impairments due to thermal noise , intermodulation,

interference from carriers assigned to other transponders

in the transponder hank, and adjacent carrier interfer-

ence, for all of the carriers in the plan. STRII'6 can also be

used to optimize carrier power by using an algorithm that

iteratively changes the operating points of each transpon-

der and balances the power of the carriers in it until the

performance of every carrier is satisfactory . The O JTMA 16

program accesses a database provided by the STRIP6 analysis

and utilizes rain data available for all earth stations to

evaluate the additional effects of rain impairments on the

carriers assigned in the frequency plan.

Released in 1973, the original version of SLRII'6, which

modeled FM carriers , was used initially by ('OMsAL op-

erations personnel , and subsequently by IN I ELSA I. Since

that time, the program has been gradual) enhanced by

modifications such as the addition of models for new

types of carriers. In 1986, as large numbers of small

digital carriers increasingly replaced large FM carriers, the
OUI MA 16 program was developed for INII :ISA I' by I I)

and SDD in response to the increased importance of ob-

taining rain impairments and run outage times, pa-ticu-

larly in the higher frequency hands.

As IN'[I1SA'I began loading its transponders with in-

creasing numbers of carriers, the S FRIP6 and ()UFM 1'6

programs began to require considerable computer time

for calculations , and the number of intermodulation prod-

ucts produced in these transponders became excessive.

SDD and CTD worked together in 1990 to modify these
two programs to accommodate frequency plans with very

large numbers of carriers. Algorithms in the programs

were modified to accelerate the calculations without sig-

nificantly affecting the results. In s I RII'6 , the algorithm to

calculate the impairments caused by intermodulation noise

was altered to simulate an intermodulation spectrum in

transponders where more than 30 carriers were assigned.

Ml I MA 16 was modified to import computed

interrnodulation impairments from STRIP6 and then scale

these impairments to reflect the effects of rain. The capac-

it, for storing frequency plan data was modified in both

programs to meet current IN IL !SA'I requirements. Both

revised programs were delivered to INTLI SAT, along with

supporting documentation.

OTHER SUPPORT

MITRE Analysis Library

SDD assisted the \1fI'Rt. Corporation in 1990 in es-

tablishing a library of satellite systems analysis programs

to enable MITRE to enhance its NASA technical support

capabilities. SIX) assistance included porting the Interac-

tive Antenna Coverage program (]A('1') and the Interac-

tive Channel Modeling Program (ICH, IP) to a VAXstation

3500 (operating under VMS) from the IBM mainframe on

which they were initially developed. IACI' was also ported

to the DECsration 3 100 operating in the UNLX environ-

nnent. No significant changes were made to the analysis

portions of these programs, although minor enhance-

merits were made to the graphical interfaces. By operating

these programs on an engineering workstation, the

performance of both IACI' and ICHAMI' has been

trcatly improved compared with operation on the IIS\1

mainframe.



Aiany sigrri ficant milestone were achieved in the Advanced (;orrrmunicruions 1 echrtol-

ogy Satellite (; iC1 ^) Prognarrr daring 1990. Ire particular, development o f ^rll three of the r^'A_s,•a
Ground Station (.N(,'S)/!Master Control Station ('ICS) subsystems teas substantially complete.
and thee subeycstems were integrated to firer It fully functioning system. Perhaps the most

significant milestones were achieved in October, when the NGS, under control of the :TICS,

successfully acquired the AC7:s baseband processor fin, the first time, and the first endto-end

co rrnnurtications circuits were established "Phis resulted ire substantial reduction of the re-
maining program risk, and bodes well for the ACTS Program in general.

There were a num ber of'other important accomplishments for the ACTS 1'ro,(,17am in
1990. COMSAT supported ;AASii in presenting the AC7;s System Critical Design Review in

January'. The Master Control l-aridity console subsystem wazs designed procured, and installed
Four of seven acceptance tests were competed for the N(,S RF terminal (kit ); these tests proved

that all of the NO down-link subsystems and the beacon measurement subsystem complied
fully with all specifications. Additionally, the telemetry, trackinc and command (17cTY

operations acceptance tests were completed fur the ,t4(, demonstrating that the :tics could

monitor and control the ,ic is Flight Systenn via the 11 esr: links. Modem chm-ticterl"ZItion
tests proved that the moderns built by alaotor•ola and delivered to COAISA 1'tugovernment-

finnished equipment were fully compatible with the inter/aces to the NGS.

The NGS RFT and time-division multiple access equipment were integrated with the MCS

and engineering model of the :1C1s communications-electronics payload lnfnrm it checkout

tests demonstrated irrtcrfitce compatibility between the subsystems, as well as functionality of

the essential sycsrem fi'atures. hvtensive, detailed testim,' usiru,' formal test procedures will he the

primary' activity for 1991.

Staffing was completed for the core operations and maintenance team that CO:1tSA T
will provide to operate the VGsi%/CS equ ipmen t at XASA L ewis Research (,'enter in

(.'leeched, Ohio.

Finall)-, COA25 •i T per formed two studies for avASii to determine the fi'asibility o f several

A(. TS system enhancements that would expand experimental opportunities. One of these

studies developed a basic design approach to adding integated Service Digital Network

(TSLsx) capability to the , ICTc low burst Hate network. This would enable 1s1-) .v users/

e:^perimener_c to inter face directly to AC/S [Bit earth stations. The second study established the

basic desis;rr of a transportable earth station for use in providing high-definition television

(HDT1) demonstrations via ACTS. Given the wide bandwidth of the ACTS microwave switch

matri.v- channel, 1-TDIV and other high-data-Hate experiments are deserted pa ticurlarl a rtppro

priat(1forA CIS.

ACTS PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE

The overall management responsibility for each technical clement of the ACI'S

Program, as well as for the cost and schedule control and other business / plauining

activities , resides in the ACTS Program Management Office (i'vlO). In order to accom-

plish the various technical goals of the program, the I'm() "contracts" with various

departments throughout the laboratories to accomplish specific portions of the program

related to their particular areas of technical expertise . Acting as a general contractor, the

I':\It> blends all of these separate elements into a cohesive product combining technical
and programmatic considerations to meet the retluiremcnts of the contract and the

objectives of the custonmer.

All of the current cost, schedule , and performance measurement information related

to each segment of the program plan flows into the I'N1O for management analysis,

review, and evaluation . The output of this process is the technical and programmatic

direction necessary to maintain the program on schedule and within the expected cost.
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SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND
INTEGRATION AND TEST

I)uring 1990, the locus of the A(_:fs Progrun at

CONtS;\ I' shifted from individual subsystem development

efforts to the integration of these subsystems into the fully

operational system for final testing. The objective is to

complete this integration and test activity by mid-1991,

and to deliver the system to N-\.SA in August 1991. Given

the success of the informal integration tests, the outlook

for meeting these program objectives is very positive.

In January, CO\IS:A1 supported NASA in conducting

the \ : I s System Critical Design Review. (ONISAT Sys-

tems Engineering and 1'\4o personnel participated in the

2-day design review at NASA Lewis Research Center (Iek(

in Cleveland, Ohio. Prior to the design review, the -\(,I

system-level interface specifications and test plans were

completed. At the design review, CO\1SA I presented an

overview of its equipment designs, its test and operations

and maintenance (O&\t) plans, and the development

status of all major equipment items.

Design, procurement, and installation of the Master

Control Facility' (M 'F) console subsystem were completed

in 1990. This subsystem comprises the computer termi-

nals used to operate the tinge-division multiple-access

('I DMA), NMCS, and RI: I' equipment, as well as intercoms

and other station support equipment.

Systems Engineering is responsible for execution of

the final acceptance tests, which are performed using

formal procedures with NASA representatives as witnesses.

Acceptance of the equipment by NASA is contingent upon

successful conduct of the acceptance tests. I)uring 1990,

eight of the planned total of 24 acceptance tests were

performed. Four tests, applicable to the NGS RFT, proved

that all of the Nu, down-link subsystems and the beacon

n)easurentent subsystem (BMS) were fully compliant with

all specifications. The 1-1 &(' operations acceptance tests

were completed for the MCS, demonstrating that the NICS

could monitor and control the AC's Flight System via

the 1'I'&(: links. Acceptance tests were also performed

successfully on the forward error correction decoder unit.

Bit-error rate (BIR) characterization tests of the nur-

denrs built by Motorola were conducted using special test

equipment (ti I't) provided along with the modems. These

tests proved that the N('S modems delivered to COMSA"F

as government-furnished equipment (GFE) were fiully com-

patible with the interfaces to the N(;S.

Integration of the NGS RFT and "FDMiA equipment

with the MCa and engineering model/communications

electronics package (IM/:1'11) was completed. With the

1-MA-'I' serving as an emulator for the spacecraft, all net-

work operations functions performed by the NI(:s and

I I)\IA equipment can be tested, with the exception of the

propagation delay inherent in satellite systems. Tests of

the Control functions include special software features

which mimic the propagation delay that would normally

he seen in the control data links. This ensures that any

timing-related problems will he found prior to operation

with the on-orbit spacecraft.

Informal checkout tests of the hill N(-GS/MCS/ENI/CEP

system demonstrated interlace compatibility between the

subsystems, as well as functionality of essential system

features. Work began in 1990 on the development of

formal test procedures required for the extensive .rid de-

tailed testing to he conducted in 1991.

('()\11,A 1 performed rwo studies for NASA to deter-

mine the feasibility of several ACTS system enhancements

that would expand experimental opportunities. One of

these studies developed a basic design approach to adding

ISDN capability- to the ACTS low burst rate (I.BR) network.

This would enable ISI)N users/experimenters to interface

directly to ACI S I.BR earth station,. As of year-end, it

appeared that NASA was planning to pursue the ISF)\

upgrade for the I .BR earth stations, based on the results 01'

the ( ON1S,Vt study.

The second study established the basic do-sign of a trans-

portable earth station for use in providing 111)11' demonsta-

tions via AC1 S. Given die wide bandwidth of the,'\C t s micro-

wave .switch matrix (\1SN1) channel, 11I)1'V and other

high-data-rate experiments are deemed particularly appropri-

ate f or AC1 S. The study was well received but, due to budget

limitations, the HI) V earth station is not likely to be built in

the immediate future. However, at year-end, NNSA commis-

sioned CONISAF to perform a follow-on study, which is in-

tended to develop a concept for a high-data-rate earth station,

capable of transmission in the 400-Mhit/s region. The pri-

man- application would he interconnection ofsupercomputets

and other hip 1-spk°ed networking schem s. Many of the basic

concepts developed in the I-IDIV study will be reused in this

follow-on study.

Staffing was completed for die core O&Nf team that

'flwill provide w operate the NG,SINIC;S equipment at

NASA I CRC. This stall incluc{es a station manager, station

engineer, and three technical specialists, one each assigned to

the RF F, I U.\1;\. and NICS suhsvstents in the N(;5/\I(:S cony

plex. This core group of five highly trained technicians and

engineers will be augmented by two system operators, who

will be hired trot) the Clevel:uid area. A training program for

the O&yt team Was developed dui ng 1990 for implementa-

tion in the first half of 1991.

RF TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT

Dwing 1990, substantial progress was made toward

completion of the RFI segment of' the N(;S. 'I he Satellite

I'erhnologies Division (S-11)) undertook the major portion of'

this task, except the modems, which were the responsibility of

the Commwlicaaons'l'(.-chnolot,*)' Division (('I I)).



J -he RFT comprises that part of' the

station from, and including, the 5-n an-

tenna to the digital interface with the

I'D\L-\ equipment. Its major function is to

receive and transmit the EBR mode com-

munications signals. The RFT will also in-

clude the 1.1 &C links, as well as equip-

ment to measure the signal strength of up

to three beacons down-linked from the

satellite. These measurements will provide

real-time input for the adaptive rain fade

compensation scheme, which is one of

the technical innovations of the program.

The major product of in-house activ-

ity in 1990 was the integration and test of

virtually all of the I:I I hardware that is to

be delivered by co\ISXI . Light equipment

racks containing the multiple subsystems

of the RIE I' were tested together. Test pro-

cedures were generated and tests con-

ducted, as witnessed by NAS:\, to demon-

strate the pcrforniance compliance of the

RI T.

An important part of this resting included measure-

ment of the BER performance of the RI 1. Tests were

performed with the Nlotorola-built moderns ands FE to

determine the extent of any BFR degradation associated

with the RFT. Measurements were made with the mo-

dems operating in "back to back" loopback mode, and

then through paths specially designed into the RFT, which

permit the signal to be looped back, at appropriate fre-

quencies and power levels, to the demodulators. This

testing proved vet, important as it permitted quantitative

measurements of die effects of the traveling wave tube

transmitters on the FD\1;A signal.

As a part of the required testing of the RFT, interfaces

to other parts of the N(-,S/\1('S, i.e., the TD\4A equipment

and the \ICs, have been established and exercised. The

Rh contains the B\IS, which measures rain fade data

from the down-link beacon signals. This subsvstem gen-

erates digitized fade data which are transmitted in real

time to the II)\IA equipment, and then to the \9CS for

permanent recording for propagation studies. Timing sig-

nals required for experimental measurements are received

from the TDMA equipment to permit RF measurements

within the 1 D\I \ frame. Finally. data reporting all status

changes in the RFF are transmitted to and stored in the

n1CS.

Other RI I activity included the design and fabrica-

tion of the diplexer, which will ultimately become part of

the ACTS antenna. This diplexer, shown in Figure 1, will

enable transmit signals on two polari/.anions at 30 (;Hz

and receive signals on two polarizations at 20 GI lz to be

coupled to and from the antenna itself. This development

Figure I . ACTS ar)1cn1.r (liplc\cr

represents a significant enhancement of the state of the
art. While the design is based on previous ( ( )\ISA l de-
signs in the 4/6- and 1 1 /14-GHi. hands, the extension to
20/30 GHz required attention to many critical niechani-
cal design. fabrication, and RF test details.

In parallel with this in-house diplexer development,

the antenna subsystem is being developed Under subcon-

tract by T1\\' Systenis. Preliminary and critical design

reviews have been completed at I'I\y'. Careful planning

and measurement ensured mechanical compatibility be-

tween the antenna in its intended rooftop location at

I,eRC and the RF equipment to be located within the

building immediately below.

The RI = I will perform many of its hrnctions and be

monitored by the RFT supervisor (RI Fs) an III'9000/

3500 computer-equipped with three operator worksta-

tions located in the RFI:S area, in the y1(:F, and at the

Satellite Control Center at General Electric (GE) in East

Windsor, NJ. This third station will he linked to the RI"r

by land lines. Hardware and .software were integrated into

the RFT in 1990. The RFTS provides a user interface

whereby the station can he configured to any desired

operating mode using "point and click" mouse techniques.

Comprehensive capability exists for the user to set, mea-

sure, and monitor multiple station operating parameters

sinurltaneously.

Also in 1990, the government-supplied E\4/CEP,

which provides a subset of the ACES spacecraft cotn-

muttications capability, arrived at (x)\ISA I and was

connected to the RII, through special interfacing

equipment. The RFT will perform nleasureuneuts of

6$
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the up-link and down-link I.BR burst signals. With the

availability of up-link burst signals from the TDMA

equipment, the down-link burst signal from the EM/

and the RI IS software substantially completed,

actual minimum shift keyed (MSK) signals (the modu-

lation format used through the baseband processor

[Iilwj) were used to prove the measurement capability.

Previously, all the measurement techniques and equip-

ment were developed with non-MSK continuous wave

(Cw) signals.

Progress on the RPT during 1990 permitted it to be

integrated, as planned, with the I'D\LA equipment, the

TICS, and the El,i/t=EI'. With this level of integration com-

pleted, the RFA is now being used successfully in the

testing of the higher-level communications functions of

the Ac`I S System.

TDMA TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT

During 1990, the ACTS NGS TDMA terminals were

completed, tested as a subsystem, and transferred to NGS

system integration and test. karly test results proved that

the ACTS N(;s I DMA terminals arc fully capable of com-

munication with the engineering model of the ACES com-

munications payload, including its BBI', an on-board i DMA

system. This success was facilitated through a systematic

design and documentation nierhodolo`y structured in a

top-down hierarchy. The system was assembled from more

than 75,()()0 electronic and mechanical components and

contains over 44,000 lines of code.

The reference terminal acquires and synchronizes to
the IMP-generated l IM,\ frame to uransfer the \1(S con-

trol and status ordcrwire channels to the 11111) and to the
IBR terminals. The reference t erminal preprocesses these

orderwire chmniels, which have a combined niaximuni

rate of 1.4?6 M lbit/s. The reference terminal also con-

tintiously compares the BBI' on-hoard clock drift to a local

frequency standard, and periodically reports deviations to

the FMCS. The MCS then tip-links frequency corrections to

the IMP to maintain network clock stability.

The traffic terminals acquire and synchronize to the

BB], I I)MA fame to interconnect experimenter terrestrial

circuits to the I1 R network. The 110-I\'lbit/s terminal

provides set ice for eight hl interfaces (1.544 \Ibit/s)

and six interfaces operating at 6.312 Mbit/s. The

27.5-Mhit/s terminal provides service for four T1 inter-

faces and two 6.31 ?-iMbit/s interfaces. "l ogethcr, nc^ ter-

minals can interface 1,0; 2 6/i-kbit/s equivalent voice chan-

nels to the LBR network. Call processing functions within

the terminals provide for both single-channel dynamic

routing using dial digits and multichannel trunk routing

in either point-to-point or broadcast connections.

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the

1 l0-I\lhit/s [DMA terminal design. The 7.5-lblbit/s de-

sign is identical except for deletion of the transmit and

receive .\I(:S interfaces. The terminals are partitioned into

two major subsystems : the terrestrial interface equipment

(TIE), and a TDM.\ burst controller . The major functional

elements for each are given below.

Terrestrial Interface Equipment

• I1 and 6. 12-,11bit/' later/rues. Provide a terrestrial

line interface, plesiochronous buffering of channel data,

and .I'1 supervisory signaling processing.

• I iansmit uml Receive Bus Controllers, provide digital

switching of channel data to/from the burst controller

or the signaling extraction-signaling generation ('Mu/

SCU) hardware under call processor control.

• .S.V1:/v;L. Provides dual-tone multifrequeney selective

signaling reception/ transmission to or from experi-

menter channels for dynamic single-channel routing in

the I BR network.

• Receive and I rarumit Ira f/ie &f/er Interlaces. Buffer

channel data for high-speed transfer ro/from the 11)MA

burst emit roller.

• Derrurrul Arsi red A1ultiple-Acts- (D;LtL1) (:rill Processor.
Processes step rvisory and address signaling to/from experi-
menter channels, sends and receives order s ire messages to/
from the MCS to acquire and release satellite capacity, dy-
nainicalk, routes channel data to/from the burst controller,
and maintains call records fo r operator status display.

TDMA Burst Controllers

• Receive and Transmit'licsInrerfeues. Provide high-speed

transfer and preprocessing of ordetwire channels to/

from the \I(a, as well as the BRi' and traffic terminal

network.

• Receive and T tau>rrtit I raffle inter faces. Buffer channel

data to/Ironm the r1E., and route channels into

\I( a-assigned satellite slots.

• D,9,19,1 (Receive and Transrrrit Frame ,rl9ana errrent).

Dynamically alters I l.).\1;\ frame structure and traf-

fic slot assignments in response to M( 5 ordcrwirc

commands, and performs synchronous burst rink

plan changes.

• Receive and Transmit /imin anti C,'outrol. Acquires

and maintains synchronization to the BB[' TD\IA frame.

• Receive card Transmit Space Se went Irrterftces. NNlulti-

plex/dennLilt iplex channel data to/front tileI iw,N bursts

at either the 1 10- or 2 ".5-M1hit/s serial rates, and pro-

vide EEC encoding/decoding at rate 1/2 and constraint

length 5.

• S1stc/n F_vecutir'e. Provides overall terminal monitoring

and control. processes TICS monitor/control and I BR

fade data links, and interfaces to the terminal operator

for commands and status displays.

The terminal design presented in Figure 2 represents

a carefully balanced selection of digital hardware and

nmicroprocessor firmware components. Figure 3 shows
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Fi,'urc '. ii)AIA terminal func tion,>l archifc'c tuc(-

the 1 10 Mbit/s-t I)slA terminal which pro-

vides both reference terminal and traffic

terminal functions along with the S rr..

High-speed digital logic and carefully en-

gineered backplanes ensure error-free per-

formance . Extensive use of programmed

array logic hardware and microprocessor

lirmwarc results in a design which can be

easily adapted to the needs of NASA's

experimental program, as well as to the

operational requirements of htrttre com-

ntercial terminals in the .u-I'S system. The

addition of ISDN capabilities to N(;S TI)htA

terminals, which will begin in 1991, is an

excellent example of how this flexible de-

sign approach can facilitate system growth

as A("I S experimenter requirements evolve.

MCS DEVELOPMENT

1!0 -"1".

The MCS prov ides real - time control and monitoring
of the A( : i s I Fil: communications network , as well as

associated control of the A(' t-S payload, including the ItRi'.
It also supports ACI S experiments by controlling system
configuration parameters and managing the recorded data.
The \tt 5 is implemented entirely in software hosted on a
VA X 8600 super-minicomputer.

II)A1.4 equipment under test

By third quarter 1990, 90 percent of the code for the

ASCS had been integrated into a working system and

delivered to the N(;S/\iCS system integration and test

team for integration with the tl\1/(:f:1', I I )MA equipment,

and RFTs. The design, code, and test of the experiment

data processing subsystem was nearly complete by year's

end.

RX SPACE
SEGMENT
INTERFACE

(i'
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NASA witnessed demonstrations of the Is1CS soft-

ware, both in a test environment and with the other

N(;S equipment , during 1990 . These demonstrations

included all of the real-time M CS software , the experi-

ment configuration software , and a major portion of

the test support software . Nominal size networks were

simulated with the test software . I)emonstrations in-

cluding the H.\1/CEP and ' I [ vt \ equipment were also

conducted , showing monitor and control of the E\1/

(:I-,.P's nmltibeam communications package ( M(:1') and

the processing of "live" traffic.

During operation , the sicS will be connected to GE-

supplied I'I'&(: equipment and to the LBR I I).AI\ refer-

ence terminal . The 'I'I &c equipment will provide com-

tnand and telemetry links between the \ICP and the MCS.

l'hc y1 :s will use these links for sending conlnlands to set

the initial configuration of the M('1' at the beginning of an

experiment and to continually monitor the telemetry from

the MCI' for anomalies . Once the \4CP/ BBI' has been
initialized and the I BI: reference terminal has acquired,

the \4 (' s will use the high-data-rate control circuits through

the LBR reference terminal to communicate with the BBI'

and the LBR traffic terminals via inbound and outbound

ordenvires . This functional testing architecture of the MCS

is illustrated in Figure 4.

I)esign, coding , and unit test of the n4'S - NGS inter-

face software were completed during 1990 . This software

processes the measurement data and status information

from the RFT equipment and BER test set. Design, cod-

ing, and unit test of the experiment data processing soft-

ware began during 1990 and was nearly complete at

Years end. phis software processes the data recorded by

the real - time software during an experiment and inserts it

into a relational database , provides for certain predefined

reports, and supports ad hoc queries utilizing a high-level

query laulguage.
WY %ork begun in late 1989 to implement the revised

spacecraft command and telemetry lists was completed in

early 1990. Several minor changes to the BBP program-

ming rules were also implemented . As a result of initial

network operational tests, it was determined that perfor-

mance improvements were required in the high -data-rate

interfaces between the 1v9CS and TL)\Ll equipment. The

input interface software was revised and work began on

the output side in late 1990 . (N)\1 '-, A1 also began a

NASA-directed study to anal yze the impact of failures in

the BBI' control and data memories . A small probability

exists that cosmic radiation may cause a sin, le hit in one

of these memories to fail permanently . The major objcc

rive of the study is to propose technical solutions, which

can he implemented in the M ( s software , that would

keep the ACTS LBR network operating in the event of such

a failure . At year-end, NASA directed a change in its ex-

periment database to add recording of individual call

records; this work will he performed in 1991.

LBR
SUBSYSIEM

RAP
COMMANDS

MCP
UBSYSTEM If^^

A

INROUND ORDF H4NIIlF

OUTBOUND ORDE 1,d) E,E'

LHH
REFERE`.GE

TER'INA_

TRAFFIC
TERMINALS

Figure 4. AtCS lirnctional testing ,lrchitecturp

Subsystem integration a nd test (°build tests) of the

\1CS software continued during 1990 . The final LBR net-
work control build tests were completed , fully exercising

the L)A.\L\ processing software, in addition to the LBR

functions tested in earlier builds. '['he experiment cor-

figuration build tests were also completed and the ether

experiment data processing build tests began . Except for

the experiment data processing software, all of this soft-
ware is currently in use in formal testing with they I- \1/(:I 1'

and other N(;s equipment.

PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE

During 1990, the COMSA I Performance Assurance
(PA) team continued to support the ACTS Program in the
areas of design reviews, component and subsystem pro-

curement reviews, inspections, manufacturing engineer-

ing, production planning, configuration management,

product assurance, and product safety.

In manufacturing and fabrication, the I'A tear) sup-

ported the preparation of subassemblies, assemblies, and

subsystem hardware (both in- and out-of-house). This

support included management procedures implemented

across the entire hardware development cycle from de-

sign, procurement of parts and components, inventory

control, kit assembly, and fabrication. through final test

and checkout. Formal I'A reviews were held for both in-

house manufacturing and out-of-house procurements.

These reviews will continue through the entire develop-

ment cycle and through system-level integration and test

of the ground system. Hazard and safety analysis proce-

dures were implemented to support parts procurement,

assen)bl, and test. The controls exercised over the At;I S

stockrooms resulted in an inventory of products that is



accurate and quickly accessed for accountability and

preparation of complete kits. In-house fabrication in-

spections of both the RFT and T[)MA units resulted in

assemblies that complied with required quality standards.

The quality assurance methods, quality engineering, and

inspections used on procured and in-house items have

proven to be effective for the ACTS hardware develop-

ment program.

(X),`4SA1's PA progr:un encompasses software as well as

hardware. Software P,1 personnel continued to maintain the

configuration control database for all rclcased software for the

M(,S, TDM1A, and RIT equipment . They also established and

maintained a reference library of specifications , dra%Niu s, analysis
documents , and test data for A(; I S Systems Engineering.

Many of the P!\-related control activities arc per-

formed through several engineering / management boards,

including the Configuration Control Board, the Software

Review Board , and the Material Review Board. The change

control procedures for both in - house and out-of-house

activities were implemented via these boards , which are

composed of representatives of the various project teams

and chaired by PA personnel.
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